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PREFACE

The purpose of this monograph is to bring together the

historical, experimental and theoretical accounts of that family

of galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic phenomena that are

the lineal offspring of the Hall effect.

The fact that the several effects have different signs in

different metals has thus far received no thoroughly satis-

factory explanation. The compilation of the results of the

researches on these effects, and the statement of the leading

theories concerning the phenomena, it is hoped, may prove

a step toward removing the one great obstacle in the way
of a satisfactory application of the electron theory to the

electrical and thermal phenomena in metals.

The following paragraph from Hall's original paper (^35)

suggests some things that may be expected from a thorough

and complete study of these effects in all metals:

"On the whole we cannot be sure that any relation has

yet been detected between the magnitude of the new action

in the various metals and any known physical property of

those metals. It is of course possible, however, that when

more data shall have been obtained, analogies and relations

at present unsuspected will appear. It can hardly be doubted

that the action we have been considering, placing at our

command as it does, a new point of view from which to study

the interior workings of the substances examined, is destined

to teach us a good deal in regard to the molecular structure

VII
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of the bodies, while helping us toward an understanding of

the physical nature of electricity and magnetism."

The investigations herein treated have already done much

to cast light on the inter-atomic and intra-atomic actions in

matter; yet much remains to be done to secure a reconcilia-

tion of the proposed theories and the known facts.

L. L. Campbell.

Cambridge, Mass., 1923.
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2 INTRODUCTION

I. A transverse thermomag7ietic potential differefice be-

tween A and B: the Xernst effect.

2. A transverse thermomagnetie

temperature difference between A
and B, or the rotation of the iso-

thermal Hne AB: the Righi-Leduc

Effect.

3. A longitudinal thermomag-

netic potential difference between)

such points as E and E.

4. A longitudinal thermoiuagnetic temjierature difference

between E and E: a change in thermal conductivity.

The table below exhibits in more concise form the re-

lations of the several effects. The literal-descriptive coefficients

were proposed by Hall ^247)*].

P^ig. 2.

Effects Produced



A. GALVANOMAGNETIC PHENOMENA

CHAPTER I

THE HALL EFFECT: TRANSVERSE GALVANOMAGNETIC
POTENTL\L DIFFERENCE

1. Historical.

Sir Wm. Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in his paper on the

Bynamical Theory of Heat^5^°\ 1851, first predicted the possi-

bility of a "rotatory power" in a metal in a magnetic field.

In paragraphs added in 1854, occur these statements:

"It is far from improbable that a piece of iron in a state

of magnetization, which I have ascertained to possess different

thermo-electric properties in different directions, may also

possess rotatory thermo-electric power. By an experiment
made to test its existence, which has given only negative

results, I have ascertained that this 'rotatory power', if it

exists in inductively magnetized iron at all, must be very small

in comparison with the amount by which the thermo-electiic

power in the direction of magnetization differs from the.

thermo-electric power of the same metal not magnetized."

Feilitzsch (^95), in 1858, made- an attempt to find out

whether a magnetic field produced any effect on a current

of electricity. He connected to a galvanometer two coils of

wire. The electric current3 in these coils were in opposite

directions, and were so adjusted that they caused no deflec-

tion in the galvanometer. Near one of the coils he brought
a third coil carrying a current of electricity, and in conse-
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quence setting up a magnetic field. No permanent deflection

of the galvanometer was noticed, and no permanent action

of one current on the other was detected.

Mach (350)^ in 1870, endeavored to discover the effect of

an electromagnet on a current of electricity. He used a

circular disk of silver covered with wax. A current of electri-

city was sent through a diameter of the disk. The silver leaf

became heated and the wax melted. The plate was then

placed in a magnetic field to see if the melting became un-

equal on the two sides of the diameter, due to the shifting of

the current. The condition of the melted wax remained un-

changed in the magnetic field.

In 1874, Gore <-"^) made the following experiment to see

if a current of electricity was affected, or deflected, by a

magnetic field:

"I passed a powerful voltaic current through the thick

copper wire of a large electromagnet, and then divided it

equally between two vertical pieces of thin platinum wire of

equal diameter and length (about six or seven centimeters),

so as to make them equally white hot, the two wires being

attached to two horizontal cross wires of copper.

"On approaching the two vertical wires symmetrically

towards the vertical face of one pole of the horizontally placed

magnet, and at equal distances from it, so that the two down-

ward currents in them might be equally acted upon by the

downward and upward portions respectively of the currents

which circulated round the magnet-pole, the one was strongly

bent towards and the other from the pole, as was, of course,

expected, but not the least sign of alteration of relative

temperature of the two wires could be perceived, thereby

proving that not even a small proportion of the current was

repulsed from the repelled wire .or drawn into the attracted

one, as would have occurred had the attraction and re-

pulsion taken place, even to a moderate degree, between

the currents themselves: and I therefore conclude that the
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attractiofis a7id repulsions of electric conductors are ?iot exerted

between the currents themselves, but betiveen the substances

conveying them!'

The failure of Feilitzsch, Mach, and Gore to detect the

effect they sought was due to the fact that the methods

employed were crude, to the fact that the effect is due to

a secondary electromotive force, almost infinitesimally small

compared with the primary electromotiye force, and to the

lack of sensitive galvanometers.

In 1879, E. H. Hall ^^34), then a Fellow of Johns Hopkins

University, published an article entitled, "On a New Action

of the Magnet on Electric Currents." As a matter of historical

interest, it seems worth while to quote several paragraphs

from this paper.

"Sometime during the last University year (1878), while

I was reading Maxwell's. Electricity and Magnetism in connec-

tion with Professor Rowland's lectures, my attention was

particularly attracted by the following passage in Vol. II, p. 144:

'It must be carefully remembered, that the mechanical force

which urges a conductor carrying a current across the lines

of magnetic force, acts not on the electric current, but on

the conductor which carries it. If the conductor be a rotating

disk or fluid it will move in obedience to this force, and this

motion may or may not be accompanied with a change of

position of the electric current which it carries. But if the

current itself be free to choose any path through a fixed

solid conductor or network of wires, then when a constant

magnetic force is made to act on the system, the path of

the current through the conductors is not permanently altered,

but after certain transient phenomena, called induction cur-

rents, have subsided, the distribution of the current will be

found to be the same as if no magnetic force were in action.

The only force which acts on electric currents is electromotive

force, which must be distinguished from the mechanical force

which is the subject of this chapter.'
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"This statement seemed to me contrary to the most

natural supposition in the case, taking, into account the fact

that a wire bearing a current is affected exactly in proportion

to the strength of the current, while the size and, in general,

the material of the wire are matters of indifference."

"Soon after reading the above statement in Maxwell I

read an article by Prof. Edlund ^^^^\ entitled 'Unipolar Induc-

tion', in which the author evidently assumes that a magnet
acts upon a current in a fixed conductor just as it acts upon
the conductor itself when free to move.

"Finding these two authorities at variance, I brought

the question to Prof. Rowland. He told me he doubted the

truth of Maxwell's statement and had some time before made

a hasty experiment for the purpose of detecting, if possible,

some action of the magnet on the current itself, though

without success. Being very busy with other matters, however,

he had no immediate intention of carrying the investigation

further.

"I now began to give the matter more attention and

hit upon a method that seemed to promise a solution of the

problem. I laid my plan before Prof. Rowland and asked

whether he had any objection to my making the experiment.

He approved of my method in the main, though suggesting

some very important changes in the proposed form and

arrangement of the apparatus. The experiment proposed was

suggested by the following reflection:

"If the current of electricity in a fixed conductor is itself

attracted by a magnet, the current should be drawn to one

side of the wire, and therefore the resistanee experienced

should be increased.

'•To test this theory, a flat spiral of Oerman silver wire

was inclosed between two thin disks of hard rubber and the

whole placed between the poles of an electromagnet in such

a position that the lines of magnetic force would pass through

the spiral at right angles to the current of electricity."
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After describing a series of observations, the author

remarks: "Apparently, then, the magnet's action caused no

change in the resistance of the coil."

"But though conclusive, apparently, in respect to any

•change of resistance, the above experiments are not sufficient

to prove that a magnet cannot affect an electric current. If

electricity is assumed to be an incompressible fluid, as some

suspect it to be, we may conceive that the current of elec-

tricity flowing in a wire cannot be forced into one side of

the wire or made to flow in any but a symmetrical manner.

The magnet may tend to deflect the current without being

able to do so. It is evident, however, that in this case there

would exist a state of stress in the conductor, the electricity

pressing, as it were, toward one side of the wire. Reasoning

thus, I thought it necessary, in order to make a thorough

investigation of the matter, to test for a difference of potential

between points on opposite sides of the conductor.

"This could be done by repeating the experiment formerly

made by Prof Rowland, and which was the following:

"A disk or strip of metal, forming a part of an electric

•circuit, was placed between the poles of an electromagnet,

the disk cutting across the lines of force. The two poles of

a sensitive galvanometer were then placed in connection

with different parts of the disk, through which an electric

current was passing, until two nearly equipotential points

were found. The magnet current was then turned on,

and the galvanometer was observed, in order to detect

any indication of a change in the relative potential of the

two poles.

"Owing probably to the fact that the' metal disk used

had considerable thickness, the experiment at that time failed

to give any positive result. Prof. Rowland now advised me,

in repeating this experiment, to use gold leaf mounted on a

plate of glass as my metal strip. I did so, and experimenting

•as indicated above, succeeded on the 28^^ of October (1879)
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in obtaining, as the effect of the magnet's action, a decided

deflection of the galvanometer needle.

"This deflection was much too large to be attributed to

the direct action of the magnet on the galvanometer needle,

or to any similar cause. It was, moreover, a permanent
deflection and therefore not to be accounted for by induction.

"The effect was reversed when the magnet was reversed.

It was not reversed by transferring the poles of the galvano-

meter from one end of the strip to the other. In short, the

phenomena observed were just such as we should expect to

see if the electric current were pressed, but not moved,

toward one side of the conductor."

"It is perhaps allowable to speak of the action of the

magnet as setting up in the strip of gold leaf a new electro-

motive force at right angles to the primary electromotive force.

"This new electromotive force cannot, under ordinary

conditions, manifest itself, the circuit in which it might work

being incomplete. When the circuit is completed by means-

of the Thomson galvanometer, a current flows."

Shortly after Hall's discovery, Rowland ^^^^\ 1880, wrote

as follows:

"The recent discovery by Mr. Hall of a new action of

magnetism on electric currents opens a wide field for the

mathematician, seeing that we must now regard most ot the

equations which we have hitherto used in electromagnetism.

as only approximate, and as applying only to some ideal

substance which may or may not exist in nature, but which

certainly does not include ordinary metals. But as the effect

is very small, probably it will always be treated as a correc-

tion to the ordinary equations."

2. The Hall Coefficient

The total transverse electromotive force, E, set up by a.

magnetic field, //, in a plate P, Fig. 3, carrying an electric

current /, is proportional to the width of the plate b, to the
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strength of the field IL, and to the current density, /„. The
E

electromotive force per unit width is therefore RHI^, in

which 11 is a constant depending on the metal, and is called

the Hall coefficient.

If d is the thickness of the plate, then the current density

If^
=:--— Substituting this in the above equation, we have

oci

E= —^-, and R Ed
in which

Fig. 3-

d
'

^"
IH'

E and / are in absolute units, d in

cms., and // in gauss. The Hall

coefficient, i?, may be said to be

the transverse difference of potential

set up by a unit field in a plate i cm.

thick and. carrying a unit current.

For example, suppose a gold plate coi cm thick, carrying

a current of 2 amperes, or o'z abs. units, is placed in a

field of 1 0,000 gauss, that sets up a total transverse E. M. F.

of 0-00000140 volt, or 140 abs. units. Then we shall have

for the Hall coefficient in gold,

140 X o'q:R = 00007 Abs. E. M. F. per
10,000 XO'2

gauss, per abs. unit current, per cm. thickness.

3. The Sign of the Hail Coefficient

The Hall effect may be considered as due to the rotation

by the magnetic field of the equipotential lines in a plate

carrying an electric current. Hall, in the researches already

referred to, found that in iy^on, cobalt^ zinc, and antimony
the lines were rotated in one direction; while in gold, silver,

Jiickel, bismuth, iiii, copper, platinniUy aluminium, and magne-
sium the lines were rotated in the opposite direction.

The following Figs. 4 to 9 represent the convention

introduced by Hall as to the positive and negative Hall effects

in metals.
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The plate is represented by the rectangle P, the circle H
represents the magnetic field, the direction of the Amperian
<:urrent in the electromagnet is given by the arrowhead, I is

Positive Hall Coefficient

' H

^F1
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magnetic field H, the effect is said to be positive. This was

found to be the case in iron, cobalt, and mitirnony.

If the equipotential line CD is rotated in a direction

opposed to the Amperian current II, as in Figs. 8 and 9, the

effect is said to be negative. According to this convention,

the effect in gold, nickel, and bismuth is negative.

The reversal of the primary current / does not reverse

the rotation of the equipotential line, as shown in Figs. 4

and 5; The direction of the secondary current i, is however,

reversed.

The reversal of the field H, Figs. 4 and 6, reverses both

the rotation of the equipotential and the direction of the

'secondary current, /.

4. Angle of Rotation of Equipotential Lines

,. Suppose that Fig. 10 represents a metal plate, P, in

I which the primary current I enters, at L and leaves at N.

The current wdll spread out some-

what as indicated by the curved

stream lines. Suppose that points

A and B are at the same poten-

tial when the magnetic field is not

-on. When the field H is put on,

the equipotential line AB will be

rotated through some such angle

as O into a new position
• CD. The perpendicular CE will

make with CD an angle O also.

DE

Fig. 10.

Then tan =
CE

Uiv is the width of the plate, and / the distance DE, then

tan a> = — .

IV

The difference of potential between*^ and D is

E=— (p. 9).
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By Ohm's law, E=rxl,
where r is the resistance and / the current in the plate from

F to D.

Equating the values of E, we have

EHxI
;- X J=

and therefore r =

d
'

RH
d

If Q is the specific resistance of the metal in the plate,,

then ._ <?^

a
'

where a is the area of cross-section of the plate. Equating

the values of r and putting for a its equal irxd, we obtain

Ql RH
w xd d

^

,
RHw

and / = '

Q

Substituting this value of / in

^ I

tan (/> = —,

we have tan = -— = RgH,
Q

where o is the specific conductivity of the metal.

The meaning of this formula may become clearer, if it

is applied to a concrete case.

The Hall coefficient of gold may be taken as 0-0007, the

specific resistance of gold in absolute units is 2*42 x lo^.

Then a field of 10,000 gauss will rotate the equipotential line

in gold through an angle given by the equation.

0-0007 X 10,000
tan O =

2-42 X lO^

Hence (P = 10' (approx.).

Since the coefficient of gold is negative, the equipotential

line AB will be rotated 10' in a direction opposed to that

of the current in the electromagnet, as in Figs. 8 and 9.
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In the uniform portion of the field, the stream Hnes of

the primary current are not rotated nor distorted, hence the

equipotential Hnes after rotation make an angle (P with

the stream lines of the primary current, and are not per-

pendicular to the stream lines.

5. Primary Current Lines in the Hall Effect

While in the Hall effect the equipotential lines are rotated

by the magnetic field, the lines of flow of the primary current

are not rotated. In Fig. 11, the horizontal lines represent the

/ H

'< I-

Fig. II. Fig. 12.

In this both the stream

lines of flow of the primary current, J, in the plate when

no field is on. The vertical lines are the equipotentials.

In Fig. 12, we have a diagram similar to those often

found in articles on the Hall effect

lines and the equipotentials are

rotated. This, however, is not the

actual case.

In Fig. 13, we have a true

representative of the behavior of

the stream lines and the equi-

potentials, when the plate is in a

uniform magnetic field H. The

equipotentials are rotated as indicated by the inclined lines,

while the stream lines of the primary current are not bent

so as to become perpendicular to the equipotentials.

That the stream lines of the primary current should not

be bent in a uniform magnetic field may be seen from the

Fig. 13.
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following considerations suggested by Hall verbally to the

writer.

Suppose that TT and BB, Fig. 14, represent the top

and the bottom respectively of a horizontal pipe, through

which is flowing a constant stream of water, under a constant

head pressure.

If friction and gravity are neglected, the line AD, per-

pendicular to the stream lines, represents a line of equal

pressure. The weight of the water, however, exerts a pressure

that increases with depth, from A to D. The result of the

pressure impressed on the water and of the gravity pressure

will be that the equi- pressure line AD will be rotated to

^ y,
some such position as CG. The

gravity pressure will slightly increase

the density of the water toward

~B D ix W the side BB, but the stream lines

Fig. 14. will not be bent so that they will

be perpendicular to CO.

In water the current density, however, will be slightly

increased on the lower side of the tube, water not being an

incompressible fluid; but. in the flow of electricity nothing of

this kind is detected.

The following extracts from Nature give some account

of remarks by Sir Wm. Thomson ^^^^\ on the stream lines in

the Hall effect, before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science in 1884:

"Sir Wm. Thomson spoke of the discovery of Mr. Hall as

being the most important made since the time of Faraday." . . .

"He showed that the mathematical examination of the

subject indicated three relations to be investigated: first,

the relation of thermal force to the surfaces of equal rate

variation of temperature; second, the relation of electric current

to the equipotential surfaces; third, the relation of the thermal

flow to isothermal surfaces. The second of these is that

investigated by Mr. Hall, who has found that under the
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conditions the lines of flow are y^o^ perpendicular to the

equipotential surfaces. There remains, therefore, 'work for two

more Halls', in either proving or disproving the existence of

analogous actions in these two other cases."

"Sir Wm. Thomson also suggested the following ex-

ceedingly interesting mechanical illustration or analogue of

Hall's effect. Let us be living upon a table which rotates

uniformly forever. A narrow circular canal is upon the table,

and nearly full of water. After a while the water will acquire

the same velocity of rotation as the table, and will come to

a state of equilibrium. The outer edge of the water in the

canal will then stand a Httle higher than the inner edge. Let

us now apply a little motive force to the water, and by means

of a pump cause it to flow in the canal in the same direction

in which the table is rotating: it is evident that it will stand

higher on the outer edge, and lower on the inner edge of

the canal, than before. But, should we cause it to flow in

the opposite direction to the motion of the table, it will

stand lower on the outer edge, and higher on the inner edge,^

than in its position of equilibrium."

Corbino <^"9)j 1915, in an article on the movement of

electricity in a plate subjected to the action of a magnetic

field perpendicular to the plane of the plate, maintained that

the equipotential lines, or the stream lines of the primary

current, or both, which originally formed an orthogonal system,

are so deformed that an isoclinic system is produced throughout

the plate.

Volterra (566)^ 19 15, and Righi^452)^ 19 15, followed Corbino's

discussion with more elaborate mathematical treatment. They
claimed that the current density is shifted by the action of

the magnetic field on the primary current in the plate; in

other words, that the electrons or ions are deflected and

crowded toward one side of the plate, electrolyte, or dis-

charge tube.
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CHAPTER II

METHODS OF DETERMINING THE HALL EFFECT

1. Hairs Original Method

The following paragraphs from a second paper by Hall ^^35^^

1880, will best give an account of the method followed in

his classic experiment.

"On the same page of the ' Galvanismus
'

which treats

of the research by Mach, as mentioned above, Wiedemann

describes, as a means of showing that no action takes place

Fig. 15.

between permanent electric currents as such, almost the exact

arrangement of apparatus with which the discovery was finally

made. Who first used this apparatus for this purpose I cannot

say, unless it may have been Wiedemann himself. The same

plan was hit upon by Professor Rowland, quite independently

I believe, and he experimented to some extent in this direc-

tion in 1876. The same arrangement was finally adopted by

me, after another method of attacking the problem had been

unsuccessfully tried."

The following is a description by Hall of the apparatus

used by him in the discovery of the Hall effect. Figure 15

is a reproduction of the diagram given in his paper, but it

is not a picture of the original plate:
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"In Fig. 15, which is about one -half the actual size of

an ordinary plate, g,g,g,g represents the plate of glass upon
•which the metal strip rn, m, my m is mounted. Contact with

this strip is made at the ends by the two thick blocks of

brass 6, h, which are held firmly in place by the four brass

clamps worked by means of the screws S^ S, S, S. The main

current of electricity enters and leaves the metal strip by

means of the binding screws e, e. Running out from the

middle of this strip are two projections which make contact

with the clamps C^, C^, worked by the screws S^, S^. From

the screws i, ^,
wires lead to the Thomson galvanometer. The

projections from the metal strip just alluded to make the

apparatus very easy to adjust, for by scraping off little particles

from the proper part of the projections, while the current is

allowed to run through the metal strip, the current through

the Thomson galvanometer may be reduced to the extent

desired.

"In ordinary experiments such a plate as that just

described is placed between the poles of the magnet in such

a position that the direction of magnetic force would be

represented by a perpendicular to the plane of the paper in

the above drawing.

"With this arrangement a permanent deflection of about

30 cm. on the scale before the Thomson galvanometer could

Tdc obtained by reversal of the magnetic current." .... "This

experiment, then, shows our main fact, viz.: that in a con-

ductor subjected to the given conditions a permanent electro^

motive force is at once established which has a direction

perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic force and

perpendicular to the direction of the primary current in the

conductor."

2. Hail's Bath Method

To eliminate thermoelectric effects due to inequalities of

temperature in the plate of metal. Hall ^^'^^\ 1885, used a tank

filled with water, in which the plate was immersed. A hori-
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zontal cross -section of this tank, T, 2\ is shown in Fig. i6..

The tank was placed between the poles P, P, of the electro-

magnet. Sometimes during the investigation water was kept

running into and out of the tank, at other times the water

remained at rest.

The use of the tank necessitated a different method of

sending the primary current through the plate. The current I.

was led to and from the plate by means of brass strips P, B,

Fig. 17. These strips were soldered to the plate. Small wires,

r^

kj

iMg. 16.

w, tv, were soldered to the arms, a, a. The notches c, c, were

filed until the points a, a, were practically of the same potential,,

when the primary current was flowing and the magnetic field

was not on. The metal and brass strips were fastened to a

glass plate by means of a rosin and bees-wax cement, and

the whole thoroughly covered with the cement and made

water tight. The plate thus mounted was placed vertically

in the tank between the poles of the electromagnet.

3. Righi's Method

Righi ^444)^ 1883, in determining the Hall effect, did away

with the lateral electrodes used by Hall. He split the plate,

P, as shown in Fig. 18. The primary current / was led by

a wire into one end of the plate, and this current was led

from the plate by two wires tv, u\ to a differential galvano-

meter, G. The divided current circulated in opposite direc-

tions in the galvanometer coils. The ends of the plate, A, B, C,.
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were covered with tin foil, and to this were attached the

lead wires.

By means of adjustable resistances the deflection of the

galvanometer was made null when the magnetic field was

Pig. 18.

not on. When the magnetic field was thrown on, the current

in one of the 2v wires was increased, while that in the other

was diminished, and this difference was indicated by a de-

flection of the galvanometer. Ettingshausen (^^^^ has shown that

the deflection of the galvanometer

indicated only one half of the true

Hall effect.

Righi, using a plate of bismuth

0-079 iTim. thick, found the Hall

effect in that metal 5000 or 6000

times as great as that in gold. The

effect was so large that when the

plate was placed at right angles

to the field of a permanent bar

magnet, the galvanometer gave a

permanent deflection ofabout 50 cm.

Righi mounted a plate of bis-

muth as shown in Fig. 19, so that

the plate and holder could be

rotated in a horizontal and in a

vertical plane, about a clamp N. When the plate was

vertical and normal to the magnetic meridian, the earth's

magnetic force caused a deflection of the galvanometer of

about 9 mm. When the plate was inclined so as to be per-

Fig. 19.
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pendicular to the earth's magnetic lines of force, a deflection

of about 12 mm. resulted.

In addition to the split plate, Righi used plates such as

those indicated in Figs. 20 and 21. With those plates he

/^ 3^

3^

Fig. 20. Fig. 21.

obtained results in accorci with those found with the cruciform

and split plates. Righi's method has the merit that small plates

and plates of irregular shape may be used. The method,

however, is probably not a very accurate one, and can be

used to advantage only where the Hall effect is large.

4. Leduc's Capillary Electrometer Method

Leduc (315)^ in 1884, in determining, the Hall effect, used

a capillary electrometer in place of the ordinary galvanometer.

The Hall electromotive force was determined by the method

of compensation.

5. Ettingshausen and Nernst Method

In addition to the regular Hall rectangular type of plate,

Ettingshausen and Nernst ^^74)^ 1886, used semi -circular and

circular plates in their study of the Hall effect in gold and

bismuth. The semi - circular piece of bismuth, Bi, Fig. 22,

was fastened to a semi -circular ringplate of copper, Cu. The

primary current I entered and left by large electrodes A
and B, so that the stream lines of the current in the plate

were radial. From the Hall electrodes a and b' small wires

led off. If the distances of the electrodes a and b from the

centre were small compared with the radius of the large circle
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and large in comparison with the radius of the electrode Ay

then, as Boltzmann (^s) has pointed out, the formula for the

Hall coefficient R will be the same as that for the usual

rectangular plate.

In the case of the circular plate. Fig. 23, the bismuth;

J5^, was cut radially from ^ to D, leavirvg a narrow slot.

A complete copper ringplate surrounded the Bi plate, the

primary electrodes were A and B, and the Hall electrodes

were a and b. If the latter electrodes are located with respect

to A as noted in the case of the semi-circular plate, the usual

formula for R holds for this type of plate also.

Fig. 22. Fig. 23.

It would seem that the only advantage of circular plates

is that a more uniform and symmetrical field may thereby be

secured throughout the metal examined. Van Everdingen <^^75)^

1896, found that the Hall effect in bismuth, under the same

conditions, was smaller in round than in rectangular plates.

6. Condenser Discharge Method

Ettingshausen and Nernst ^'74'^ 1886^ measured the Hall

effect in bismuth and tellurium by sending the discharge fron;

a condenser through the plate while it was in a magnetic

field. The condenser was charged by 100 cells of a Plante

battery of 200 volts. The Hall current was measured by

means of a ballistic galvanometer. The results agreed well

with those found by the direct current method.

Moretto ^378)^ 1900, also employed the condenser method
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in determining the Hall effect in bismuth. The Hall current

was measured by the Cardani alkalimetric method, p. 23.

Since the discharge current was damped by the resistance in

the voltameter cells, the current was probably not oscillatory.

The Hall current seemed independent of the capacity of the

condenser and the length of the spark gap.

7. Lebret's Method

In the method devised by Lebret (3h)^ 1895, for measuring
the Hall effect, the current from the secondary electrodes,

C, D, is led through one set of coils in a differential galvano-

meter, O, Fig. 24, while the primary current 1 is shunted at

L and M, and a portion of

the main current is sent

through another set of coils

in the galvanometer in the

opposite direction. By means

of an adjustable resistance R,

the shunted current is made

to counteract the Hall cur-

rent, so that the deflection

of the galvanometer is zero. The above method was modified

by having a "by-current" wire with variable resistance, leading

from some point outside of L—M on the primary" current

to the galvanometer, in order to counteract the initial

difference of potential at the secondary electrodes.

Lebret claimed that his method, since the primary current

is only closed for an instant, eliminated errors due to thermo-

electric currents set up by the heating effects of the primary

current in other methods.

Van Everdingen (izsetseq.) ^ged Lebret's first method in his

•extended work on the Hall effect, but pointed out that the

second "by-current" method was not altogether accurate, since

it introduced an error due to the change in resistance of the

plate when the magnetic field was thrown on.
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8. Moretto's Method

The method employed by Moretto ^^78)^ 1900, differs from

'Righi's only in that the divided primary current, /, after

leaving the plate, passed through electrolytic cells, or volta-

meters, Fi, F2, Fig. 2,5, and the strengths of the two partial

• currents I^, I^, were measured by an alkalimetric process.

When the plate was

in the magnetic field, the /

partial current 1^ would

be increased and I^ di-

minished, or vice versa,

and in consequence there

would be more electroly-

tic action in one volta-

meter than in the other, and this difference would be pro-

portional to the Hall effect.

The alkalimetric method of measuring the currents I^

and J2, used by Moretto, is due to Cardani ("°).

This method of measuring the Hall effect is probably

not a very accurate one, for the reason that the error in

determining the current through each voltameter may be very

appreciable, and since the Hall effect depends on the diffe-

rence of these two currents, the magnitude of this effect as

computed may be in error by many per cent.

Pig. 2:

9. Barlow's Method

When a metal plate, carrying an electric and a heat

current, is placed in a transverse magnetic field, a difference

of potential, E, is set up at the

secondary electrodes, A and B,

Fig. 26, due in part to the Hall,

effect, R, and in part to the Nernst

effect, Q (p. 212), and we have

d
^ dV Pig. 26.
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in which — is the temperature gradient in the plate. Barlow (44)^.

1903, in his method, kept the ends of the plate at a constant

difference of temperature, and sent an electric current in such,

a direction and of such a strength that the Hall and Nernst

potentials were opposite and equal. Then E = 0, and

Hence — =
K

=

I

RHI
d

QHh
di

dl

by<d

di
'

dl
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through the galvanometer G. when the magnetic field was

not on.

Novak and Mackii ^-392)^ 1908, showed that the Hall current

decreased as the distance between the wires at B and B
increased, and that when the wires were placed at the lower

A

B D
M

Fig, 27.

corners c and d^ the effect sank to one half. Raus (425)^ 19 10,

confirmed this fact, that the Hall current depended on the

distance between B and B. Lat-er Kolacek
(1. c.) showed from

theoretical considerations that, if the primary electrodes are

imint ones and are fastened to the corners a and /;, the Hall

Fig. 28.

effect will be independent of the distance between B and B
Raus

(1. c.) placed fine bismuth wires along the edges of the

plate at c, e, B, B, f, d^ A, Fig. 28, and the primary electrodes

at a and b. He found that the Hall effect was the same,

whether wires B and I), e and
f, or c and d were joined

together. Thus Kolacek's theory was confirmed.

11. Potentiometer Method

The potentiometer method used by many investigators

is outlined in simple form in Fig. 29. The difference of
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potential set up by the magnetic field at the Hall electrodes

A and B is compensated by the E. M. F. of a standard cell S,

so that no current flows through the galvanometer G. The

compensating E. M. F. is read from the potentiometer, not

shown in detail in the diagram above. The potentiometer null-

method has much to recom-

mend it. Since no current

flows from the electrodes

A, B, no Peltier effect is set

up at these points, and the

thermoelectric current set

up by the Peltier difference

of temperature is therefore

eliminated. Also the stream lines of the primary current

are not distorted by the wandering of a secondary current

through the plate.

This method also eliminates error due to uncertainty of

the resistance of the secondary circuit.

Of course this method does not eliminate the error due

to the superposition of the Ettingshausen effect on the Hall

effect. The former effect must be determined separately, see

p. 146, and subtracted from the sum of the two effects.

iMg. 29.

12. Alternating Current Method

Des Coudres ^^^3)^ 1900, determined the Hall effect in

bismuth by means of an alternating current, /, Fig. 30, which

traversed at the same

Fig. 3o.

time both the metal plate and the

electromagnet. Thus the reversal of

the current in the plate and in the

electromagnet were simultaneous.

Consequently the difference in

potential at the Hall electrodes,

A, B, did not change sign, and

a direct current flowed through

the galvanometer G. In order to
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keep the current in the plate and in the magnet in the same

phase no iron was used in the circuit. Hence only low

magnetic fields could be obtained. Des Coudres developed

the following expression for the Hall effect determined by

the alternating current method:

Ed
R-^

CD'

in which d is the thickness of the plate, E the difference of

potential at the secondary electrodes, / the primary current

through the plate, and C the strength of the field when

lo amperes pass through the coils of the electromagnet. The

above expression is independent of the frequency and form

of the curve of the primary current. In the table below are

given the Hall effects as determined by Des Coudres with a

frequency of 50 per sec.
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temperature difference at the secondary electrodes, that is,

the Ettingshausen effect, p. 146, which in the direct current

method is superposed on the Hall effect. In the Des Coudres

method, when the frequency is not too high, the secondary

electrodes A and B, Fig. 30, are equally heated, and an

isothennal Hall effect is the

result.

Zahn's results were in.

accord with Gans' *^°^^
theory,

p. 94.

Smith '4«9)^ in 1912, in

commenting on the method

R ^7- of Des Coudres said: "If the

Hall effect is caused by the

deflection of the electrons in

the metal in some such way

as the cathode rays are

deflected by a transverse

magnetic field, the electrons

in the plate would always be

deflected in the same way,

since the magnetic field and

the current in the plate al-

ternate simultaneously. If

for this or any other reason

an appreciable time is required to build up the Hall electro-

motive force at the electrodes, the method of Des Coudres

is not adapted to detect this fact."

To avoid this objection. Smith modified the method by

having the direction of the magnetic field remain constant,

while the current through the plate alternated. The Hall

E. M. F. therefore was an alternating one.

In Fig. 31 there is an outline of the apparatus used by

Smith. The alternating currents were obtained from two

Duddell arcs, X and Y, in parallel. The bismuth plate, W—Vy

Fig. 31
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was placed in the secondary circuit, that contained a self-

induction coil, L, and a condenser, K. The high frequency

currents were measured by a hot wire ammeter A^. The

frequency of the current was varied by changing L and K.

The Hall current was measured by a Duddell thermal galvano-

meter. The table below gives the results of Smith's deter-

minations in a field of 12,500 gauss.

Hall Effect in Bismuth at High Frequencies

Plate
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field between IJ and E and between C and F will be equal.

The points E and F, and C and D are on stream lines of

the primary current, and E and C, and D and F are on

equipotential lines.

Alimenti <^^°), in 19 15 and 19 16, tested experimentally the

validity of Volterra's theorem of the four vertices, or prin-

ciple of reciprocity.

The primary current entered and left the circular plate

of bismuth by point electrodes at A and B, Fig. 33, situated

at the middle points of two radii perpendicular to each other.

Fig- 32. Fig. 2>Z-

The points C, D, and E, F, are respectively two generic

points of two curves that belong to the reciprocal points of

A and B.

The table below gives the results of the measurements

of the difference in potential between the points C, D, E, F,

taken tw'o and two. This difference is represented by S when

the magnetic field is on in one direction, and by 6' when the

field is reversed. The Hall effect is given in terms of
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The difference of potential between D and E is the same

as that between C and F, and the difference between C and E
and between D and F is the same. Thus Volterra's theorem

of the four vertices, or the principle of reciprocity, is confirmed.

Bordonaro *9o)^ 19 15, also confirmed experimentally this

principle of reciprocity. He pointed out the necessity ot^

having all point-electrodes. When strip or clamp electrodes

are used, internal currents flow round in the metal, and the

superposition of these currents on the original current increases

the energy consumed by the Joule effect, and a global

resistance is the result, and the true value of the Hall effect

cannot be measured.

14. Errors irr Determining the Hall Effect

I. Length of Plate. If the metal plate is short and the

metal clamps at the ends of the plate are within the magnetic

field, the Hall effect becomes complicated.

Ettingshausen and Nernst ^'74) in 1886 investigated the

influence of the length of the plate upon the magnitude of

the Hall effect in hismuih. They found the effect to be less

in short plates. The table below gives the results for various

lengths of the plate, which was originally 7 cm. long and

ri4 cm. wide. The plate was kept the same width, and was

cut to the indicated ratios of length to width, l\b.
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The smaller Hall effect in the short plate is due to the

fact that all the Hall current does not flow through the

secondary electrodes, a portion of the current leaking back

through the plate to the primary clamps.

In a very short plate an appreciable temperature gradient

may be set up in consequence of the Peltier effect at the

junctions of the plate and the primary lead wires or clamps.

In this case the Hall effect becomes complicated with the

thermomagnetic effects.

2. Thermoelectric Currents. The magnetic field sets up in

the plate a difference of temperature at the secondary electrodes,

the Ettingshausen eff"ect, p. 146. If, as is usually the case, the

secondary lead wires are of a metal different from that of

the plate, a thermoelectromotive force will be superposed on

the Hall difference of potential. In all Hall effects determined

prior to the discovery of the Ettingshausen effect in 1886,

as well as in some later determinations, no allowance for this

latter effect was made. However, the E. M. F. arising from

the Ettingshausen effect is usually small compared with the

Hall effect, so that the error due to ignoring the first effect

is small. The Ettingshausen effect may be largely eliminated

as an influence on the Hall effect by using secondary lead

wires of the same material as the plate. However, there will

always be a slight difference in the thermoelectric properties

of the wire and plate, and hence a small thermoelectric current

will be superposed on the Hall current. The bath method,

and the alternating current method eliminate in whole or in

part the error due to the Ettingshausen effect. The better

way is to measure this latter effect direct, and then correct

the Hall effect for it.

3. Location of Hall Electrodes. If the secondary elec-

trodes are not at equipotential points, that is, if one

electrode is in advance of the other, small longitudinal

effects will be introduced. Errors due to this condition are

•eliminated by reversal of the magnetic field, since the Hall
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effect is reversed with the field, while the longitudinal effects

are not.

4. Nature of Hall Electrodes. La Rosa and De Luca
'^'^59.'^

19 1 8, measuiied the Hall effect in a thin plate oi platinum,

having in tijrn secondary electrodes of bismuth, copper,

platinum, and antimony. The magnitude and sign of the effect

varied with the nature of the electrodes. The change from

the normal effect was too great to be accounted for by the

thermoelectric current set up by the Ettingshausen difference

of temperature at the edges of the plate.

The authors attributed this change in the Hall effect to

a new difference of electron concentration at the two junctions

of the secondary electrodes with the plate, set up by the

magnetic field.

When the junctions of the electrodes are at the same

temperature and no field is on, there will be a difference of

electronic concentration and pressure at the two junctions,

but the two differences in pressure will be equal and in

opposite direction, and consequently no current flows. When
the magnetic field is thrown on, an unequal difference in

•electron concentration is set up, and in consequence a current

is superposed on the Hall current.

5. Location of the Plate. In the case of magnetic metals,

an error may be introduced by strains produced in the plate

by the magnetic field. This error may be eliminated by placing

the plate snugly against one plane-faced pole of the electro-

magnet. The pole of course should be covered with insulating

material.

6. Thickness of the Plate. The inability to determine

accurately the thickness of a plate, especially if very thin,

introduces an error. The thickness of a plate that is not

perfectly smooth cannot be measured accurately by means

of calipers. The determination of the thickness by the method

of weighing is not always accurate, since the density used

may be an assumed one.

3
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In the case of thin metallic films, the method of finding;

the thickness from the electrical resistance is open to error,,

since the resistance of thin films, as pointed out by Ettings-

hausen ^^^7\ Longden ^^^^\ Sir J. J. Thomson (s^),
and others,

does not follow the law that holds for thick pcn-tions of metal.

7. Impurities in the Plate. The presence in the metal

of impurities affects very materially the magnitude of the Hall

effect. The discrepancies in the results of different investi-

gators is doubtless often due to varying quantities of impuri-

ties in the metal .studied.

8. Other Sources of Error. In addition to errors due to

observation and to mechanical causes, thermal currents due

to inherent lack of uniformity of temperature in the plate

and electrodes, change in property of metal due to soldering,

induced currents set up in the secondary circuit by a changing

magnetic field, changes of resistance and temperature and.

thermoelectric height in the magnetic field may introduce

errors in the measurements of the Hall effect.

Note. The several sources of error above mentioned

affect more or less the determination of all the effects herein,

treated.

CHAPTER III

• VARIATIONS OF THE HALL EFFECT

1. Variation of the Hall Effect with Current Density

In general the Hall electromotive force varies directly as-

the primary current and inversely as the thickness of the

plate, and is independent of the cross-section area of the plate.

Hain'43\ 1888, observed that the Hall coefficient was

independent of the area of cross-section of the plate in the

case of non-magnetic metals^ while in the ferromagnetic metalSy

the coefficient depended greatly upon the cross -sectional

area, and was greater in thicker specimens. This is due tO'
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the fact that the magnetic induction, to which the effect is

proportional, is greater in a plate whose thickness is large

compared with its width.

Moretto '378)^ 1900, investigated the dependence of the

Hall coefficient on the current density in
(j
old and bismuth.

The gold sheet used was o'ooooo88 mm. thick. It was found

that for currents greater than 0*4 ampere, the Hall coefficient

w^as constant, while for currents less than 0*4 ampere, the

coefficient increased. The effect was measured by the Cardani

alkalimetric method. Since this method is probably not very

reliable, some doubt may rest on Moretto's conclusions.

Moreau (^75)^ 1901, measured the Hall effect in very thin

films of silver- deposited by electrolysis on glass, and in nickel

deposited on silver films. The table below gives the results

for silver.

Hall Effect in Films of Silver

Thickness
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Instead of the usual formula for the Hall effect, Moreau

proposed the expression

E ^^^

where d is the thickness of the plate, and d^ the critical

thickness. For silver, d^
= 25 x io~7 cm., and for nickel

d^
= 23 X 10-7 cm.

Moreau explained the variation of R with the thickness

of the plate as due to the influence of transition layers of

silver and glass, and silver and air, at the boundaries of the

plate. Vincent ^557)^ 1900, measured the resistance of films of

silver between o and 170 (Xfi, and found that the resistance

increased as the thickness decreased, in a manner similar to

the variation of the Hall effect in very thin films. Moreau

also measured the resistance of thin films and found that

— was constant. Smce tan (Z> =
,
and — is constant, the

Q Q Q

angle of rotation of the equipotential lines is independent of

the thickness of the film, so long as H is constant.

Patterson ('^°'^\ iQOi, confirmed the results of Moreau.

Sir J. J. Thomson (521)^ 1901, showed from theoretical con-

siderations that the specific resistance of thin films should be

a function of the thickness.

McKay (351)^ 1904, studied the relation of the Hall effect

to the current density in gold leaf, and came to the conclusion

that there was an apparent slight increase in the coefficient.

This, he thought, may have been due to experimental error,

or to stresses set up in the gold leaf by the electric current,

which heated the plate and caused the paraffin and cement

about the gold to expand.

In 1 92 1, Stewart (507) and Wait (569) claimed that the Hall

coefficient was independent of the current density in silver

films chemically deposited, although the specific resistance of

the films was several hundred times that of bulk silver.
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2. Variation of the Hall Effect with the Magnetic Field

In general, for weak fields, the Hall effect is proportional

to the strength of the field, while for strong fields, the

proportiopality does not always hold, especially in the case

of the ferromagnetic metals, and in the highly crystalline me-

tals bismuth and antimony, r.h

Hall (^37), 1 88 1, found

that the effect in nickel began j^i

to fall off when a field of

about 5000 units had been

reached. In higher fields the

effect seemed to reach a

saturation value
,

as shown

in Fig. 34, in which RxH 4000 sooo 12000

is plotted on an arbitrary Fig. 34-

scale.

Ettingshausen and Nernst *^^73)^ 1887, examined the change
in the Hall effect in bismuth with the magnetic field. The

results of their investigation are given in the table below.

H
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to the field strength, as shown in Fig. 35. The deflection B
of the galvanometer, which is proportional to the Hall effect,

is plotted against the field strength, H.

The variation of the Hall effect in iron^ nickel and cobalt

with field strength was also determined by Kundt. The curves

in Fig. 36 exhibit this variation.

The effect in each metal approached a saturation value

in higher fields. The effect varied as the magnetization and

not as the field strength.

To Kundt is usually given the credit of first pointing

out, in 1893, that the Hall effect in ferromagnetic metals

D
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40

20

•very highly magnetized iron and nickel indicate that this

transverse current tends towards a fixed limit rather than a

-maximum followed by a decline."

Van Everdingen ''^3\ 1899, measured the Hall effect in

bismuth through a considerable range of field strength and

of temperature. The curves in

Fig. 37 show that at low tempera-

tures the effect decreases in higher

fields more rapidly than at higher

temperatures.

Baker ^^°\ 1902, found that

the Hall coefficient for gold was

•constant for fields from 12 up to

21,000 gauss.

Lownds (344-5)^ 1 903 ,
measured

the Hall effect, at various temperatures and field strengths,

in a plate of bismuth cut from a crystal so that the main

crystallographic axis was parallel to the length of the plate.

The table below shows that the Hall effect decreases as

the field increases, but contrary to Van Everdingen's results,

the effect is greater at high than at low temperatures, and

at —i86^C. the effect has a positive sign as shown below\

Hadl Effect in Bismuth

3000 6000
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The following tables give the variation of the Hall effect

in antimony and bismuth with the change in magnetic field,

as determined at 2i-$^ C. by Barlow ^^^^ 1903-

Hall Effect in Antimony

Field
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temperatures. After magnetic saturation, the values of the

E. M. F. seem to become constant.

For cobalt the Hall E. M. F. varied very much as was the

case for iron and nickel.

Smnmary.

In general, the Hall coefficient in bismuth and antimony
decreases in higher fields and seems to approach a limiting

'value.

In the ferromagnetic metals, the Hall coefficient increases

rapidly at first, and then approaches a saturation value in

higher fields.

In all other metals thus far examined the coefficient is

jpractically independent of the field.

3. Variation of the Hall Effect with the Direction of the Magnetic Field:

Dissymmetry

Lebret <3m), i 895,VanAubel ^^s), 1 895.Van Everdingen ^^76-7)^

1901, and others observed that the Hall effect in bismuth

changed its magnitude when the magnetic field was reversed.

Lebret employed a circular plate of bismuth to which he

attached four electrodes. Turning the plate in its own plane,

he found one position in which the dissymmetry disappeared.

From a consideration of Goldhammer's ^^'4) equations for the

Hall effect, Lebret showed that, if the primary electrodes are

•fastened to the plate in the direction of the principal axis,

all dissymmetry should disappear. This was found to be true.

The dissymmetry in the Hall effect appears to be inti-

mately connected with the fact that the resistance of bismuth

m a magnetic field is different in two directions perpendicular

to each other. This dissymmetry also seems dependent on

the crystalline structure of the metal. The plates used by

Van Everdingen were made from cast bismuth that had cooled

very slowly, and possessed a very uniform crystalline structure.

An these plates the dissymmetry was very pronounced, while

-in electrolytic bismuth, the dissymmetry was very small.
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Lebret found that the dissymmetry in weak fields in-

creased a little more slowly than the square of the field, and

for stronger fields the dissymmetry increased faster than the

first power of the field. Van Everdingen noted that the dis-

symmetry decreased rapidly with rise of temperature, and more

rapidly than the Hall effect.

In bismuth sulphide Van Aubel (^9)^ 1903, found that the

dissymmetry in the Hall effect was fairly large and varied

with the position of the plate in the magnetic field.

The dissymmetry in the Hall effect in bismuth w^as de-

termined by Becquerel ^sz)^ 19 12, at 20^ C, in fields up to

about QOGO gauss. Curve I, Fig. 41, Eio%cn

gives the variation of the effect when

the field is in one direction, while

Curve II represents the effect when

the field is reversed. There is a

decided dissymmetry in the curves.

One has changed sign at about

6000 gauss, while the other apparently

would change sign above 1 0,000 gauss.

Van Everdingen ('^76)^ 1901, observed a small dissymmetry
in the Hall effect in antimony. In tellurmm^ Wold <^^°4\ 19 16,

found a dissymmetry which was proportional to the square

of the field strength, and proportional to the longitudinal

change of resistance. This seems to confirm the theory of

Lebret and Van Everdingen, that the dissymmetry in the Hall

effect is due to a change of resistance in the magnetic field.

.
It seems probable that a dissymmetry in the Hall effect

may be found in any metal that is highly crystalline, and not

of the isometric system.

4. Reversal of the Hall Effect in the Magnetic Field

Ettingshausen and Nernst ^'73), 1887, found that on the

addition of i to 6
^/o

of tin to bismuth the Hall effect changed

sio;n in a field of 11,000 gauss.

12
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E\Ov.U,

Beattie ^^^\ 1895, discovered that in thin plates oi lyismuth

the Hall effect changed from a negative to a positive value

in fields from 60 to 100 gauss. In thick bismuth plates the

effect did not change sign in any field employed.

Van Everdingen ^^^'^\ 1900, observed that in one of

his plates, cut from a bismuth crystal, the Hall effect was

negative when the principal axis was perpendicular to the

lines of force in fields of 2900 to 5000 gauss, and that the

effect had a positive sign when- the axis was parallel to the

lines of force.

The inversion of the Hall effect in Insfimih at 20^ C. was

observed by Becquerel ^57)^ 191 2, and is shown in Fig. 41,

above. At — igo^ C. the inversion was found by Becquerel

to take place in weaker

fields, as shown by Curve I

in Fig. 42. In higher fields

the effect became linear and

positive. Becquerel supposed

that the observed effect

represented by Curve I, was

the resultant of two effects,

one positive and linear, re-

presented by Curve II, and

one negative. Curve III, which reached a saturation value

for fields above 3000 gauss. This saturation effect suggests

a molecular orientation under the influence of the magnetic

field, while the linear positive component is in accord

with the theory that the Hall effect is due, in part at

least, to the motion of free electrons under electric and

magnetic forces.

Reversals, similar to that observed by Becquerel in bis-

nnithy were noted by Smith (494)^ 191 7, in bismuth-lead alloys

containing 3^/0, 5^/0, and io7o of lead. In each case the

effect reached a negative maximum, changed sign, and became

linear in higher fields.

iMg. 42.
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5. Variation of the Hall Effect with Temperature

a. Ferromagnetic Metals. Hall (^4'), 1885, in a summary

of an account of the determination of the Hall effect in certain

metals, says: "A fall of i
^ C. in temperature causes in the

R. P. (rotational power) of

Iron a fall of 2/3^/0 approx.

Steel, soft „ „ „ 1/3 7o

„ tempered „ „ „ 1/3^0

Cobalt „ „ „ i7o

Mekel „ „ „ 2/3 0/0 n •"

These values apply to temperatures from o^ to 30^ C.

The change in the Hall effect was studied over a wider

range of temperature by Clough and Hall ^^^^\ 1892. The

curves in Fig. 43 show that the

eiTect in steel, S, seems to fall

off slightly beyond 300
^

C.,

while the effect in nickel

reaches a maximum at about

200O C.
,

and then falls off 20

rapidly and seems to approach

zero above 350^ C. The pe-

culiar behavior of the effect in

nickel, the authors attributed

to the reversal of the "specific heat of electricity" in the

neighborhood of 200 C., and to the falling off in the per-

meability of nickel near 200 C. They also called attention

to the fact that the temperature-permeability curves of nickel

bear a striking resemblance to the Hall effect curve. The

Hall coefficient i? in Fig. 43 is plotted on a relative scale,

not absolute.

Zahn and Schmidt ^^'^\ 1907, studied the Hall effect in

Heiisler magnetic alloys, and found that the effect changed
with temperature, from — 186^ to 23OC., much as it does

in the regular ferromagnetic metals.

The curves in Fig. 44 give the change in the Hall effect

100 200

Fig. 43-

300 4000 C.
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with temperature in iro)i and nickel as determined by Frey ^^°^)^_

igo8. The effect in iron reaches a maximum at about 650^ C.,.

while in nickel the maximum occurs between 250
<^ and ,^00^ C.

Rio
Fe
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and Hall, and by Frey. This difference may be due to.

impurities in the metals, or to different physical properties.

40

20

r
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Temperature
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crystal (cut parallel to its crystallographic axis), at temperatures
— 186OC., — 79OC., and 160C.

Curves I and II, Fig. 51, exhibit the change in the effect

with temperature, when the primary current was respectively

parallel and perpendicular to the crystal axis. The field was

4980 gauss. These curves resemble

the lefthand continuation of the

Lebret curve, Fig. 49.

The change in the Hall effect

in bismuth between temperatures

15^ and the melting point 270^^ C.

was measured by von Trauben-

berg ^548)^ 1905.

The effect was found to fall

toward zero as the melting point

was approached.

Onnes and Beckman ^395)^ 191 2, made extensive investi-

gations of the variation of the Hall effect in bisjiiuth at tem-

peratures of liquid air, liquid hydrogen, and at lower tem-

peratures. The Hall effect, R, in one plate of compressed

electrolytic bismuth. No. Ill, at — 2527 ^ C. was found to

approach 100, the largest value yet obtained. In the table

below it is seen, that at this extremely low temperature the

Hall effect increases, while at ordinary temperatures the effect

decreases, with field strength.

+ 10
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The results are given in the table below. In this plate

the effect diminished with increase in field at both temperatures.
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Onnes and Beckman (397), 19 13, measured the Hall effect

in tellm'ium at ordinary and at very low temperatures. The

results are given in the table below.

Hall Effect in Tellurium

H
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tellurium used by Smith the transformation temperature

seems to be in the neighborhood of 275
^ C. This was

attributed to the tellurium being a mixture of the two cry-

stalline forms.

The variation of the Hall effect in tellurium with tem-

perature was also determined by Wold ^^°^\ 19 16. He found,

as indicated in the curve in Fig. 53, that the effect E (in

microvolts) decreased rapidly with temperature, then changed

sign, reached a negative maximum, decreased to zero again,

became positive with a small value, which diminished at higher

temperatures. Wold suggested that this peculiar behavior of

the effect in tellurium is due to the presence of a mixture

of the a and ^ crystalline g
forms of the metal, and

that the a form has a

negative Hall effect, while

the
ft form has a positive _| \

—
^^=^ 300 400"a

one, and that at certain

temperatures the positive

effect predominates, while p-

at others the negative is

the greater. An analysis of the metal showed it to be very

pure. Hence the peculiar variation of the effect cannot be

attributed to the presence of impurities.

So long as the temperature remained constant, the effect

was found to be independent of the magnetic field up to

12,000 gauss.

Wold endeavored to find the Hall effect in liquid tellurium,

but without result. In finely powdered tellurium, in a form

that approached the amorphous state, the effect was very

small. These facts suggested to him that crystalline structure

is essential to the presence of the Hall effect in metals. It

is true that the effect in the highly crystalline metals, bismuth,

antimony and tellurium is much greater than in the practically

non-crystalline metals gold, platinum and copper.
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Antimony. Drude and Nernst ^^54)^ 1891, observed that

the Hall effect in antimony decreased with rising temperature.

Calling' the effect at 17^ C. unity, at 210^ it was 0*78, and

at 250^, 072.

Zahn '^°9\ 1904, found that antimony had a negative Hall

temperature coefficient of — 0-0017.

The following table, showing the variation of the Hall

effect in antimony with temperature, is due to Barlow <44)^ 1903.
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resolved into two simple components as in the case of bis-

muth, Fig. 42.

In general the Hall coefficient in hismuth, tellurium and

nntimony decreases with temperature from o<^ C. to the melting

point of the metal. At the latter temperature the effect would

seem to be zero. At low temperatures hismtith may change

sign and become positive, and with increase in temperature

pass through a negative maximum.

Other Non-Magnetic Metals. The Hall coefficient in the

non-magnetic metals not already treated varies very little with

change in temperature.

Zahn
(^°9)^

1 9 14, working at temperatures between that of

the room and 100*^ C, detected no change in the Hall effect

with temperature in Cb, Cu^ 7r, Pd, Ft, Ag , Zn^ C, brass,

eonstantan
,
and German silver.

In 1908, Frey ^^°^\, employing the alternating current

method, found that the Hall effect in platinum increased slowly

from 100^ to 1500^ C; that the effect in %inc between 80 ^

and 400^ C. decreased slightly to a minimum, and slowly

returned to its original value; that the effect in gold was

practically constant from 130^ to 840 ^ C; and that the effect

in manganin was nearly constant between 150^^ and 800^ C.

The table below gives the change of the Hall effect with

temperature as determined by Smith ^486)^ igio, in several

non-magnetic metals.

Change of Hall Effect with Temperature

T^Ietal
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The effect in all the above metals, except aluminium^
diminishes with rise in temperature. The effect at — 190^ C
was found to be independent of the field strength.

The changes of the Hall effect in gold, silver, copper^ and

palladium at very low temperatures were determined by Onnes

and Beckman *395\ 1912, and are given in the following table.

Hall Effect at Low Temperatures

Temperature
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Rail Effect in Graphite (Compressed)

57

Field
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At hydrogen temperatures the Hall effect in tin and lead

was too small to be measured. At helium temperatures, in

fields so small that the two metals remained supraconducting,

no Hall effect could be detected. Only when the field was

great enough to set up ordinary resistance in these metals

could the effect be measured. This latter fact emphasizes

again the intimate connection between the Hall effect and the

change in resistance in the magnetic field.

Silver, which is not supraconducting at helium tem-

peratures, increased in. its Hall effect as the temperature was

lowered to 4*25
^
Abs., and then the effect remained constant

as the temperature was further reduced.

The Hall effect in nickel at higher temperatures tends

towards saturation. At hydrogen temperatures the effect is

measurable, while at helium temperatures the effect has prac-

tically disappeared, although at these latter temperatures the

metal is not supraconducting, and the resistance is still

measurable.

The Hall effect in silicon was found by Buckley ('°+\ 19 14,

to decrease with temperature, between o^ and 100^ C, in a

field of about 9000 gauss. The change in the Hall effect did

not correspond with the change in resistance.

6. Reversal of the Hail Effect with Temperature

Hain^35)^ 1880, and Ettingshausen and Nernst (^74), 1886,

found the effect in tin to be negative at room temperature,

while Onnes and Hof ^398)^ 19 14, found that at 4-250 Abs. the

effect was positive.

As already stated on p. 49, Lownds ^345)^ 1903, found the

Hall effect in bismuth to be negative at 16 ^ C. and — 79
^ C,

but positive at — 186^ C.

Also Onnes and Beckman (395)^ 19 12, p. 51, found that in a

bismuth plate placed with its principal axis perpendicular to the

magnetic field, the Hall effect was positive at the temperature

of liquid hydrogen ,
while at 1 7

<^ C. the effect was negative.
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7. Variation of the Hall Effect with Direction of Crystallographic Axis

Righi (444)j 1883, studied the Hall effect in hismiith plates

cast from molten metal, and found that the rate of cooHng
of the plates aifected not only the crystalline structure of the

metal, but the magnitude of the

Hall effect. Lebret (3h), 1895, and

Lownds (34i-5)j 1 901, also examined

the influence of crystalline struc-

ture on the Hall effect in bismuth.

Van Everdingen (^^+), 1900, cut

plates from a crystal of bismuth

in several directions, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

Fig. 55, with respect to the prin-

cipal crystallographic axis, which

is indicated by the arrow. He

found that the magnitude of the

Hall effect varied greatly with the

direction in which the plate was

cut from the crystal, and depended upon whether the

magnetic field was perpendicular or parallel to the principal

axis of the crystal. The table below shows the variations.

Hall Effect in Bismuth Crystal Sections

Fig- 53-

Field
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Van Everdingen observed that the change in resistance

was least when the magnetic field was parallel to the prin-

cipal axis. This latter fact probably accounts for the small

'Hall effect in the parallel position.

The variation of the Hall effect in a crystal of hismnth,

when the primary current was parallel and perpendicular to

the crystal axis in a field perpendicular to the axis, as de-

termined by Lownds, has already been given on p. 50.

The fact, that the crystalline structure and the relative

position of the crystal axis with respect to the primary current

and the magnetic field profoundly influence the magnitude

of the Hall effect, probably in many cases accounts for the

discrepancies in the results of different investigators.

8. Variation of the Hall Effect and Resistance

The Hall Effects and the specific resistances of substances

have an extreme variation among themselves by as much as

10^ times. However, the quotient
— is fairly constant, as is

Q

seen in the table below, arranged by Konigsberger and Gott-

stein (296)^ 1 9 13. The specific resistance is ^, the Hall effect R.

Poor Conductors R at 18" C. Q at 18° C.

M0S2 . . .

Si

Graphite ,

CUglo . . .

Melals

Ag
Au
Cu . . . . .

Al

Pt

Pd
Ir

Cd

— 2*6 xio'

+ 1-85x10'
— 6-95x10-

4- I'l xio-

1-8

4-4x10"

4-5x10-

94

1-4x10'

4"2 „

1-5 M

i-2x:io-

— 8-9x10"—
7-2

—
5'3

—
3*9

— 2-0

-6-8

+ 4'0

+ 5-9

1-6x10-"*
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Metals
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CHAPTER IV

1. Hail Effect in Compounds

The Hall effect in minerals, crystals, and chemical com-

pounds has not been examined to any great extent, due in

part to the difficulty of securing natural specimens of suffi-

cient size and uniformity for successful manipulation.

The Hall effect in plates cast from molten lead sulphide

was found by Van AubeH^^), 1903, to have a negative sign

and a small value compared with the effect in bismuth. The

effect in bismuth sulphide
^^9) exhibited a strong dissymmetry

and was of the same order of magnitude as the effect in

bismuth.

The effect in coppey^ iodide was observed by Baedeker ^34)^

1909, to be positive, and to be independent of the magnetic

field up to 6000 gauss.

The addition of iodine to the copper iodide decreased

the resistance arid also the Hall effect. In the following table

is given the Hall effect for copper iodide whose resistance

has been changed by the addition of iodine.
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Hall Effect in Copper Iodide

63

Specific
Resistance
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of bismuth containing 8-3^/0 oi antimony the effect was found

to be 3-4 times that of bismuth alone.

Zahn and Schmidt ^^'^\ 1907, determined the Hall effect

at 22 C. in Heusler alloy (Mn 25%, Al 15O/0, Cu 60%), and

also in the constituents. The results are given in the table

below. The values are approximate.

Hall Effect in Heusler Alloy

!

Metal
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it does in iron. The addition of small amounts of silicon greatly

increased the Hall effect in steel. The following table gives the

Hall effect in monel, nichrome, and silicon steel No. i (Si 3*8 ^/q).

Hall Effect in Monel, Nichrome, and Silicon Steel

Metal
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The effect both in the pure metals and in the alloys was

practically independent of the magnetic field.

The presence of hydrogen in palladium was found by

Smith (490^^ 1 9 13, to reduce the Hall effect in that metal. In

the regular metal alloys, the Hall effect is larger in those of

high resistance. Since the presence of occluded hydrogen in

palladium was found by McElfresh (3491 to increase the resistance

of the metal, one might suppose that the occluded gas would

increase the Hall effect rather than diminish it. The presence

of the gas may reduce the mean free path of the electrons,

and thereby reduce the Hall effect.

The variation of the Hall effect in telluriiwi- bismuth alloys

with the metal content was discovered by Trabacchi ^545)^ 19 15,

to have a striking resemblance to the variation of the thermo-

electric height observed by Haken ^^33) in the same alloys.

The Hall effect in a series of magnetic alloys of iron-

copper^ nickel- copper, and iro7i- nickel was measured by

Smith (496)^ 1 92 1, at room temperature, and in fields up to

about 22,000 gauss. In all the alloys the Hall E. M. F. in-

creased with the field, rapidly at first, and then in higher

fields approached a state of saturation.

The following tables exhibit the change in the Hall eifect

with the change in composition of the alloys.
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A small addition of copper, which has a negative Hall

effect, to iron which has a positive effect, caused a rapid

increase in the effect. The effect decreased on further addi-

tion of copper.

The addition of copper to nickel, both of which have a

negative Hall effect, caused a rapid increase in the effect, which

reached a maximum when the copper content was about 26
^/q.

The maximum effect was about 1 1 times that in pure nickel.

Further addition of copper caused a decrease in the effect.

Small additions of nickel, which has a negative effect,

to iron caused a rapid increase in the effect, which reached

a maximum, which was about 6 times that in pure iron, and

then decreased on further addition of nickel.

Intimate relations were found to exist between the Hall

effect and the electrical resistance of the iron-copper alloys,

and between the Hall effect and the thermoelectric height of

the iron-nickel alloys.

Hall Effect in Additional Alloys

Alloy
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any chang'e in the distribution of the equipotential Hnes in

the dielectric.

In 1885, Van Aubel ^^°) also investigated the influence of

the magnetic field on the electrostatic polarization in di-

electrics. He likewise failed to detect any change brought

about by the magnetic field.

According to Lorentz (338)^ no such effect was to be

expected, for in the case of an electrostatic charge the

electrons are at rest, and hence create no magnetic field that

can be affected by the electromagnet. Sir J. J. Thomson (517)

showed that the ratio of the electromotive force, tending to

displace the lines of electrostatic force,, to the original electro-

motive force in the plate is given by the expression io~27

H sin 0, where H is the rate of change of the magnetic force,

and the angle between the electric displacement and the

direction along which the change in H is gratest. Such a

quantity as the above would be too small to observe, and

furthermore, in the case of a constant magnetic field acting

on an electrostatic charge, the expression vanishes.

The question naturally arises: Would the Hall effect be

appreciable in a charged dielectric placed in an alternating

magnetic field of very high frequency, or in a field rapidly

changing in magnitude.^

CHAPTER V

THEORIES OF THE HALL EFFECT IN SOLIDS

While no one of the theories thus far advanced explains

fully and satisfactorily the Hall effect, it seems worth while

to give in brief outline and in historical order the leading

attempts to account for a phenomenon so fundamentally

connected with the ultimate structure of matter.
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1. Theory of Sir Wm. Thomson

Sir Wm. Thomson ^53°), 1851, in his paper on the Thermal

Effects and the Thermo-electric Excitation of Electrical Currents

in Homogeneous Crystalline Solids, says: "A question now

naturally presents itsel/: Are these three principal axes at

right angles to one another in the substance, possessing the

properties of symmetry with reference to thermoelectric

qualities, analogous to those which have been established for

the dynamical phenomena of a solid rotating about a fixed

point, and for electrostatical and for magnetic forces, in

natural crystals or in substances structurally crystalline as

regards electric and magnetic inductions?

"The following transformations suggested by Stokes's (s^o)

[1851] paper on the Conduction of Heat in Crystals in which

a perfectly analogous transformation is applied to the most

general conceivable equations expressing a flux of heat in

terms of variations of temperature along rectangular lines of

reference in a solid, will show the nature of the answer.

"The body being crystalline, probably possesses different

electrical conductivities in different directions, and the relation

between current and electromotive force cannot, without

hypothesis, be expressed with less than nine coefficients.

These, which we shall call the coefficients of electric con-

ductivity, we shall denote by x, A, . . . .; and we have the

following equations, expressing by means of them the com-

ponents of the intensity of electric current in terms of the

efficient electromotive force at any point of the solid:

In a footnote added March 3, 1882, Thomson wrote:

*' Hall's discovery in terms of the notation of formula (46)
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(above equations], is simply that V— u'\ f.i'
—

z", 7/— X" are

not each of them equal to zero for a metal in a magnetic field."

In another note, added at the same time, Thomson thus

commented on Stokes's paper referred to above:

"In this paper Stokes explains the rotatory quality ex-

pressed by the general equations of thermal conduction, with

nine distinct arbitrary constants as follows: 'Conceive an

elastic solid to be fixed at the origin, and to expand alike

in all directions and at all points with a velocity of expansion

unity, so that a particle which at the end of time t is situated

at a distance r from the origin, at the end of time t-\-dt is

situated at a distance r(i-{-dt). Conceive this solid to turn

with an angular velocity of tv equal to ^{iv'--\-w"'^-{~iv"''^)

about an axis whose direction cosines are w'w^^, iv"w~'^^

zv"'w~^. The direction of motion of any particle will represent

the direction of the flow of heat in what we may still call

the auxiliary solid, from whence the direction of the flow of

heat in the given solid will be obtained by merely conceiving

the whole figure differently magnified or diminished in three

rectangular directions.

'This rotatory sort of motion of heat, produced by the

mere diffusion from the source outwards, certainly seems very

strange, and leads us to think, independently of the theory of

molecular radiation, that the expressions for the flux with

six arbitrary constants only, namely the expressions (8),

-A =
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"It appeared to me that the assumption made in this

last clause was conceivably invalidated by the existence of

crystals (such as those that have the 'Pyroelectric quality')

with difference of crystalline form between two ends, the

'Dipolar' difference as I called it: and that it certainly was

inapplicable to matter in a magnetic field, whether the matter

be solid or fluid, or ferromagnetic or diamagnetic; that on

the contrary we might expect to actually find the rotatory

quality in thermal conduction under magnetic influence [Later

discovered by Leduc and by Righi], The same considerations

are of course applicable to electrical conduction, and accordingly

I would not admit less than nine coefficients of electrical

conduction. Hall's recent great discovery shows that the

hypothesis which 28 years ago I refused to admit, was in-

correct, and proves the rotatory quality to exist for electrical

conduction through metals in the magnetic field."

At the meeting of the British Association at York, 1881^

after Hall had presented an account of his recent discovery^

Sir Wm. Thomson (''^^^ said:

"The subject of this communication is by far the greatest

discovery that has been made in respect to the electric pro-

perties of metals since the times of Faraday— a discovery

comparable with the greatest made by Faraday. I look upon
it with special interest myself as so closely connected with

electrodynamic properties- of metals, which formed the subject

of my Bakerian Lecture in 1856. I pointed out in that paper^

ift about § 104, that it was to be expected that magnetic

induction would produce change of thermal conductivity and

of electrical conductivity in diiferent directions in substances

perfectly isotropic. I found by mathematical investigation

rotational terms, and pointed out that we might expect in

bodies, which have rotational quality, to find the efl"ect of

such terms exhibited. But the only influence having that

i;elatioh to rotation which was necessary for producing the

terms in question I pointed out to be the influence of a
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magnet, and that we might expect that the effect of a magnet

upon an isotropic body would be to induce difference of

quahty in different directions in accordance with the rotatory

term, and I said I thought it improbable that the rotatory

terms would be found to be null in a body subjected to the

influence of a magnet. I look with great delight on Prof.

Hall's discovery, as having verified that which I predicted as

probable. I did not myself make any serious attempt to

discover it. It is the first illustration ever brought out by

experiment of one of the most curious and interesting things

in the mathematics of aeolotropy.

"The previous mathematical writers dismissed these terms

altogether, although they found them in the formula;— dis-

missed them as something which we could not imagine to

exist. I refused to dismiss them, and said there was decided

reason that they could exist under the rotational influence

which we know to belong to a magnet."

2. Maxwell's Equations and the Hall Effect

Hopkinson (2^7)j in 1880, called attention to the fact that

the electromagnetic equations of Maxwell ^^^^) contain a term

that accounts for the Hall effect. For the flow of electricity

through a body Maxwell obtained the following equations:

Y= S.^u -{- R2V + S^w— Tu,

Z= S..U -{- S^v -{- E^iv,

in which X, T, Z are the coniponents of electromotive force,

u, V, w the components of the current at any point, and

R^, R2, Rs, S^, S2, S^, T are constants depending on the

substance conducting the electricity.

Maxwell said: "It appears from these equations that we

may consider the electromotive force as the resultant of two

forces, one of them depending on the coefficients R and S^

and the other depending on T alone. The part depending
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on R and S is related to the current in the same way that

the perpendicular on the tangent plane of an ellipsoid is

related to the radius vector. The other part, depending on T,

is equal to the product of T into the resolved part of the

current perpendicular to the axis of T; and its direction is

perpendicular to T and to the current, being always in the

direction in which the resolved part of the current would lie,

if turned 90^ in the positive direction round T.

"Considering the current and T as vectors, the part of

the electromotive force due to T is the vector part of the

product Tx current. The coefficient T may be called the

rotatory coefficient. We have reason to believe that it does

not exist in any known substance. It should be found, if

anywhere ,
in magnets which have a polarization in one di-

rection, probably due to a rotational phenomenon in the

substance."

Hopkinson remarked: "Does not the 'rotatory coefficient'

of resistance completely express the impiortant facts discovered

by Mr. Hall.? Instead of expressing these facts by saying that

there is a direct action of a magnetic field on a steady cur-

rent as distinguished from the body conducting the current,

may we not with equal convenience express them by saying

that the effect of a magnetic field on a conductor is to

•change its coefficients of resistance in such wise that the

electromotive force is no longer a self-coiijiigate-Vmear-vcctor

function of the current.?"

The Hall effect then may be considered as due to a

change in ohmic resistance brought about by the action of

the magnetic field, such as would result if the molecules in

the metal assumed a helicoidal arrangement about the magnetic

lines of force. The usual form of Ohm's law, I=KE, would

become 1= KE-\- h{H- E)^ where I is the current, E the

electromotive force, K the specific electrical conductivity,

H the field strength, and h a constant on which the Hall

coefficient depends.
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3. Hall's Curving Ball Analogy

In 1 880, Hall (235) in anticipation of the electronic theory

of the flow of electricity in solids, wrote:

"Imagine now an electrical current to consist of particles

analogous to a base ball, moving through a metal conductor,

the electrical resistance of which will correspond to the

mechanical resistance offered by the air. Suppose, further,

the particles of electricity on coming within the influence of

the magnet, to acquire a motion of rotation about an axis

parallel to the axis of the magnet*). Under all these supposed

conditions we might perhaps expect to find the action which

is actually detected. To account for the reversal of the

action in iron, we might suppose particles to acquire in this

metal a rotation about the same axis as in the other metals,

but in the opposite direction. Even after all these generous con-

cessions in favor of our hypothesis, however, it fails to account

for the behavior of nickel as different from that of iron."

4. Mechanical Strain Theory of the Hall Effect

BidwelH^^-^)
,
in 1884, suggested that the Hall effect is

due to thermo-electric currents set up by the magnetic

field between strained and unstrained portions of the plate.

Hall (241-3) has shown that this theory does not stand the test

of actual experimental examination.

Tomlinson (541)^ 1884, considered the Hall effect as in-

timately connected with the effect of mechanical stress on the

specific resistance of the metal. The change in resistance is

brought about by the strain set up in the effort of the metal

to move across the magnetic lines of force. He found an

analogy between a series of Hall coefficients and the variation

of the specific resistance of the metals when stretched.

*) Maxwell (362): "I think we have good evidence for the

opinion that some phenomenon of rotation is going on in the magnetic

field, that this rotation is performed by a great number of very

small portions of matter, each rotating on its own axis, this axis

being parallel to the direction of the magnetic axis, etc."
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Moreau ^37i\ 1900, also believed that the Hall effect was

due to a mechanical strain set up in the metal plate by the

magnetic field.

The mechanical strain theory, which is based on mass

action, does not seem capable of explaining the intricacies

of the Hall and the allied effects, which are concerned with

inter- and intra-atomic action, and the movement of electrons.

5. Lorentz's Theory of the Hall Effect

Lorentz (338)^ in 1883, developed the following equations

for the flow of an electric current in a metal plate placed

with its plane perpendicular to the lines of magnetic force.

The density components of the electric current along the

axes X, y, z, are u, i\ w, the .specific electric conductivity of

the metal is K, and h an unknown factor, a function of the

intensity of the field. When the magnetic field is on, the

equations are,

dx dy dx

and -^, + -^ + -^ = 0,
dx- dy^ dx-

where p is the potential at any point Xy y, x, in the plate.

If the plate is thin, of thickness d, and is in the plane

xy, and if the main current, 7, flows along the axis x, then

t7 = o, and w = o. The integration of the equations gives the

electromotive force at the edges of the plate,

an equation in which the Hall electromotive force varies in-

directly as the electrical conductivity of the metal.

Comparing the above equation with the usual Hall equa-

tion
,
E = —J- ,

we have h = RHK.

The above equations were developed from purely electro-

dynamic considerations. In 1905, Lorentz ^340) proposed a new
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theory to account for the motion of electrons under an electric

and a magnetic force.

In this paper on the passage of electrons in metals, he

remarked: "In the theory which admits of two kinds of free

electrons, all questions relating to these phenomena become

so complicated that I believe we had better in the first place

examine more closely the Hall effect and allied phenomena.

Perhaps it will be found advisable, after all, to confine our-

selves to one kind of free electrons, a course in favor of

which we may also deduce the results that have been found

concerning the masses of the electrons. These tend to show

that the positive charges are always fixed to ponderable atoms,

the negative ones only being free in the spaces between the

atoms or molecules. If, however, a study of the Hall effect

should prove the necessity of operating with both positive

and negative free electrons, we shall be obhged to face all

the difficulties attending this assumption."

6. Boltzmann's Theory of the Hall Effect

Starting with the Hall equations of Lorentz, Boltzmann '^4)^

1 886, deduced equations for special cases, which in reality

predicted the effects discovered later by Ettingshausen and

Nernst ^^7^^ i886.

Boltzmann also developed for the Hall electromotive force

the equation, j^jj ,j

in which w is the resistance of the Hall circuit, y the specific

electrical conductivity of the metal; I and b the respective

length and breadth of the plate; (D = w—.—
r-^,

in which d

is the thickness of the plate; while E, H, I, have their usual

significance.

Boltzmann also pointed out the fact, that to abtain the

general theory of the Hall effect, the equations of Kirchhoff,

Weber, Helmholtz, Maxwell, Stefan and others, for the motion
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of electricity in conductors, must have a term added to

represent the electrodynamic action that brings about the

Hall effect.

7. Goldhammer's Theory of the Hall Effect

Lorentz's theory of the Hall effect does not take into

account the change in resistance of the metal in the magnetic

field. Goldhammer ^^'4)^ 1887, deduced equations for the

electromotive force produced by the magnetic field, on Xh^

supposition that the metal was non- isotropic. In this case

there are nine conductivity coefficients instead of one.

From the integration of the several equations, the fol-

lovving expression is found for the electromotive force set up

by the magnetic field:

^'-
/

^
zi /

^
z, /

^ + ^onst.

The current is supposed to flow along the axis x, the

plane of the plate is xy, I is the length of the plate, p^ and j^q

are the potentials of the electrodes, z^, X^^ l^, are the coeffi-

cients of conductivity. The first term in the above equation

represents the E. M. F. of the main current, the second is the

Hall effect E.M.F., while the third is the E.M.F. along the axis a.

The Hall E. M. F. is then given by the equation

v.,
I

where b is the width of the plate. The primary current is

- Zi/

Hence E=—^-a
If we compare this equation with the usual Hall effect

equation, p. 9, we shall have,
—

^3
= R. H.

8. Riecke's Theory of the Hall Effect

Riecke ^438)^ 1898, assumed that an electric current con-

sisted of positively and negatively charged particles travelling
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particles is a function of the temperature. For the Hall electro-

motive force he deduced the expression:

d log (NyN^) Hiec
I

d log N^ d log N^E 'tec (

dT G y- dT ' dT
in which v^ and v^ are the migration velocities, and N^ and A^^

the number respectively of the positive and negative ions per

unit volume.

For bismuth Drude found—
J\^i
= 0*69 X lo^^ positive ions per c.c.

iVg
= 0*46 X iqI^ negative „ ,, ,,

These values are about 70 and 2^ times those of Riecke,

p. 79. Moreover, Riecke found N^<.K2y while according to

Drude, A^i>i\^2-

According to the original theories of Riecke and of Drude,

those metals, in which the negative particles predominate,

have a negative Hall effect, while those metals, in which the

positive ions predominate, have a positive Hall effect.

The results of the two theories, however, are contra-

dictory for bismuth.

10. De Heen's Theory of the Hail Effect

De Heen ^^53^ 1904, proposed to account for the different

signs in the Hall effect by supposing that the magnetic field

affected the rotation of the charged particles in the atom in

different ways. The atom was supposed to consist of charged

particles revolving about a common centre. The atoms of

magnetic substances so orient themselves in a magnetic field

that the charged particles, or electrons, revolve in the same

direction as the Amperian current in the electromagnet; while

the atoms of diamagnetic substances orient themselves in an

opposite manner.

The influence of the magnetic field, H, on the rotation

of the atom, A, and on the movement of the charged par-

ticles is given in Figs. 56, 57.
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The inner circle represents the rotation of the atom, A,

while the outer arrows give the revolution of the charged

particles about the centre.

Atom Rotation Positive

/?^f\\ Diamagnetic substance,

\S<y/ Electro-negative

//"^XV Magnetic substance,

Fig. 56.

Atom Rotation Negative

/?^
0,

m
Diamagnetic substance,

Electro-positive

Magnetic substance,

Electro-negative

Fig. 57.

In accordance with this conception, the iron atom may
be electro-positive, while the nickel atom is electro-negative,

and in this way the difference in sign in the Hall effect in

these two metals may be accounted for.

11. Thomson's Free Electron Theory of the Hall Effect in Metals

In his corpuscular theory of the Hall effect. Sir J. J. Thom-

son <^525)j 1907, supposed that between the atoms of a metal

negative corpuscles, or electrons, are moving about freely,

colliding with the atoms and rebounding, just as gas particles

do. So long as the temperature remains the same, the mean

kinetic energy of the electrons is constant. Since the elec-

trons in a metal are moving in all directions, no electric

current results from their motion. If, however, an electro-

motive force is impressed on the metal, the velocity of all

the electrons will be changed slightly in the same direction,

and since they are negatively charged , they will move in a

6
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direction opposed to the electromotive force. The migration

velocity of the electrons, to which the electric current is due,

is small compared with the velocity of the electrons between

collisions.

In a metal, in w^hich the current is passing from left to

right, Fig, 58, the negative particles are moving from right

to left. When the plate is placed in a magnetic field H,

whose lines of force are at right angles to the plate, the

electrons moving with a velocity u from F to G will be acted

upon by a force Heu, in which e is the electric charge on

E^^
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are opposed to the lines of force, L, L, of the large magnet,
while near the ends of the atom magnet the lines of force

are in the same direction. Hence there will be some places

near the atoms where the resultant field will be stronger than

the external field. An electron on coming into collision with

the atom might be rotated in a direction opposite to that

given by the external field before collision.

This explanation would account for the positive sign of

the Hall effect in iron, but would not account for the negative

effect in nickeL

In the case of a diamagnetic substance, such as bismuth,

the effect on the rotation of the electron due to collision

would be the same as that brought about by the external

field during the movement of the electron in its free path.

According to the above theory, the Hall effect consists

of two terms. If the effect due to collision is greater than

and opposite to that of the external magnetic field, the Hall

effect will be positive. If the collision effect is less than, or

in the same direction as that of the external field, the Hall

effect is negative.

Thomson suggested that "it would be interesting to see

if in exceedingly strong magnetic fields, much stronger than

those required to saturate the iron, the Hall effect would

change sign."

In fields as high as 24,000 gauss Smith (^86)^ 19 10, observed

that while the Hall effect in iron fell off, there was no in-

dication of a reversal of the effect. Smith
(1. c), and Frey '^^°^\

19 1 5, both noted that the effect in iron at temperatures

beyond the critical fell off rapidly, but did not change sign.

12. Thomson's Electric Doublet Theory of the Hall Effect

Sir J. J. Thomson (525)^ in his second theory of the Hall

effect, dealt with the influence of the magnetic field on the

distribution of the axes of doubly charged atoms moving
under an electric force. The doublet atoms when not acted

6*
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upon by electric forces arrange themselves in the metal in

a nondescript manner. When an electric force is impressed

upon them, they align themselves parallel to the current, as

shown in Fig; 60.

The negative charges e will travel from right to left,

while the so-called positive current, /, will go from left to right.

Next consider the action of a doublet atom AB in the

plane XOY, Fig. 61. The electric force acts along the axis X,
and tends to turn the atom into a position parallel to OX.

If the atom turns about the mid-point of its axis, the positive

and negative charges will move with equal velocities, the

X

o

B

Fig. 60. Fig. 61.

magnetic field will cause no deflection of the axis, and con-

sequently no Hall current will be set up.

If, however, the atom rotates, for example, about the

negative charge A, the magnetic force will cause the positive

end B to dip below the plane XOY. In this way more

negative ends may be above than below the plane, and a

partial polarization will result at right angles to the plane

XOY, similar to the arrangement of the atoms in Fig. 60.

Hence a transverse electromotive force will be set up, a stream

of negative electrons flowing upward, and the positive current

downward and at right angles to XOY. This latter is the

Hall current.

If the doublet atom under the electric force turns about

the positive charge B, the magnetic field will cause the ne-

gative ends of the atoms to dip below XOY., and a Hall

current of the opposite sign will result.
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The sign of the Hall effect therefore depends upon
whether the positive or negative charge on the atom moves

more rapidly under the influence of the primary impressed

electromotive force.

13. Gruner's Theory of the Hall Effect

Gruner ^^^^\ 1908, assumed that in metals there existed

only one kind of free electrons, the negative, together with

positive and neutral molecules. The positive molecule may
absorb a free electron when its velocity is below a certain

value. If the velocity is above the critical, the impact between

electron and molecule is a perfectly elastic one. In the steady

state as many electrons are set free as are absorbed by the

molecules.

With these assumptions, Gruner, following in the main

the methods of Lorentz, deduced expressions for a number

of galvanic and thermal phenomena.

The difference in sign of the Hall effect was attributed

to the different ratios between the positive and neutral mole-

cules in different metals.

14. Koenigsberger and Gottstein's Theory of Hail effect

Starting with the equation of Gans, p. 94, Bi =
SeN'

Koenigsberger and Gottstein (^96)^ 19 13, developed an ex-

pression to account for the change of sign in the Hall effect.

They adppted the idea of Sir J. J. Thomson, p. 82, that the

molecular magnets in solid substances assume some definite

alignment under the influence of an external field, and that

the magnetic field in the direction of the molecular cixes is

strengthened, while that perpendicular to the axes is weakened.

This will be true so long as the distance between the mole-

cules is sufficiently great, and their susceptibility is not far

from I. Such would be the case for rotating electrons of

both para- and diamagnetic substances. In the case of strong

molecular magnets, the internal molecular field might more
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than compensate for the external field, and thus cause a

change in the sign of the Hall effect.

The equation below, developed by the above authors,

includes terms for the part played by both the external and

the internal fields, Ha and Hm'.

This latter quantity may be positive or negative.

The authors stated that if the electrons in solids can

pass from atom to atom along definite paths, or leave the

atoms in a favored direction, then the Hall effect should

indicate in which direction this passage takes place with respect

to the molecular magnets.

15. Richardson's Electron Theory of the Hall Effect

Richardson (^33)^ 19 14, developed a theory for the Hall

effect from a consideration of the motion of negative electrons

under thermal agitation, under electric and magnetic forces,

and between collisions. The electromotive force set up by
the magnetic field H is given by the equation,

in which /" is the primary current, 7i the number of electrons

in a unit volume, e the electric charge. In this eqyation all

quantities are in electromagnetic units. The Hall coefficient

is therefore 21
3 ne

Since the sign of e is negative, this expression requires

all Hall effects to be negative.

The value of e is approximately — iq— 20 £ ]y[ u. The

value of n has been estimated to be of the order of 10-^

to 10^4. Accordingly R should be of the order of lo^ to io~*

The following are the Hall effects for a few metals.
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Bi
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velocities of the electrons, u'^, or S is the constant of the

force exerted by the molecules on the electrons.

The above expression agrees with that of Bohr and that

of Gans, for the case they examined, where S=oo.

According to the above equation the Hall effect should

have the same sign in all metals. To account for the change

of sign. Livens assumed with Thomson and others, that the

internal molecular magnetic field may be augmented by a

local field due to a polarization of the electrons located on

the molecules, and that this total inner field may so overcome

the external field as to reverse the sign of the Hall effect.

In the ferromagnetic metals the local internal field varies

directly as magnetization, and this internal field is probably

the effective one, for it is known that the Hall effect in these

metals varies as the magnetization and not as the external

field. If the magnetization is substituted for the usual magnetic

force H, the Hall coefficient for the ferromagnetic metals

remains practically constant, as the field is increased.

In the simple diamag?tetic metals, such as gold, silver,

and copper, the internal local field is very small, and the Hall

effect is practically constant for all fields. In these metals

there is almost no variation of the Hall effect with tem-

perature. This points to the fact that the action of a molecule

on an electron is independent of temperature. The small

change in the effect with temperature is probably due to a

change in the number of electrons per unit volume.

In the feiTomagnetic metals there is a considerable change

in the magnitude of the Hall effect with temperature. The

effect increases with permeability until the critical temperature

is reached. Then it decreases rapidly and acquires a value

of the order of that found in such metals as copper and gold.

In bismuth, and other crystals, the Hall effect varies with

the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the cry-

stalline axis. This is probably due to the fact that in a

crystal the molecules have already a definite linear and axial
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arrangement, and in consequence the internal field, due to

the motion of the electrons in and about the rnolecules, varies

in different directions.

Later, Livens (330)^ 1918, deduced the following expression

for the Hall electromotive force:

SNec '

in which N, e, c have the usual significance, B is the magnetic

induction, and J the primary electric current.

In non-magnetic substances, B=H.

18. Hall's ''A Possible Explanation of the Hall Effect"

In 19 1 5, Hall (245) proposed the following as a possible

explanation of the Hall effect. In 19 14, in his paper on

electric conduction and thermoelectric action (^44)^ Hall had

assumed that conduction is maintained in part by free elec-

+ A -

P eo*
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the positive ions, p, p, p, will move through a limited space

to the left. If the plate is placed in a magnetic field H,

Fig. 63 ,
the electron e and the positive ion p will both be

urged toward the upper edge of the plate. The electron is

mechanically free to move up to the edge of the plate, while

the atom can only change the direction of its vibration. The

upward movement of the electrons tends to produce a

negative charge at the edge of the plate, while the new

movement of the positive ions constitutes a positive current

that tends to produce a positive charge at the same upper edge.

To account for the fact that the Hall effect is positive

in some metals and negative in others, it would only be

necessary to say that in metals of the former class the ten-

dency of the positive ions to move under the magnetic field

is stronger then that of the electrons, and the upper edge

becomes positive; while if the action of the electrons prevail,

the upper edge will become negative.

In the former case, in which there is a positive charge

at the upper edge of the plate, there will be a continual

passage upward of free electrons, and there must also be a

downward movement of equal number of electrons that are

naturally not in a free state. This latter movement is brought

about by the action of the vibrating atoms of the metal,

which move upward a short distance as positive ions unite

with electrons, and return downward a bit as neutral atoms.

That is, there occurs a constant dissociation of the neutral

atoms into electrons and ions at the lower part, and a re-

combination of the electrons and ions at the upper part of

the plate. The force that carries the electrons and neutral

atoms downward is termed an elastic-mechanical one.

The dissociation and recombination are brought about in

the following manner. When the free electrons strike against

the atoms of a metal, a distribution of thermal velocity takes

place among these electrons. The slower, or cold, electrons

would move upward under the action of the magnetic field.
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and would cool the upper edge of the plate. Since dis-

sociation of the neutral atoms increases with temperature, the

cooling of the upper edge would bring about a recombination

of electrons and positive ions. This recombination would

produce heat. If this latter action is stronger than the cooling

effect of the cold electrons that flow upward, then the upper

edge of the plate will be warmed. If the influence of the

cold electrons prevail, the upper edge will be cooled. In

this way the difference in signs of the Ettingshausen effect

(p. 147) may be accounted for.

19. Borelius' Diamagnetic and Paramagnetic Hall Effect

Borelius (93)^ 1919, in developing his expressions to account

for the different signs of the Hall effect employed the space-

lattice conception of the structure of metals. He supposed

the metal to consist of an equal number of positive atoms,

and of negative electrons equally spaced between the atoms.

The motion of the atoms to and fro and the magnetic field

cause the electrons to have both a radial and a circular

motion, giving rise to two susceptibilities, radial and circular.

The relative value of these two determines whether a metal

is paramagnetic or diamagnetic.

These two motions of the electrons give rise to two

components of the Hall effect. For the diamagnetic Hall

effect, Borelius deduced this expression:

in which e is the electronic charge, ^ is a function of the

No
susceptibility, and /? = -^, where N is the Avogadro number,

Q the density, and A the atomic weight of the metal. This

diamagnetic component of the Hall effect is linear and in-

dependent of the field.

The paramagnetic component of the effect is given by

the equation:
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B„ = ——
,
where

en

F(f)=-^^xpsinrp + ln ^
Sin Jl>

in which ip is an angle connected with the path of the free

electron, and depends upon the field.

The total Hall effect then is

I

R = R(i + Rz
«iL* q+'F(4,)\

This latter expression may change sign in accordance

with the relative values of the two susceptibilities of the metal

and the value of
t/^,

and in this way the two signs for the

Hall effect are accounted for.

Borelius pointed out that for metals other than bismuth,

antimony, and the ferromagnetic ones, the expression —^

is fairly constant, as shown in the table below.

Metal
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1904; De Thullie (537), 191 2; Birkeland ^^9), 19 12; Righi (452),

19 1 5. The above theories are more or less mathematical.

According to most of the theories thus far advanced,

the Hall effect should have the same sign in all metals.

Fournier (2°'^\ 19 16, endeavored to account for the positive

Hall effect in such metals as antimony, iron and tellurium, in

the following way. He claimed that metallic conduction is

not carried on by the free electrons alone. In metals, such

as the above, there is probably only a very small amount of

dissociation into free electrons and positive atoms. The

negative electrons, as ions in electrolytic dissociation, gather

neutral atoms about them. These weighted electrons are

probably less mobile than the positive atoms. While heat

causes the splitting off of electrons from bismuth atoms, this

does not seem to be the case with iron. The atoms of iron,

however, possess considerable innate mobility, since they can

arrange their axes parallel to magnetic lines of force. Iron

is also trivalent and can hold several electrons bound. In

iron, then, it may be that most of the electrons are held

bound, while some of the positive atoms are free to move,

and by their superior number make up for lack of mobility.

Metals, then, in which most of the electrons are held

bound and the positive atoms possess a large total mobility,

should have a positive Hall effect, while metals in which the

free negative electrons predominate should have a negative

effect.

None of the monistic or dualistic theories, thus far

advanced, account fully and satisfactorily for the two signs

in the Hall effect. Subsequent theories of the Hall effect

should include a consideration of the influence of the external

magnetic field on the orientation of the orbits of revolution

of the electrons, and on the manner in which the electrons

are sent forth from the parent atom. The influence of the

inner atomic magnetic field on the motion of electrons, and on

that of positive and neutral atoms, must be taken into account.
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A clearer understanding of the space-lattice structure of the

metals should aid in the formulation of an adequate theory

to account for the anomalies in the Hall effect.

Hall (237)^ in 1 88 1, in one of his earlier papers, remarked:

This difference of sign in the rotational coefficients of the

magnetic metals is so anomalous and so important a fact,

that one returns again and again to its consideration."

Now after more than four decades, the above words are

still pertinent. A satisfactory explanation of the variation in

signs of the Hall and allied effects waits upon the future.

21. Isothermal and Adiabatic Hall Effects

Ettingshausen ('^9)^ 1887, observed that the Hall effect is

accompanied by a change of temperature at the edges of the

metal plate where the secondary electrodes are fastened. If

this difference of temperature is eliminated by a flowing bath,

by the alternating current method, or otherwise, the Hall

effect obtained under such conditions is termed isothermal

The Hall effect measured in the presence of the Ettingshausen

temperature difference is called adiabatic.

Gans (2°^\ 1906, developed equations for the isothermal

and adiabatic Hall effects, in which only the movements of

negative electrons were considered. For the isothermal trans-

versal difference of potential he obtained

in which e is the charge on an electron, v the migration

velocity of the electrons, o the electrical conductivity of the

metal, H the field strength, and j the primary current. Since

Ne^v = o, we have for the isothermal Hall coefficient

^^' ~
8 eN'

in which N is the number of electrons per unit volume. For

the adiabatic effect, the following equation was obtained,
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Ea = ^' '-

Hj, in which b -^ 2 T
^^

Ra

Hence Ra-^Ri =^, or Ri = Ba^( 1-125 + -~~].

16 4

and T is the absolute temperature. From the above we have

3^ b+q I

16 8
'

eN'

b+q
4

where g is the heat of dissociation.

Gans (1. c.) determined the Hall effect in bismuth by

measuring the difference of potential with a quadrant electro-

meter. This effect he termed the electrometric Hall effect.

R

10

H
5000 10000

Fig. 64.

15000

He also measured the Hall effect by the null -galvanometer

method. This effect he called the galvanometric Hall effect.

Curve I in Fig. 64 represents the change of the galvano-

metric effect with field strength, while curve II gives the

variation of the electrometric effect. The latter effect is

consistently smaller.

Corbino (^^7), igii, called attention to the fact that Riecke

and Drude in their theories did not take into account the

influence of the Ettingshausen effect on the Hall effect.

Allowing for this influence, he developed the expression below

for the isothermal Hall effect, based on the usual assumptions

for the two kinds of electrons:

Ri = h\v\ N,vl

in which the letters have their usual significance.
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For the Hall coefficient, corrected for the Ettingshausen

effect, Corbino obtained this expression,

^^'•-
e

'

N, — N,'

In order to eliminate the Ettingshausen effect, Senepa (479),

19 13, placed the plate oi bismuth in a bath of freely flowing

water. He measured the isothermal effect at 16^ C, 24
<^ C,

and 32^ C, and found that the effect decreased. with rise in

temperature, but was independent of the field.

To determine what he termed the corrected Hall effect,

Senepa sent through a bismuth plate a heat current in the

proper direction with respect to the electric current, and of

such a value, that in the magnetic field the Ettingshausen

difference of temperature was annulled by the Righi-Leduc

effect (p. 233).

The corrected Hall effect thus found was Rcc^-r.
= — 778,

at 43^ C, while that found by the water bath method was

— 7'35 ^t 44^ C. From these results, and by means of

Corbino's equations, he computed these values:

^1
= i"57 X ioi5, v^

= 375 X 1015.

Hence in bismuth the negative particles, or electrons,

are 33 times as numerous as the positive particles, and the

mobility of the negative is more than twice that of the

positive.

In variable conductors, such as silicon, graphite, and

molybdenite, in which the number of free electrons changes

greatly with temperature and under other influences, according

to Gottstein (2^^\ i9i4j the isothermal Hall effect must be

corrected for the Peltier and Nernst effects as follows:

J^i (corr.)
—

-'^i ~r 7 j

in which 'JI and Q are the Peltier and Nernst coefficients

respectively, and k is the thermal conductivity.
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The following table gives the isothermal effects as de-

termined by Koenigsberger and Gottstein (^97)^ 191 5, at ordinary

temperature.

Isothermal Halt Effects

Metal Ri
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Fig. 65.

If magnetism is supposed to be linear, then an electric current

must be rotatory. Suppose a current, I, flows from left to

right in a plate, Fig. 65, placed at right angles to the field,

H^ and that the current rotates

in a plane, CD, perpendicular to

the plate. Under these conditions

there is nothing to determine the

direction of the secondary or

Hall current. Thus it would seem

that the existence of a Hall effect

is inconsistent with the supposition that magnetism is a linear

phenomenon, and that magnetism must be rotatory in nature.

23. Relation Between the Hail Effect and Thermoelectric Power

It was first pointed out by Beattie (so)^ 1896, that the Hall

effect and the thermoelectric power of metals have corre-

sponding signs. He arranged the table below, in which the

metals are placed in the thermoelectric series according to

Wiedemann (Lehre von der Elektricitat
,
Vol. II.) and the Hall

coefficients, determined by Ettingshausen and Nernst ^'^4)^ are

placed opposite.

Thermoelectric Series and Hall Effect

Metal B

Bi

Co . ;

Ni

German Silver

Pd
Al

Pb
Sn
Cu

— lO'I

+ 0'0046
— 0*0242
—

0-00053
— 0-00II5
— 000038

+ 0-00009
— 000004
— 0-00052

Metal

Pt

Au
Ag
Zn
Cd
Fe
Sb
Te

E

— 0-00024
—

0-00071
—

0-00083

-f 0-00041

+ 0-00055

+ 0-01 13

+ 0-192

+ 532-0

The only two irregularities as to direction are cobalt

and lead.

The magnitude of the Hall effect does not follow the

order of the thermoelectric series where the effect is very
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small. This may be due to the fact that the thermoelectric

power and the Hall effect were determined in .different spe-

cimens, whose difference in structure and composition may
account for the seeming exceptions. The metals that occupy

extreme positions at either end of the thermoelectric series

also have extreme positions with respect to the Hall effect.

Beattie found in alloys of bismuth -antimo7iy, bismuth-

lead, antimony-zinc, and antimony-cadmium, that the alloys

with extreme thermoelectric position in the series had also a

large Hall effect. He made a comparison of the variation

with temperature of the Hall effect in bismuth^ as determined

by Lebret (^h)^ 1895, with the variation of the thermoelectric

force of bismuth-lead couples according to Dewar and Fle-

ming (^43)^ 1893, and showed that the curves are strikingly

similar. Koenigsberger and Gottstein (^96)^ 19 13, confirmed

the truth of the principle laid down by Beattie as to the

relation between the thermoelectric power and Hall effect in

a large series of metals and compounds. The reversal of the

Hall effect and the change of thermoelectric property of

metals in a magnetic field they attributed to electrons entering

the magnetic field of an atom, and rebounding in a semi-

circular path, thus changing a positive electronic pressure into

a negative one.

The following table contains the thermo-E. M. F. of metals

with respect to lead and the Hall effects in metals arranged

in their order of magnitude. In general the Hall effect of an

element increases with its thermoelectric height.

Hall Effect vs. Thermo -E.M.F.

Metal
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Metal
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The reversal of the primary current brought about a change
of value, but no reversal in sign of the difference of potential.

Amerio considered that the phenomenon observed by

himself and others could not be a true Hall effect, could

not be due to a thermomagnetic effect or to a change of

resistance in the magnetic field, nor to a thermoelectric effect

where the electrodes joined the amalgam or mercury. He

attributed the phenomenon to a displacement in the con-

ducting layer between the principal electrodes^ a displace-

ment that follows Ampere's rule for a conductor in a

magnetic field.

Von Traubenberg (548)^ 1905, as already noted (p. 50), found

the Hall effect in bismuth disappeared at the melting point

of the metal, while in other metals the effect has been found

to diminish greatly at very high temperatures, suggesting a

disappearance of the effect at their melting points.

The Hall effect in liquid and in soWd' mercury has been

recently investigated by Fenninger (^97)^ 19 14. He concluded

that the effect in liquid mercury could not be greater than

0-00002, in fields from 10,000 to 22,400 gauss; and in fields

from 10,000 to 12,100 gauss the effect in solid mercury could

not exceed o-ooooii.

Up to the present (1923) the existence of a Hall effect

in liquid metals has not been satisfactorily established.

2. Hall Effect In Electrolytes

The Hall effect in electrolytes has been investigated by

Roiti (456)^ 1882; Bagard (37), 1896; Florio ^^°'\ 189b; Chiavassa ^"6),

1897; Everdingen ('^^), 1898; Amaduzzi and Leone (^^), 1900;

Moretto (379)
, 1902; Amerio ^^^\ 1901; Heilbrun (^54), 1904;

Oxley (4'''), 19 13; Righi (452), 1915; and others. Most of these

investigators have arrived at negative results. Theoretically a

Hall effect should exist in electrolytes, but the effect is ex-

ceedingly small, and the difficulties attendant on its measure-

ment are very great. Layers of the liquid as thin as metal
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films cannot be obtained. It seems impossible to eliminate

convection currents in the liquid, and the contact differences

of potential are large compared with the Hall effect sought.

Bagard (1. c.) is one of the few investigators that claim

to have found a true Hall effect in electrolytes. He used

solutions of cojjper sulphate and zinc sulphate. The layer of

liquid was i'6 mm. thick, and the magnetic field varied from

400 to 1000 gauss. In the copper sulphate solution he claimed

to have observed a Hall effect of about — 0*38 xio~"^.

According to Donnan ('^y)^ p. 106, the theoretical value of the

Hall effect under the conditions employed by Bagard should

be of the order of — 16 x 10— i^.

Several of the above investigators, after careful efforts

to eliminate all sources of error, failed to detect any Hall

effect in electrolytes, and attributed the effect observed by

Bagard to the force exerted by the field on* the molecules,

and to differences -in concentration and temperature.

Roiti, Bagard, and Chiavassa employed a capillary electro-

meter to detect the transverse difference of potential.

The method employed by Moretto
(1. c.) in his search for

the Hall effect in electrolytes is worthy of mention. He placed

strips of filter and tissue paper, saturated with solutions of

sulphuric acid, copper sulphate, xinc sulphate and bismuth

nitrate, between plates of glass. In this way convection cur-

rents were probably eliminated. However, he was unable to

detect any Hall effect.

Drude and Nernst ^^54)^ iBgo, looked for the Hall effect

in gelatinixed electrolytes, but found none.

Heilbrun (^54)^ 1903, in seeking for the Hall effect in

electrolytes, placed copper sulphate between anode and cathode

copper plates. A current of 0*023 ampere was sent through

the solution for 1Y2 hrs., in a field of 7000 gauss. The cathode

was divided into upper, middle, and lower sheets. The

following table gives the results of deposition of copper when

there was no field and when the field was on.
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Superposed on the true Hall effect, as Donnan
(1. c.) has

shown, is a difference of potential due to a change in the

concentration,
E'=^H(v-^u)z

cLtv

dx

For a fall of i volt per cm., %= i cm., and H= 15,000

gauss, JE"= 0-9 X 10—'^ volt.

Thus E\ which may be called the concentration Hall

effect, is larger than the true Hall effect, E. However, the

detection and measurement of ^' is indicative of the existence

of a Hall effect.

For copper sulphate solution in a small cell, Oxley found

E = 2'iy X io~^, and

E'= 8-15 X 10-8.

The latter was the one measured and included the former.

For the copper sulphate gel, he found

E = 1-98 X 10-^ volt, and

E'= 7-4 X 10-7 volt.

In view of all the precautions taken and in view of the

fact that the effect reversed with the field, and that the

observed results are of the

calculated order, the author

considered that the existence

of the Hall effect in electro-

lytes was established.

In 19 1 5, Righi ^^52) studied

the difference of potential set

up in an electrolyte by the

magnetic field in the following

manner. An electrolyte of copper sulphate was placed in a

shallow horizontal dish, ABCD, in which were two copper

electrodes, E and FK, Fig. 66. The primary current / entered

at E and left the cell at F and K. The partial currents, i^

and 4, passed through adjustable resistances, R^ and B^, and

entered in opposite directions a differential galvanometer 6^, so

that no deflection occurred when the magnetic field H was off.

Fig. 66.
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The following table gives the differences in the partial

currents produced by a vertical field of 8,500 gauss.

/
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These equations are in reality the same as those of Van

Everdingen (p. io6), and in each case for complete dissocia-

tion, the Hall coefficient is given by the relation,

R= l{v—u).

Donnan showed that the ratio of the Hall E. M. F. to the

primary E. M. F. is of the order of i6xio— i^: i^ for a field

between 400 and 1000 gauss. He suggested that the effect might

become measurable in a very strong magnetic field, if the

fall of potential in the plate were 10,000 volts per cm. Since

fields of 30,000 to 50,000 gauss may now be obtained with

the improved semi-circular electromagnet, and since there are

large storage batteries now in existence with 20,000 to 30,000

elements, it would seem possible to measure the Hall effect

in electrolytes in a very dilute state.

b. Van Everdingen s Theory of the Hall Effect in Electrolytes

Van Everdingen ('^^), 1898, deduced an expression for the

Hall effect in electrolytes, in accordance with the following

assumptions: The primary current in the electrolyte flows

under an impressed E. M. F., jE^, along the axis of X. The

velocities of the positive and negative ions under a unit

difference of potential are respectively u and v. The magnetic

field, H, applied in the direction of the axis of F, sets up

a difference of potential E^^ along the axis of Z.

The Hall difference of potential for a very sHghtly dis-

sociated salt is then,

E.^=—E^H{u—v), and -^==0,

where c^ is the concentration of the salt.

For complete dissociation,

E^=^— \ExH[u—v), and

I dc^ (u + v)

Ci dz 2 A
in which q is the concentration of both positive and negative

ions, and A a constant related to the constant of diffusion

for complete dissociation of the electrolyte.
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c. Larmor's Theory of the Hall Effect in Electrolytes

Larmor (310)^ 1900, developed an expression for the Hall

effect in electrolytes, for a dilute solution, in which the

ionization is complete. The transverse electromotive force set

up by a magnetic field, i/, in a electrolyte carrying a current I,

he found to be ^ v— u IH
Ml = —— • •

,

v-\-u 2ne

in which v and u are the velocities of drift respectively of

the cations and anions under a unit electric force, n the

coefficient of diffusion of the ions, and e is the ionic charge.

Comparing the obove expression with the ordinary Hall

effect equation, -^ RHI

and putting fZ= i
,
we have for the Hall coefficient.

V-\-U 2 7ie

Since v— 11 is small compared with v-\-u, it is evident

that the Hall effect in electrolytes must be small. The author

pointed out that, if the primary current flows from plate to

plate in the electrolyte, so that the stream lines are parallel,

the resistance of the electrolyte will not be changed by the

magnetic field, but if the current flows between point elec-

trodes the resistance will be affected.

d. Wind's Equation for the Hall Effect in Electrolytes

Wind (599)j 1 894, deduced the following equation for the

Hall effect in electrolytes:

7? _ i_
^'
— ^^

7ie V -j- u

This equation is double the magnitude of that of Larmor

above. This difference is probably due to the fact that Wind

did not consider the dissociation of the electrolyte to be com-

plete, while Larmor did so consider it.
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CHAPTER VII

HALL EFFECT IN GASES

1. Hall Effect in Discharge Tubes

Boltzmann (^^^ in 1886 investigated the Hall effect in

rarified gases in a thin flat Geissler tube, Fig. 67, placed

between the poles of an electromagnet. The secondary elec-

trodes were platinum wires, 8, S, sealed in the sides of the

tube. The pressure in the tube was from 2 to 5 mm. of

mercury. The Hall effect in air was found to be negative,

while that in hydrogen and carbon dioxide was positive. In a

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

field of 1800 gauss the secondary current was Yeo ^^ ^30 that

of the primary current /.

Boltzmann also employed the Righi method (p. 18), by

allowing the primary current to enter the tube by one electrode

and to leave by two electrodes connected to a differential

galvanometer.

Accurate quantitative determination of the Hall effect in

gases is beset by many difficulties. The fall in potential in

gases in a flame, or in a discharge tube, occurs almost entirely

near the electrodes, as shown in Fig. 68. The fall at the

cathode, C, is very rapid, a small drop occurs near the

anode. A, while along the intervening space, DB, the fall is

exceedingly small. The Hall electrodes are usually placed in

the region DB, equidistant from the primary electrodes. Since

the fall in potential in this region is small, and since the Hall

effect depends on the fall in potential, the magnitude of the

effect must be small.
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The Hall effect in gases at low pressure has been de-

termined by Wilson ^594)^ 1901. The apparatus employed,

Fig. 69, consisted of a glass tube, AB, with primary aluminium

*— /& PUMP ere
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Fig. 69.

electrodes, C, D, which could be moved along the tube by
means of a magnet, and a ground glass stopper, G, into which

were sealed the secondary electrodes, E, F. The secondary

electrodes could be rotated into an equipotential surface. The

Hall difference of potential was measured by means of a

quadrant electrometer.
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Negative Glow. Faraday Dark Space.

Discharge in Air. Pressure 2*4 mms. Magnetic Field 29*4.

Fig. 70.
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In general, the Hall effect in gases at low pressure was

found to be proportional to the potential gradient in the

positive column and to the magnetic field, but independent

of the main discharge current through the tube.

The variation of the Hall effect in air at low pressure

along the discharge tube is shown in Fig. 70. The effect is

greatest near the cathode where the fall in potential is most

rapid, reaches a minimum near the Faraday dark space, and

increases again as the anode is approached.

This variation is in accord with the fall in potential in

Fig. 68.

The Hall effect was found by Wilson to vary inversely

with the pressure, as shown in the table below.

Hall Effect in Air at Low Pressure

Pressure, p,
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The potential gradient along the uniform portion of the

tube, D—B, Fig. 68, was found to vary as the square root of

the pressure. For ai?', X=34'9y^; for hydrogen, X=2S'fp;
for oxygen, X= 26'g'^p.

The above values of Z and X were found to hold for

pressures from o.i mm. to 3 mm.

Wilson (594) showed that, if the ionzation and recombination

are neglected, the equation for the Hall effect in rarefied

gases is identical with that for a completely dissociated salt

solution, and that

Z=lHX{v— u),

where v and u are respectively the velocities of the negative

and positive ions per one volt per cm. According to the

above equation, the Hall coefficient is, R=^(v— it).

Using the above relations for X, Z, H, p, v, u, Wilson and

Martyn (598)^ 1Q07, computed values for v and u for air and

hydrogen. The results are given in the table below.

Gas
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Dividing, we obtain

Which means that the Hall effect is proportional to the trans-

verse velocity of the discharge.

The Hall effect in a meixury vapor lamp was determined

by Schenkel(^7i)j 1906. The Hall effect is given by the equation

in which Z is the transverse difference of potential set up in

the tube by the field H, X is the fall in potential along the

tube, and K^ and K^ are respectively the mobilities of the

positive and negative ions. The table below gives the results.
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the flame by means of a Gouy vaporizer. The primary elec-

trodes, P, P, were of platinum gauze, the mesh of the cathode,

C, was coarser than that of the anode, A. The secondary

electrodes, S, S, were of fine platinum wire. The flame required

so much space between the poles of the electromagnet, that

only fields from 3000 to 8500

gauss could be obtained. The

primary electrodes were charged

from a battery of 72 Clark cells,

and the potential of the cathode

was kept at about five times the

potential of the anode. The

potential of the primary elec-

trodes was measured by means

of a quadrant electrometer, while

the Hall E. M. F. at the secondary electrodes was measured

by a Dolezalek-Nernst electrometer.

Marx deduced the following expression for the Hall

coefficent:

Fig. 7i>

\,^ x) H 2
^

/

in which e is the transverse Hall E. Al. F. the distance

7t
between the Hall electrodes, and — the potential gradient along

the primary current, and v and u the velocities of the ions.

The following table gives the Hall effect in a flame

sprayed with a 2 x normal solution of KCl.
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According to the above results, the Hall effect is in-

dependent of the field, the potential gradient, and the distance

between the secondary electrodes.

The next table gives the variation of the Hall effect with

concentration of the salt solution.
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considerably hotter than the anode, the fall in potential was

more evenly distributed between the electrodes. For this

reason the mesh of the cathode was made coarser than that

of the anode, and the anode was always placed in the upper

and cooler portion of the flame. Hence the primary current

could not be reversed.

The sign of the Hall effect in all the salts examined by
Marx was negative.

Moreau i377)j 1902, measured the Hall effect in flames

impregnated with potassium and with sodium chloride solutions.

He measured the mobihties of the positive and negative ions,

K^ and ^2* ^^^ computed the Hall coefficient, B, from the

relation R = {K^
—

Zg). In this, as in the Wilson formula

below, the dissociation is incomplete, while in the equation

of Marx the dissociation is considered complete.

The following table gives Moreau's calculated and Marx's

observed values for R for flames sprayed with KCl solutions.
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electrodes (Fig. 71, p. 113) are equipotential surfaces, and

their nearness would tend to prevent a difference of potential

being set up in the Hall electrodes. The greater concentration

of the salt and hence the greater conductivity of the flame

Fig. 72-

B A P

n% ^EP

G*

N

Fig. 74.

would increase the influence of the primary electrodes on the

secondary electrodes, and in consequence of this masking, the

Hall effect would seem to diminish with concentration.

To avoid this influence of the primary on the secondary

electrodes, Wilson used a large thin flame 12x12x1-5 cm.,

J^igs. 73, 74. The electrodes E and E' were platinum disks

5 cm in diameter and were kept 9 cm. apart. The Hall
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effect was measured by two fine platinum wires, IL and H',

placed near each other, and connected to a quadrant electro-

meter. When the field M was on, the plane of the wires H
and H' was rotated until they were in an equipotential plane.

Then the angle of rotation of the equipotential plane by the

magnetic field is given by the equation

X
tan0==

F'
in w^hich X and Y are respectively the potential gradients

along the axes x and y. For a constant field of 7,700 gauss,

Wilson obtained the following results.

Hall Effect

angle S
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placed so that these points were at the same potential. It

was found that the magnetic field produced a difference of

potential of about 1-5 volts. This effect could not be produced

by blowing the arc to one side, nor by shifting the electrodes

to one side of the arc. The effect was found to diminish

with decreasing field strength. Change in the strength of the

current through the arc and change in the length of the arc

did not appreciably influence the magnitude of the effect.

The effect was found to be practically the same in an

enclosed arc. Reduced pressure produced no marked change
in the effect, until a pressure of 20 cm. of mercury was

reached. Between pressures of 20 cm. and 10 cm., the effect

diminished rapidly, and at a pressure of i cm., the effect

disappeared entirely. The effect seemed independent of the

anode and cathode drop, but decreased with the total difference

of potential in the arc, and became inappreciable when the

voltage across the arc was less than 30 volts.

Salts sprayed into the arc diminished the effect, and

potassium nitrate was found to reduce the effect almost

to zero.

If the large difference of potential set up by the magnetic

field in the electric arc is a true Hall effect, the negative

ions must have a very great velocity. This may be accounted

for by the large fall in potential along the arc and the high

temperature of the arc.

Child further observed that the Hall effect in the electric

arc is zero, when the fall in potential at the anode is small.

This he considered due to the positive ions having a greater

velocity than the negative ions.

The Hall effect in the electric arc seems worthy of

further investigation.

4. Thomson's Theory of the Hall Effect in Gases

The following theory of the Hall effect in gases, developed

by Sir J. J. Thomson (524), applies to all cases of conduction
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of electricity through gases containing ions, whether in flames

or discharge tubes.

The primary current is supposed to flow parallel to the

axis of X, and the magnetic field acts at right angles to this

direction along the axis of x. The components of the electric

force parallel to x and z are respectively X and Z. The

velocities of the positive and negative ions under unit electric

force are u and v, while m and n are the number of positive

and negative ions respectively per c. c. at any point. It is

assumed that the ions behave as a perfect gas.

Under a magnetic field of strength, H, it is shown that

the transverse E. M. F. is given by the equation

XH(nv — mit)

m-\-n

The current carried by the positive ions is ip= emiiX,
and that carried by the negative ions is in= e7ivX. Hence

the above equation may be written,

^ H{tn — ip)

e {m+ n)

At a place where there is no free electricity, m = ^^,

and the equation becomes

Z=lXH{v—u),
and the Hall coefficient is

The above equation is the same as that deduced by Van

Everdingen ^^^^\ Donnan (^47), and Larmor ^31°) for the Hall effect

in electrolytes, by Marx (355) for the effect in flames, and by
Wilson (594) for the effect in discharge tubes.

Wilson (594) has pointed out, that, in the case of electric

discharge in tubes, the magnetic field alters the distribution

of the current and ionization, so that a concentration gradient

is set up across the tube, and that consequently Z in rare-

fied gases is only one-half what it is in flames, in which the
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magnetic field leaves the ionization unchanged. Hence the

Hall effect in flames is given by the equation

^ = j& = (''-"'•

This relation -only holds true in portions of the flame a

little way in from the edges where Z and X are uniform,

that is, where ionization and recombination are equal.

Further investigation of the action of a magnetic field on

cathode and positive rays, on ionic clusters in discharge tubes,

on flames, on electric arcs, and other electric discharges in

gases, may shed valuable light on the influence of the magnetic

field on electrons and atoms in metals, and thereby contribute

to a clearer understanding of the Hall and allied phenomena.
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-

Element
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Element Temperature H R Observer

Copper

Gold

Indium . .

Iridium I.

II.

Iron . . . .

Soft .

Silesia

Soft

I

Lead .

Lithium .

Magnesium

29i°Abs.
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Element
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Element
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CHAPTER VIII

1. The Corbino Effect

Corbino ^'^'^^ 191 1, discovered three galvanomagnetic

effects, which are brought into existence under the following

conditions:

I. When a circular metalHc disk, in which flows a uniform

radial electric current, is placed in a magnetic field perpen-

dicular to the lines of force, a circular current is set up in

the disk. The density of the secondary current is inversely

proportional to the radius of the disk.

C

W^

M

2. If the disk carrying the radial current is placed in

the magnetic field so that the plane of the disk is oblique

to the lines of force, the field produces in the disk a torque

that tends to turn the disk.

3. If the disk, carrying no current, is placed at right

angles to the lines of force, a radial current is induced in

the disk when the magnetic field is excited, and an opposite

current is set up when the field is removed.

In his investigation of the above effects, Corbino employed
a disk of bismuth, B, Fig. 75, 6-5 cm. in diameter and 0*28 cm.

thick. In the centre of the disk was inserted a stout copper

wire, W. Around the edge of the disk was a copper ring,

AA, to which was fastened a copper tube, T. The radial
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current entered the disk through the wire W, and left by
the tube, T. The tube T enclosing the wire W was inserted

in one pole piece of the electromagnet, MM. The hollow

coil, CC, was connected to a galvanometer. Whenever the

radial current in the disk was made or broken, in the pre-

sence of the magnetic field, a current was induced in the

coil CC by the circular current set up in the disk by the

action of the field. It was found that the circular current

changed direction with that of the primary radial current and

of the magnetic field. In general the circular current varied

directly as the strength of the radial
.
current and as the

magnetic field.

With a radial current of about 15 amperes, Corbino

obtained the following results for bismuth.

Corbino Effect in Bismuth
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positive and negative ions; — and — the partial conductivities-

of the ions; I the primary radial current; H the field; r, and

i\ the external and internal radii of the disk. Since e is

negative, C is positive when the mobility of the positive ions

is greater than that of the negative.

The Corbino effect is said to be positive when, while

the primary radial current is flowing toward the centre of the

disk, the circular current set up in the disk has the same

direction as the magnetizing current in the coils of the electro-

magnet. The effect in bismuth was found to be negative, and.

that in antimony positive.

The expression found by Corbino for the torque set up
in the plate by the magnetic field was:

dW I—^= — 7^- 'EISH'^ sin 2 CD,

in which W is the energy of the disk in the magnetic field;;

CD the angle the normal to the disk makes with the lines of

force; S, the effective area of the disk, tt
{rl
—

rj); while E^.

I, and H are as defined above.

The disk tends to turn in an opposite direction when the

radial current is reversed, but not when the field is reversed.

For the radial current induced in the disk by the

magnetic field, when no primary radial current is flowing,

Corbino obtained the following expression,

Q = -^SEhH\
47tQ

in which Q is the total quantity 'of electricity flowing radially

in the disk, S and H as before. Eh the final value of the

differential moment of the ions due to the field H, and q the

resistance of the disk.

2. The Corbino Effect a True Hali Effect

Corbino considered the effect discovered by him to be

distinct from the Hall eifect. He claimed that, while the
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Hall effect is due to the rotation of the equipotential lines

in the magnetic field, in the circular disk carrying a radial

current the equipotential lines are concentric circles, and that

these lines are not bent or rotated.

Adams <^^'
7), 19 14, however, showed that the Corbino

effect is, in reality, a Hall effect. He supposed a circular

disk. Fig. 76, to have a hole in the centre, that a small sector

is cut from the disk, and that the primary current enters by

heavy wires, W, W, soldered to the edges of the disk. Since

the resistance of the wires is low, the current density in the

disk is inversely as the radius, and there is no radial current.

The radii are the equipotential lines. If wires tv, u\ are

connected to a galvanometer,

and the disk is placed in a

w I ^ ^ \ \ >^ magnetic field, a difference

of potential will be set up
^ 2ii A and B, That is, a true

Hall effect will be produced.

Now the ordinary rectangu-
^^' ^

lar Hall plate may be con-

ceived of as bent into the Corbino circular disk, and when

the primary current enters by one of the wires, W, W, a

difference of potential is set up by the field at A and B. If

the primary current enters and leaves by the wires, ic, iv, as

in the Corbino case, the field will set up a difference of

potential at the edges of the sector, and a circular current

will result, when the sector is closed in. Hence the Corbino

effect is in reality a Hall* effect, due to a difference of

potential set up in the disk by the magnetic field.

Adams developed expressions for the three Corbino

effects in terms of the motions of negative electrons. He
assumed that the electric current was carried entirely by free

negative electrons, that these electrons in the absence of an

electric field travel with equal velocities along zigzag paths,

from collision to collision with the atoms of the metal, that
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the collisions between electrons and atoms are similar to

collisions between hard elastic spheres, that the external

electric field causes the electrons to drift in a direction opposite

to the field, and that the magnetic field causes the paths of

the electrons to bend, so that there is a component at right

angles both to the electric and to the magnetic field.

The expression for the circular current produced in the

disk by the magnetic field he found to be,

^__HeTI r,_ ^J^/log'^,
4 7cm r^ 2 7V ?\

in which c is Corbino's constant E (p. 126), and is equal to

1 6
T: H. 1. n, r. are defined on p. 127, T is the free time

2 7n

-of an electron, and e and m the charge and mass of an

electron.

The expression for the torque according to Adams is:

dW eHUTS . ^— ^—r = 7- sm 2 O.
8 lOTtm

All the terms of the above expression have been already

defined, p. 127.

For the radial current produced by the magnetic field,

the expression is,

i0 7t?riE

in which B is the resistance of the disk, and the other terms

as before.

Adams suggested that the Corbino effect is the funda-

mental galvanomagnetic effect, since it is independent of the

thickness of the plate and of the free boundaries that in-

troduce difficulties in the interpretation of the Hall effect.

When a transverse current is led off from the edges of a

rectangular Hall plate, the distribution of the current in the

plate becomes complicated, and it is difficult to apply the

electron theory to metallic conduction under these circum-

stances.

9
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3. The Corbino Effect in Various iVIetais

The Corbino effect in a number of metals was measured

by Adams and Chapman (^\ 1914- Their method was a

modification of that of Corbino. In the following table are

given the Corbino effects compared with that of copper as

unity, and the relative Hall effects for the same metals, taken

horn the Recueil de Co7istantes Physiques, 19 13. The Corbino

effects are in terms of ^, where H is the field strength, and

m is computed from the equation, ??^ = MC in which M is

the mutual inductance between the circular current C and the

coil near the disk, and I is the primary radial current.
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Hall and Corbino Effects

Metal
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Corhino Effects

Metal
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Corhino and Hall Effects in Nickel

H
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According to Adams ^^\ the Corbino effect, which implies

an increase in resistance in the magnetic field, is related to

this increase by the equation,

Ar
r

in which r is the specific resistance of the metal, and c is

the Corbino coefficient. This equation requires an increase

in resistance in the magnetic field. Some metals, however,

show a decrease. The Corbino effect cannot therefore be

the sole cause of change of resistance in a magnetic field.

Smith (K. K.) (^^98), 19 16, determined the Corbino effect

in several metals by measuring the torque produced by the

magnetic field on disks of the metals carrying a radial cur-

rent. The disks were suspended by a fine phosphor bronze

wire, whose torsional coefficient was known. Readings were

taken when the normal to the plane of the disk made an

angle of 45^ with the lines of force. The Corbino effect,

1 eTE=— —
,
was computed from the equation

2 in

V-r^—,— - EISH^' sin 2 O.

The following table gives the results of Smith's deter-

minations of E and T, and also those of Adams and Chapman.

Metal
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Heaps (252)^ 19 1 8, deduced the following equation for the

Corbino current:
C = HITe

2 7tm log

in which the Corbirro constant is E
I eT

cT
m ;

while according to

Adams, E =
2 m This latter is due to the assumption that

the average drift velocity of the electrons is
\-
X— T,

eT
^^

not X—
,
where X is the electric force.

m

and

To test the following relation,

E 1t=-
771 Q

in which E is the Hall coefficient, and q the specific resistance,

Heaps devised a means by which he could determine the

Corbino and Hall effects and the specific resistance in the

same specimen of metal. The Corbino constant was found

to be equal to the Hall coefficient divided by the specific

resistance.

The Corbino effect in copper and zinc seemed independent

of the field. In fields from 5000 to 17,000 gauss, for copper,

mean E =^ — 273 x io~'^, mean R = — 4*25 x 10-^; for zinc,

mean E ^ + 1 17 x io~^, mean J? = + 6-66 x io~'^. The

following are the results for bismuth and graphite.

Metal
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In bis7nuth E^ R, and T decrease in higher fields, and ^

and n increase; while in graphite E, T, and n decrease in

higher fields, and R and q increase.

Puccianti ^'^^5\ 1918, by means of his specially devised

double induction balance measured the Corbino effect in

bismuth in weak fields. In fields from one hundred up to

several hundred gauss, the Corbino effect increased a little

more rapidly than the intensity of the field. At higher fields

the effect increased less rapidly, and in fields above 1000 gauss,

the effect decreased.

Trabacchi (54?)^ 19 19, studied the relation between the

Corbino and Hall effects in bismuth^ and found that, at

E
+ 20^ C. and — 70^ C, -=— = constant, in which c is the

lie

conductivity of the metal, E the Corbino coefficient, and R
the Hall coefficient.

The variation of the Corbino effect with temperature in

bismuth was measured by Collodi ^'^^^\ 1920. In moderate

fields the effect was found to decrease rapidly with rise in

temperature.

The effect fell to zero at the melting point of bismuth^

and remained at zero in the molten metal. As the temper-

ature fell below that of the room, the effect increased to

twice that at room temperature. At — 80 ^ C. the effect began

to slowly decrease, and at — 190^ C. had reached one half

the room-temperature value.

4. A Quasi -Corbino Effect in Electrolytes

Urbasch ^552)^ 1900, observed that when one electrolyte

was placed above another in a flat dish, between a flat and

a pointed pole of an electromagnetic, the liquid rotated as

shown by the presence of lycopodium powder. The rotation

continued as long as the field was on and as long as the

two liquids had a separating surface. The rotation changed

direction on the reversal of the field. The direction of ro-
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tation also depended on the nature of the electrolytes used.

When dilute IICl over CaCk was replaced by concentrated

HCl^ the rotation was reversed. For certain concentrations

there was no rotation.

This rotation of electrolytes in a magnetic field seems

due to the wandering of the ions across the boundary between

the electrolytes. The ions in motion generate a circular field,

and this field acted on by the divergent field of the magnet

produces a rotation in the electrolyte.

The effect bears a strong resemblance to the Corbino

effect in metals, p. 125.

Urbasch also placed a zinc plate, paraffined on one side,

in copper sulphate solution, in a divergent magnetic field, and

found that the disk rotated with a velocity of 5 to 10 cm.

per sec. at the circumference.

He also investigated the influence of the magnetic field on

chemical reactions, such as the dissolving of metals in acids,

deposition of metals from salt solutions on the introduction

of other metals. In every case the rotation of the electrolyte

was perfectly regular and changed direction with the field.

Drude ^^s^)^ 1902, suggested that the rotation in the case

of metals dissolving in acids was due to the deflection of the

ions in a direction depending on their charges, and that the

ions having the greater friction would carry the insulator

with it. Drude, however, failed to observe any rotation in

electrolytes. Urbasch claimed this to be due to his not

employing a sufficiently strong field. Urbasch (552)^ 1903,

reported that Nernst had confirmed the rotation of electro-

lytes in a magnetic field as observed by him.

5. A Supposed Axial Hall Effect

La Rosa and Sellerio (^M^ 1920, claimed to have observed

a Hall effect in the direction of the lines of force of the

magnetic field, and in a direction normal to the primary

electric current through the metal.
"
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Experiments were first made with a disk of bismuth

1-32 cm. thick and 27 cm. in diameter. The primary elec-

trodes were fastened to diametrically opposite points on the

-edges of the disk. The secondary electrodes were point ones,

fastened at the opposite centres of the circular surfaces of

the disk. The plane of the disk was normal to the lines of

force of the electromagnet. A current of 10 amperes was

sent through the disk, and when the magnetic field was on,

a difference of potential was observed at the secondary elec-

trodes. This effect was found to reverse when either the

primary current or the magnetic field was reversed. There

existed, however, a decided lack of symmetry in the effect

on the reversal of the field. The same axial effect was

-observed in teUuriam.

Sellerio ('^76)^ 1920, studied this axial effect in a rectangular

plate of bismuth, with the electrodes placed in the usual Hall

manner. The plate was so mounted that it could be rotated

about the direction of the primary current as an axis. When
the plane of the plate was normal to the lines of force, the

usual Hall effect was observed. When, however, the plane

made any angle other than 90^ with the lines of force, the

effect observed was supposed to contain a component of the

true Hall effect and one of the axial effect.

Sellerio endeavored to explain mathematically that the

Hall effect as usually measured consists of three components:

I. The true transverse Hall effect. 2. The axial effect. 3. The

change in resistance.

The question naturally arises whether the axial effect

may not be due to the fact that the magnetic lines of force

were not all parallel to the line joining the secondary elec-

trodes of the thick disk or plate, when in the axial position

between the poles of the electromagnet, and hence the so-

called axial effect is simply a residual part of the true

Hall effect.

The asymmetry of the effect is probably simply that
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observed in the Hall effect, and due to an asymmetrical

change in resistance of the metal in the magnetic field.

Before the existence of this axial effect can be accepted

as a distinct phenomenon, further investigation seems necessary.

6. The Hall and Kerr Effects

The Kerr ^^^s)
(1877) effect consists in a rotation of the

plane of polarization of light when reflected from a magnetized

surface. The rotation takes place both when the light is

planepolarized in the plane of incidence and when perpen-

dicular to this plane.

Shortly after the discovery of the Hall effect, Rowland ^463)^

1880, proposed a theory of the Hall effect based on the

electromagnetic theory of light. In this theory he considered

the Hall and Kerr effects as fundamentally the same. Following

the general method used by Maxwell in his electromagnetic

theory of light, Rowland developed the following equations

which include the electromagnetic action discovered by Hall:

A"== aayb'^+c'- + b a^b'' -fc^ -\- c {be —b'c) + daa,

B"= dibia"^^c^-\- bb'^[a^-\^ ^c(ca—ca)-\- dbb\

C"=2icia'^^b'^ -{- b c'-^a^^b''^c(ab'~ab)-\- dec.

In these equations. A", B'\ C" are the new E. M. F.s

set up along the three axes by the magnetic field; a, b, c are

the components of the force; a, b', c the components of the

electric current. Hall's discovery proved the existence of the

constant c, and showed that a was very small or zero. The

fact that the resistance of a metal is changed in a magnetic

field confirms the existence of b and d.

Rowland concluded his article in these words: "Thus the

new electromagnetic phenomenon [Hall effect] explains in the

most perfect manner the magnetic rotation of the plane of

polarization of light, and we are almost in the position to

pronounce positively that the two phenomena are the same.

Should this preliminary theory of the subject stand the test
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of time, it hardly seems to me that we can regard it in any-

other Hght than a demonstration of Maxwell's theory of light."

Rowland's theory requires that all magnetic substances

should have the same sign for the Hall effect, and that they

should rotate the plane of polarization in the same direction.

However, the sign of the Hall effect in i7'on and cobalt is

positive, while in nickel the effect is negative. Hall (^37)^ 1881,

found that nickel and cobalt rotated the plane of polarization

in the same direction as i7'on, while magnetite has been found

to rotate the plane in the opposite direction.

Van Schaik "^^70)^ 1882, in a note appended to his article

on the electromagnetic rotation of the plane of polarization,

agrees with Rowland that the Hall phenomenon and the

magneto-optic rotation are due to the same cause.

In 1884, Lorentz (338) developed the following expression

for the Hall current through a galvanometer connected with

the secondary electrodes of a metal plate:

"
(.)

'{"^-Db^-j)
where h is a factor depending on the magnetic field and the

nature of the metal, E is the primary electromotive force,

R and Vg the resistances respectively of the external circuit

and the galvanometer circuit,
— and — the respective re-
a a

sistances of the plate opposed to the primary and secondary

currents, and d the thickness of the plate.

According to Lorentz the absolute value of the Kerr

effect can be deduced from the Hall effect by means of the

following expression:

h' o'^

2T I + 2 (7 cos T + a^

where Q, is the amplitude of the component in question of the

reflected light, h' the constant including the Hall coefficient,

to be computed from the Hall equation (i) above, and cor-

Op=^- , , ,, ., (2)
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rected for what he terms the dielectric polarization capacity

of the air, T the period of vibration, and o and x optical

constants of the reflecting surface.

Goldhammer (2^5)j 1892, and Drude <^'48)^ 1892, each de-

veloped sets of equations to represent the phenomena of

magneto-optic reflection. Their equations include terms re-

presenting the Hall effect.

According to Sir J. J. Thomson ^sis)^ 1893, the effect

established by Hall for steady currents is of the same nature

as that found by Kerr for rapidly alternating currents, which

constitute light.

"Here, however, the resemblance ends; the values of the

coefficient C[=i?] deduced by Hall from his experiments on

steady currents do not apply to rapidly alternating light cur-

rents. Thus Hall found that for steady currents the sign

of C was positive for iron, negative for nickel; the magneto-

optical properties of these bodies are, however, quite similar.

Again Hall and Righi found that C for bismuth was enormously

larger than that for iron or nickel. Righi, however, was

unable to find any traces of magneto-optical effects in bis-

muth. The optical experiments previously described show

that there is an electromotive intensity; they do not, however,

show without further investigation on what function of the

electromotive intensity the magnitude of the transverse in-

tensity depends. Thus, for example, the complete current

in the metal is the sum of the polarization and conduction

currents. Thus, if the electromotive intensity is X, the total

current u is given by the equation

\4 7t dt oj

or if the effects are periodic and proportional to e'^^,

u=
( ip-\--]X,
V4 ^ or/

where K' is the specific inductive capacity of the metal and

<7 its specific resistance.
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We do not know from the experiments, without further

discussion, whether the transverse electromotive intensity is

proportional to u, the total current, or only to —
,
the

4 7t

conduction current." — — — — — — — — — —- — —
"Hence of the three hypotheses, (i) that the transverse

electromotive intensity concerned in these magnetic optical

effects is proportional to the total current, (2) that it is pro-

portional to the polarization current, (3) that it is proportional

to the conduction current, we see that (i) and (3) are in-

consistent with Kerr's experiments on the reflection from

tangentially magnetized mirrors, while (2) is completely in

accordance with them.

"The transverse electromotive intensity indicated by

hypothesis (2) is of a totally different character from that

discovered by Hall. In Hall's experiments the electromotive

intensities, and therefore the currents through the metallic

plates were constant; when, however, this is the case the

'polarization' current vanishes. Thus in Hall's experiments

there could have been no electromotive intensity of the kind

assumed in hypothesis (2); there is therefore no reason to

expect that the order of the metals with respect to Kerr's

effect should be the same as that with respect to Hall's."

Starting with Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic

theory of light. Wind ^599)^ 1894, developed a mathematical

theory to account for the connection between the Hall effect,

the Kerr effect, and the Faraday effect.

Hopkinson '^^^^\ Lorentz (338)^ and others had assumed that

the Hall effect could be represented by the relation,

in which F is the electric force, C the current, H the magnetic

force, p a complex constant depending on the medium and

the period 7\ and q a real constant dependent upon the
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properties of the medium. Wind (1. c.) suggested that, in

order to explain completely the magneto-optical phenomena,

q must be a complex constant.

For the phase differences of the magneto-optical pheno-

mena, he found for the polar case:

mp = nii-
— 7t = 4 T— d^

—
^2
—

^4
—

\ ^ + ^>

and for the equatorial case:

nip
= mi = 32:

— w— c^i
—

^2
—

^4
—

I ^ + ^•

In the above equations 8 is called the argument of the

Hall effect, and is assumed to be complex. The Hall constant

is Qe^^ or qN. The total current C is supposed to be com-

posed of two parts, one a conductive current C^, and the

other a displacement current C^. Each is supposed to give

rise to a Hall effect, respectively h and A;, given by the

following equations:

h = -^ cos S H ^^^7j^
• — o sm iS

,A Jy T p^

k = 47 cos S ^ • ^^
Q sin S.N 2 7vN p..

According to Lorentz (1. c.) h and k are equal. This

equality follows, if S is assumed to be zero. According to

Drude ^^'^^) and Thomson (siS) h is zero
,
that is, the conductive

current in optical phenomena produces no Hall effect.

Leathem ^^^^\ 1897, developed equations for the magneto-

optic phenomena somewhat similar to those of Drude and

others. His equations (10 and 11) contain Hall effect terms

for conduction and displacement currents. If C is the Hall

coefficient, then the equations are of the type:

where P, Q, R are the components of the electromotive force,

of the magnetic force, and u, v, w of the total current. If

^iy h) h become zero, then

4cn^
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If the value of C for iron and the values of R, or, I for

sodium light are substituted in the above equation, g.y
will

have much too small a value to account for the Kerr effect.

However, Leathem saw no reason why the Hall effect

for rapidly alternating currents, such as those of light, should

not be very large compared with that for steady currents.

*' There is nothing unnatural in this, for the incipient con-

ductions which make optical opacity have no relation of

continuity whatever with the steady conduction in an ordinary

current; thus Maxwell found that the ordinary coefficients of

'conductivity' are very much smaller in the optical circum-

stances. And it may be noticed • that, as C is proportional

to the electromotive force divided by the current, a greatly

diminished conductivity will correspond to a greatly increased

value of C."

Larmor ^309)^ 1900, deduced for the magneto-optic phe-

nomena equations for the components of the total current

It, V, w, of the type: ,

in which P, Q, R, are components of the electric force, and

«i> «2J ^s^ o^ ^h^ ^^^^ effect.

7. The Hall and Faraday Effects

About 1845 Faraday ('94) discovered that isotropic sub-

stances of high refractive index, when placed in a magnetic

field, rotate the plane of polarization of plane polarized light.

The amount of rotation, 0, is proportional to the field

strength, H, to the length of the path traversed, /, and is

given by the relation:

where r is known as Verdet's constant.

Elie (^^3), 1882, suggested that the Hall rotation of equi-

potential lines and the Faraday rotation of the plane of

polarization by a magnetic field were similar phenomena, and
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niay be compared with the rotation of a gyroscope. The

rotation in each case is the resultant of two forces. The Hail

•constant may be said to be proportional to the moment of

inertia of the material molecule.

Kundt ^302)^ 1884, 1886, found that thin transparent sheets

of iron, cobalt and nickel, when placed normal to a magnetic

field, rotated very strongly the plane of polarization of light,

and this rotation was proportional to the magnetization and

not to the strength of the magnetic field.

Du Bois (77)j 1887, observed similar results in cobalt and

nickel. He pointed out the fact that Maxwell's equations for

the electromagnetic theory of Hght and Rowland's (463) equa-

tions based on the relation between magneto-optic phenomena
and the Hall effect were in accord with the Faraday-Verdet

experimental law. t

Sir J. J. Thomson ^518)
J 1893, in discussing the work of

Kundt, said: "The effect of a magnetic field in producing

rotation of the plane of polarization thus seems to afford

strong evidence of the existence of a transverse electromotive

intensity in a conductor placed in a magnetic field, this

intensity being quite distinct from that discovered by Hall,

inJismuch as the former is proportional to the rate of variation

of the electromotive intensity, whereas the Hall effect is

proportional to the electromotive intensity itself."

Using the magnitude of this transverse intensity, for the

conditions under which Kundt worked, Thomson found that

the ratio of the magnitude of the transverse intensity to that

producing the current to be for iron

I'6 X iQ—^'^ p.

The factor p is so small that the transverse force will

be insensible unless the electromotive intensity is changing

with a rapidity comparable with that occurring in ordinary

light. Hence this transverse electromotive intensity produces

a measurable effect only in optical phenomena.
An equation giving the relation between the Hall and

'

.
10
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Faraday effects was developed by Wind (S99,
600)^ jg^^— i8q8_

Verdet's constant, ?*, is given by the equation,

n^ q

where 71 is the index of refraction of the medium, I the

wavelength and v the velocity of light, and q is the Hall

constant per unit magnetic force.

For carbon disiilphide, in which r, n^ X, v are known, the

Hall effect is, q = i'C)2 x lo-^, which is of the same order

of magnitude as the Hall effect in some metals.

Drude (^48,
153)^ 1892, 1900, developed equations for the

rotation of the plane of polarization of transmitted light in a

magnetic field. Those equations were based on the conception,

of movable ions and contained Hall effect terms.

CHAPTER IX

THE ETTINGSHAUSEN EFFECT: TRANSVERSE
GALVANOMAGNETIC TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE

1. Historical and General

The similarity which Boltzmann ^^^\ 1886, found between^

the properties of gases and of bismuth in a magnetic field,

led him to the supposition that the shifting of the cathode

rays in a Geissler tube in a magnetic field should find its

analogue in the displacement of heat in a bismuth plate

through which an electric current was flowing.

Ettingshausen ^^^9)^ 1887, found by actual experiment that

a plate of bismuth carrying an electric current, when placed

in a magnetic field at right angles to the lines of force,

Suffered an unequal change in temperature at its lateral edges.

He used a plate of bismuth 3-1 cm. long, 2-4 cm. wide, and

about 004 cm. thick. To the ends of the plate were soldered

heavy copper wires, Q C, Fig. 77. At the middle of the
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lateral edges were soldered two thermo-couples, t, t, for

detecting changes in temperature. When the electric current

flowed through the plate and the magnetic field was on as in-

dicated in the figure, the edge A became cooler, and B warmer.

This change in temperature was reversed both on the

reversal of the primary current and of the magnetic field.

The transverse change in temperature per unit width,

AT
—7— was found to be proportional to the magnetic field H,

the current density i of the primary electric current 7, and

the width of the plate b.

•lei

7) c

Hence ^ = PHi. But ^ = , ,

b bd

Therefore AT PHI
in which P is the Ettingshausen

coefficient, and d the thickness of the plate.

Sign of the Ettingshausen Effect

The effect in bismuth is said to be positive, according

to this convention: If in going from the point of entrance of

the current I, Fig. jj^ to the warmer point B, the passage

IB is in the direction of the Amperian current of the field II,

the effect is termed positive. If the passage to the warmer

point A, Fig. 78, is opposed to the Amperian current, the

effect is said to be negative. This is the case in iron. Ettings-

hausen in his first investigations determined the effect in

10*
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bismuth, tellurium, antimony, iron, nickel and cobalt. The

effect was found to be positive in all these metals, except

in iron.

Boltzmann '^^^\ 1887, deduced the following expression for

the Ettingshausen difference of temperature:

aHIAT Kd
in which a is a constant depending on the metal, and K the

thermal conductivity.

Comparing this equation with

d
'

we have P= -^^, and according to this, the Ettingshausen effect

varies inversely with the thermal conductivity of the metal.

In 1887, Ettingshausen and Nernst ^''^^^ determined the

Ettingshausen change in temperature in bismuth and bismuth-

tin alloys, with the following results:

Plate
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fc/3 -b^ HI

in which

and

where h is the heat constant given to the surroundings, and

/,• the thermal conductivity of the plate. Applying this cor-

rection Zahn obtained the following results for two plates of

antimony :

Plate
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According to Senepa (479^
19 13, the effect in bismuth

18
At 10

seemed to be independent of the field, Fig. 79, until H
reached a value of 1000 gauss,

and then the effect appeared

to fall off gradually as the field

fiirther increased.

There was a decided de-

crease in the effect as the

H temperature rose from 17^ to
1600 „ ^

5o« C.

The following values for

the Ettingshausen effect in poor conductors were determined

400 800 1200

Fig. 79-

by Konigsberger and Gottstein (296J 1913.
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paths, and n^ and n^ the numbers per unit volume respectively

of the positive and negative ions.

b. Drude's Theory

Drude (^49)^ 1900, starting with the assumption that an-

electric current is carried by two kinds of free electrons^

positive and negative, deduced the following expression for

the Ettingshausen effect:

I K+^'2)P =
p e {v^ JVi + v^^ K) dN^ dN^^

'

dT ' dT
in which ^ is a universal constant, and the other letters have

the same significance as in the Hall effect equation of Drude

on p. 80. According to this dualistic theory, the Ettings-

hausen effect depends on the velocities of the two kinds of

electrical particles, and on their volume density, which changes

with temperature.

c. Zahns Theory

Zahn ^^'3)j 19 13, as already stated under the Hall effect^.

p. 87, supposed both the vibratory and migratory velocity of

the positive particle in the conductor to be zero, and on

this supposition he developed the following expression for

the Ettingshausen effect:

in which CD^, (Dg, T, N^, have the same meaning as in the

Hall effect equation, p. 87, and « is a universal constant. In'

this case the effect P varies inversely as the temperature T,.

and the electronic density. As already noted, Senepa, p. 150,.

found that P decreased in bismuth with rise in temperature;,

while Wold, p. 150, found that in tellurium the effect in-

creased with temperature.

d. Livens' Theory

On the supposition that the electric current in a con-

ductor is carried by the negative electrons alone. Livens ^j^'^V
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19 15, developed the following expression for the Ettings-

hausen effect:

s 2 V [2^ sde
d%

nil

men '

2 +
sj (-i)

in which e, Im, m, c, H and S have the same meaning as in

the Hall effect, p. 87. Ey is the E. M. F. of the primary cur-

rent, and R is the usual absolute constant, in the equation

m

If the Hall E. M. P., E^, p. 87, is substituted in the above

expression, we shall have

d&__^S—^ e

'dl~ R'^^'4(^+1)

This latter expression agrees with that of Bohr '^75)^ 191 1,

who pointed out that this expression changes sign for different

values of S.

If xS is < 4 ,
the Ettingshausen and Hall effects have the

same sign; while if ^S is >4, the signs of the two effects

are opposite in character, as is the case in bismuth. This

relative value of S seems to furnish some evidence as to the

force exerted between electrons and molecules.

On p. 90 Hall has proposed a possible explanation of

the Ettingshausen effect and its change of sign.

6. Relation Between the Ettingshausen and Hall Effects

Ordinarily the Hall coefficient is computed from the

equation R = Ed
ITT'

in which E is the total difference of potential observed at

the Hall electrodes on the edges of the plate. The Ettings-

hausen difference of temperature at the edges of the plate

sets up a thermo- electromotive force which must be added

to, or subtracted from, the observed E. So that the Hall
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E. M. F. = Eohs. ±AT-e, where A T is the Ettingshausen

<iifference of temperature, and Q is the thermoelectric power
of the plate against the lead wires. If the lead wires ^ire of

the same metal as the plate, and are in the same physical

state, the observed E needs no correction in computing the

Hall effect. Such leads as the above are hard to obtain. So

it is better to correct the Eobs. for the thermal E. M. F.

If Er is the true Hall E.M.F., then the Hall equation,

Eobs.xd
,

ATd-e
becomes

or

i? = HI ~ HI

HI
where P is the Ettingshausen coefficient.

Zahn ^°°9)j 1904, starting with Drude's ^^^9) equations for

the Hall and Ettingshausen effects, obtained the following

relation between the two effects:

R , ?',
— v^— = 0-5x10-2 p. c.

in which the universal constant p= 1-656 x 10—*, c= 3xio^^,

and v^ and
r.^ are the respective velocities of the negative and

positive electrons. If V2 with respect to v^ is neglected, then

-p
= 2-5x10^.

The following table contains results observed by Zahn.

Metal
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Konigsberger and Gottstein '-^97)^ I9i5> employing the equa-

tions of Gans ^=^°^\ showed that the following relation should hold

between the Ettingshausen and the isothermal Hall coefficient:

• ^ ftP=-— Ri =— 2-gx io~^ Ri.
e

The table below shows that P calculated from this equa-

tion does not agree with the observed values, eij;her in

magnitude or sign.

Metal
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Since the current density i = y-, ,
then

oa

dl

Barlow obtained the following values for

Metal
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Substance
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CHAPTER X

GALVANOMAGNETIC LONGITUDINAL
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE: CHANGE OF RESISTANCE

IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

1. General

When a conductor, C, Fig. 8o, that carries an electric

current, I, is placed in a magnetic field, H, the difference in

potential between points, D and E, along the current, is

changed, or the electrical resistance altered. This change in

resistance in some cases is an

increase, while in others it is a

decrease.

^~ That a magnetic field brought
about a change in resistance in

a conductor was first observed by

Pig, go. Sir Wm. Thomson (537)^ 1856, who

found that the resistance of iroji

was increased when magnetized longitudinally. In 1857 he

obtained a similar result for nickel. The resistance of each

metal decreased in a transverse field.

The above observations were confirmed by Beetz ^59)^

1866; Adams and Tomlinson (9), 1875; Chwolson ^"9)^ 1877;

Auerbach (32)^ 1878; de Lucchi (347), 1882; and by Tomlin-

son C54o)^ 1882.

Adams (9)j 1875, was the first to point out the fact that

the change in resistance, /\r, was proportional to the square

of the field strength.

Tomlinson ^^^°\ 1882, proposed the following equation for

the change of resistance in a magnetic field, H:

^ = aH+hL
r

in which a and b are constants depending on the conductor

and I the intensity of magnetization.

Goldhammer ^^'3)^ 1887, after many experimental deter-

minations, came to the conclusion that the variation of re-
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sistance with field strength for non- magnetic metals could be

represented by the equation:

Ar
r

in which ^4 is a constant depending on the metal. For ferro-

magnetic metals he thought the equation should be:

= al-,
r

in which a is a constant, and I the magnetic moment. In»

general it has been found that the change of resistance in

non-magnetic metals varies as the square of the field strength;

while in ferromagnetic metals the change is proportional to-

the square of the magnetization.

2. Change of Resistance in Non -Magnetic IVIetals

a. Bismuth in a Trmisverse Field

The behavior of bismuth in a magnetic field is so ex-

ceptional that it will be treated separately,

In 1884, Righi (446)^ Hurion (^70)^ and Leduc (316)^ indepen-

dently observed that bismuth increased in resistance in a

transverse magnetic field.

Ettingshausen ^^70)^ 1887, found that the resistance of bis-

muth, antimo7iy, and tellurium increased in such a field.

Fae(^93), 1887, Goldhammer(^^3\ 1887, and Tomlinson ^542)^.

1888, observed that bismuth increased in resistance in a

transverse field, and also in a longitudinal one.

Van AubeM^^), 1888, measured the change in resistance

in bismuth in a magnetic field at two temperatures, with the

following result.

Bismuth
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Lenard and Howard (325)^ 1888, in measuring the change

in resistance in hisinuth in a magnetic field, used spirals of

the metal formed by forcing the metal through a small

aperture. The spirals were protected on each side by sheets

of mica, and the ends of the non-inductively wound spiral

were fastened to copper lead wires, Fig. 81.

Fig. 81.

When the plane of the spiral was perpendicular to the

magnetic field, the following results were obtained:

H
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of strong magnetic fields." Leduc (3^7,
319)^ 1886, 1888, seems

to have been the first to measure the strength of a magnetic

field by noting the change in resistance in bismuth. He

employed plates of bismuth and narrow glass tubes containing

bismuth that had been poured in while molten. The bismuth

spiral of Lenard and Howard, Fig. 81, is the form in which

bismuth is generally used when the strength of a magnetic

field is to be determined, by noting the change in resistance

of the metal in the field. The spiral is usually accompanied

by a chart containing a curve found by plotting observed

changes in resistance of bismuth against known fields, and

from this curve is found the strength of a field that produces

an observed change in resistance.

Henderson ^^56) called attention to the fact that the

temperature of the bismuth spiral must be taken into account,

since the resistance of bismuth varies with temperature.

A somewhat analogous method of determining the strength

of a magnetic field is the so-called "Hall method". A metal,

whose Hall effect coefficient R is accurately known, is placed

in an unknown field, and the total difference of potential, E,

measured. Then from the equation,

// may be computed. This method is reliable only if the

metal used is non- magnetic and non- crystalline, for only in

the case of such metals does E vary uniformly with H.

c. Variation of Resistance of Bismuth with Field and Temperature

The change in resistance in bismuth in a magnetic field

up to 9000 gauss, and at temperatures from o^ C. tg i6o<^ C,

was determined by Leduc (321)^ 1890. He found that the

change in resistance could be represented by the equation

Ar
r

where z is related by the equation z^-{- ^x — aH^ = o, in

II
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which a and /? are constants. These constants, however, vary with

temperature. The above equation did not hold for high fields.

Leduc obtained the following values for a and
(j

at various

temperatures.
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The curves in Fig. 82 give the results of measurements

made by Henderson for bismuth at several temperatures, and

show that the resistance increases more rapidly at the lower

temperature.

Dewar and Fleming (^^s), 1896—7, obtained some re-

markable results for the increase in the resistance of bismuth

at very low temperatures. igHohms id.

The following table exhibits

the change of resistance of

electrolytic bismuth wire in

transverse fields at various

temperatures. The resistan-

ces are in absolute units

per I cm. cube.

16

12-

1000

Temperature
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6000

Van Everdingen (^78)^ 1897, observed that in a crijstal of

bismuth the increase in resistance was least when the magnetic
field was parallel to the principal axis, and greatest when
the field was perpendicular to the axis. The Hall effect in

the crystal was found to vary in a similar manner.

- -.-> In 1900 Van Everdingen(^^3)

determined the change in re-

sistance of a pure bismuth plate

in magnetic fields from o to

6000 gauss, and at temperatures

from loo^to— 182OC The

curves in Fig. 83 exhibit the

variation of the resistivity, r,

with temperature in the several

fields. The curves are strinking-

ly similar to those determined

by Van Everdingen, p. 49, for

the variation of the Hall effect

in bismuth with temperature.

Du Bois and Wills ^^^^ 1899, measured the resistance of

a bismuth spiral in a field of 37,500 gauss, at temperatures

from o ^ to — 1 80 <> C. The results below show a remarkable

increase in resistance at very low temperatures.

2

100 200 300

Fig. 83.

400 Abs.

Temperature
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H
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the ratio of the resistance in the field to that out of field,

—
,
was in a field of 36,600 gauss about 90.

The change in resistance in bismuth in transverse magnetic

fields at temperatures from 17^ to — 201 ^C. was measured

by Beckman ^53^^ 19 12. In weaker fields the curves, showing

the increase in resistance with field strength at constant

temperature, are convex with respect to the H axis, while

above 12,000 gauss the curves become ascending straight lines.

For fields above 12,000 gauss, the following equation held true:

- = aH+b,

where r is the resistance in the magnetic field, and Tq the

resistance in zero field and at o^ C, and a and b constants.

The table below gives the change in resistance in bismuth

at low temperatures as determined by Onnes and Beckman (395)^

1912. The increase in resistance at very low temperatures

is enormously greater than at ordinary temperature.

Resistance
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resistance increased steadily, and was greater under pressure

in the field than out of it.

The resistance of pastilles of compressed finely powdered
bismuth was measured by Trabacchn544)^ 1915- In a field of

5400 gauss the increase was only 4%, while ordinary bismuth

under the same conditions increased 20^/0. Pastilles made from

the metal reduced chemically from bismuth salts exhibited prac-

tically no increase in resistance in a field of 10,000 gauss. These

results must be due to the amorphous condition of the metal.

Corbino and Trabacchi ^^^^\ 19 15, placed a circular disk

of bismuth, with two concentric circular electrodes, in a trans-

verse magnetic field, and sent a\radial current through the

disk. Under the action of the field the lines of flow of the

current became spirals, and there resulted an increase in the

global resistance of the disk. The superposition of the in-

ternal currents on the original current increased the energy

consumed in the Joule heat effect, and in this way the in-

crease in resistance was accounted for.

Borelius and Lindh (95)
^ 19 17, measured the change in

resistance in a bismuth crystal in a magnetic field, when the

field was perpendicular and parallel to the crystal axis. They
found that the change varied very much with the direction of

the field with respect to the crystal axis, and with the direction

of the electric current in the crystal. The results agree in

general with those of Everdingen, p. 164.

La Rosa '^+58}^ 19 19, measured the change in resistance in

bismuth in the magnetic field, with the results as given below.

Besistance of Bismuth in a Magnetic Field

H
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becomes practicallyBeyond a field of 3000 gauss,

linear with respect to the field.

The magneto -resistance of thin cold cathode -
sputtered

films of bismuth was measured by Becker and Curtiss '52)^

1920. At first the films showed no change in resistance even

in fields up to 15,000 gauss. After the film had been heated

to a maximum of 256
^ C. and cooled several times the

following change in resistance occurred:

H
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d. Bismuth in a Longitudinal Field

As already noted, p. 159, Fae, Goldhammer, and Tom-

linson observed that bismuth increased in resistance in a

Arm* longitudinal field.

Barlow '^^^\ 19031 measured

the resistance of bismuth in both

longitudinal and transverse fields.

Curve I, Fig. 84, represents the

change in resistance in a longi-

3000""
tudinal field, while Curve II gives

the change in a transverse field.

The rate of change and the

magnitude are nearly the same in each field.

e. Other Non- Magnetic Metals in a Magnetic Field

In 1887, Fae ^'92) discovered that antimony increased in

resistance in both transverse and longitudinal fields.

Goldhammer (^'3), 1887, found that antimony and also

tellurium increased in resistance in both types of field.

The measurements by Lenard (324)^ 1890, of the change in

resistance of antimony and tellurium in a transverse field for

direct and alternating currents are given in the table below.

1000 2000

Fig. 84.

Antimony
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If the above metals, paramagnetic and diamagnetic, are

arranged according to the magnitude of the increase in re-

Tin No. 1

20 000 Gauss-

(HOOOtO
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increased in resistance in a transverse magnetic field: Pt, Ag,

Bi, Cd, Alt, Zn, Mg, Pd, invar, and manganin.

The resistance of selenium in a transverse magnetic field

was found by Amaduzzi (^5\ 1909, to increase. He pointed

out that metals, arranged according to the magnitude of the

change of resistance in a magnetic field, will have the same

order as when arranged according to the magnitude of their

Hall effects. Such a series is: Bi, Ni, Fe, Mg, Zn, Au, Pt.

But Cd and Pd are apparent exceptions.

The change in resistance of zinc, cadmium and graphite was

measured by Laws (3"), 19 10, in a transverse field at several

temperatures. In all three cases Ar varied as 11^. The table

Ar
below gives the values of A from the equation, = AH-.

Cadmium
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Substance
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H
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which cause the resistance can only be set in motion when

the stream of electrons passes them with sufficient rapidity,

then it would not be surprising that the magnetic resistance

does not arise until the rapidity of the circulating motions

of the electrons is great enough to carry the atoms with it

and set them in rotation, by which they can then disturb the

regular motion of the electrons."

Silsbee ^^^^\ 19 16, in discussing the results of Onnes on

superconductivity, stated that, since a metal in the super-

conducting state resumes its normal resistance when carrying

a critical current, and also regains its normal resistance in

a critical magnetic field, the threshold current density is that

at which the critical magnetic field is equal to the field due

to the current itself. That is, that in each case the return

of the normal resistance is due to the action of a magnetic

field on the electrons without and within the atom, and is

not due to heating effects and other internal causes.

Onnes and Hof(398)^ 1914, determined the change in re-

sistance in lead, tin^ cadmium, and graphite, at about 20<^Abs.,

and in platimun and graphite at 4-250 Abs., in fields up to

12,000 gauss. In the case of lead and tin the increase in

resistance was practically the same in both transverse and

longitudinal fields, while for cadmium and platinum the

transverse field gave the larger increase. The increase in

resistance in all cases was greater than at ordinary tempera-

tures, and the rate of increase diminished in higher fields.

The change in resistance in the magnetic field in antimony

plates split along the basic cleavage was determined by De

Haas (232)^ 1 9 14, both when the crystallographic axis was per-

pendicular and when parallel to the lines of magnetic force.

The table below gives the results of the measurements.

The change in resistance in a magnetic field in Ceylon,

Mexican, and American graphite was studied by Washburn (571)^

19 1 5. The electric current was caused to flow parallel to the

principal axis of the crystal. The angle, (P, between this
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Resistance of Antimony: Axis Perpendicular to Magnetic Field

iB'^C.
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The variation of the resistance of tellurium, at temper-

atures from o^ to 400 C, in transverse magnetic fields up to

15,000 gauss, was determined by Wold ^^°'^\ 19 16. The in-

crease in resistance was found to be closely proportional to

the square of the field strength. The increase in resistance,

in a constant field of 7,580 gauss, at different temperatures, is

given by the curve in Fig. 88. The increase in resistance falls

off with rise in temperature, and approaches zero above 400 ^C.

Tellurium, according to Konigsberger and Schilling (^98)^

is a conductor of the second class, in which the number of

ATiri' free electrons increases with

temperature, and hence out-

side the magnetic field, the

resistance decreases with rise

in temperature. After a- cer-

tain temperature is reached,

the increase in free electrons

ceases, and then the resist-

ance should increase with further rise in temperature. Tellurium

up to the highest temperature employed showed no evidence

of such an increase in resistance.

In conductors of the first class, such as the ordinary

conducting metals, the number of free electrons is supposed

by Konigsberger and Schilling to be constant, and the in-

crease in resistance with rise in temperature is due to a greater

collision activity^ of the electrons. In conductors of the second

class, such as tellurium, silicon, carbon, the increase in col-

lision activity with rise in temperature occurs also, but is

more than offset by the increase in the free electrons that

carry the current. When the temperature is reached at which

no more electrons are set free, the increased collision activity

produces an increase in resistance. Konigsberger and Schilling

found that the resistance of tita7iiu7n, pyrite, and magnetite

decreased with rise in temperature, reached a minimum, and

then increased with further rise in temperature.

200 300

Fig. 88.
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Further study of the conductors of the second class would

seem desirable.

The change of resistance in graphite and cadmium was

determined by Heaps ("^sO^ 191 7, both in transverse and longi-

tudinal magnetic fields, up to 8000 gauss, at about 26^0.

Graphite, in the form of rods made from compressed powders

of different fineness, and in the form of natural laminated

crystals, was examined. The increase in resistance was greater

for the coarser powder, and very much greater in the crystal

specimens. In all of the graphite studied and in the case of

cadmium, the increase in resistance in the transverse field

was greater than that in the longitudinal. These results are

in accord with the theory of Heaps, p. 205,

Beckman (55)^ 191 7, determined the change in resistance

in several specimens of tellurium in a transverse magnetic

field at 17^ C, and found that Ar varied as H^. The table

Ar
below gives the values of ^ = H^.

Resistance of Telluritmi in a Transverse Field

Tellurium
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magnetized longitudinally, and decreased when magnetized

transversely. Beetz ^59)^ 1806, observed that iroji increased in

resistance in a longitudinal field. In a transverse field he

found no change in resistance. The increase in resistance

in a longitudinal field he considered a consequence of the

change in length of the iron in the field.

The following table gives some of the earliest quantitative

results, as determined by Tomlinson '^540^ 1882, in a longi-

tudinal field.

Metal
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Beattie (so^ 1898, investigated the magneto-resistance of

iron, 7iickel and cobalt films on platinized glass, in a trans-

verse field, in order to determine the relation between the

change in resistance and the intensity of magnetization and

the Hall effect.

In fields up to 16,000 gauss the magneto -resistance of

Jiickel and cobalt was found to be proportional to the square

of the intensity of magneti- ^-
zation. In the case of iron

q

the change in resistance did

not seem to follow this law

exactly.

The curves in Fig. 89

show the change in resistance

of nickel and cobalt in a _
transverse field. One spe-

cimen of nickel gave an

apparent positive maximum.

For a probable explanation of this, see p. 187.

The table below gives an apparent relation between the

Hall effect and the magneto-resistance of cobalt.

Fig. 89.

5-
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The difference between the change in resistance when

magnetized longitudinally and transversely was represented by

where F and Q were the respective resistances of the wires

out of the field. If A ^ were plotted against H, the curve

becarne less and less steep as the field increased, and seemed

to approach a saturation value.

But if A CD were plotted against B^^ or I\ the curve was

practically a straight line, where B is the magnetic induction,

and I the intensity of mag-
netization. The investigators

found that A was given

by the equation,

where a is a constant de-

pending on the metal.

The change of resist-

ance of ^Vo?^ and 7iwJcel in

longitudinal and transverse

902, who found that the
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proached zero at about 350^ C, the temperature at which

nickel loses its strong magnetic properties.

In weak transverse fields up to 60 gauss, and at constant

temperature, between — 12 ^ and 93^ C, the resistance in

nickel increased with field strength.

In constant transverse fields between 2000 and 4000 gauss

the decrease in resistance in nickel fell off with rise in tem-

perature, until a minimum was reached at about 295^ C. This

was followed by an increase to a maximum at about 310° C,

then occurred a rapid falling off, and an approach to zero in

the neighborhood of 350^ C. This unusual variation at the

higher temperatures was attributed to the fact that a marked

change occurs in the Thomson effect at these temperatures,

and that the metal is about to lose its susceptibility, and

hence is in a very sensitive state.

Knott and Ross (^91)^ 1903, found that in a transverse

field the change in resistance of nickel reached a positive

maximum at 900 gauss, changed sign at 1300 gauss, and then

continued to decrease in higher fields.

Williams, (589-9^) 1^03—5, examined the influence of stress

and temperature on the magneto -resistance of iron, Jiickel^

and nickel- steel, at temperatures from o^ to 665
^ C.

In a longitudinal field up to 900 gauss, the increase for

nickel diminished with rise in temperature, and from o^ to

260^^ G. approached a saturation value. Between 295^ and

345^ C., Ar first increased with the field, then fell off, and

between 328^ and 345^ C. changed sign.

Iron behaved in a similar manner, except that no rever-

sal in sign was observed within the limits of temperature

and field employed.

In a transverse field A r for both ^Vo^^ and nickel reached

a maximum, decreased, and then changed sign.

Ar
According to Dongier <^^46)^ 1903, —7- for nickel reached

a maximum in a field of 1500 gauss.
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The following changes in the resistance of iroji and niclml

were measured by Zahn (609)^ 1^04, in a transverse field.

Metal
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Iron No. 3 and nickel No. 3 showed an initial increase to a

maximum, followed by a decrease in higher fields. Consult

p. 187.

The decrease in resistance in all three metals reached

limiting values in high fields.

Dagostino ^^^°\ 1 908 , however, observed that both iron

and 7iiekel exhibited only a decrease in resistance in a trans-

verse field, and that a limiting value was approached in a

field of 6000 gauss.

Dumermuth ('56)^ 1908, on the other hand, noted an in-

crease in the resistance of iron in weak transverse fields up
to 160 gauss. No measurements were made in higher fields

and no maximum or reversal was observed.

Blake ^7°)^ 1909, determined the change in resistance of

nickel in transverse fields up to 35,000 gauss, and at temper-

atures from — 190^ C. to +182^ C. The resistance increas-

ed in weak fields, reached a maximum, then decreased and

changed sign, and at higher fields seemed to approach limiting

values. The decrease in resistance in higher fields was greater

at the higher temperatures.

Owen (399)j 191 1, and Heaps ^^'^^\ 191 1, each observed

that the resistance of iron and nickel in a longitudinal field

exhibited an increase, that reached a maximum, which was

followed by a slight falling off; but there was no reversal of sign,,

as they found in transverse fields.

Onnes and Beckman ^396)^ 1 9 1 2,

measured the magneto-resistance

of ii'OJi and nickel in a transverse

field, at 15^ C. and at — z^i-j^C
The curve I in Fig. 94 shows

that for iron at 1 5
^ C. reaches

r- Fig. 94.

a positive maximum, and then

Ar
changes sign; while curve II indicates that at — 2527 ^ C. —^
reaches a negative maximum followed by a change of sign.
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Nickel in fields below 3000 gauss exhibited a small positive

maximum, followed by an change of sign in higher fields, but

no negative maximum was observed, as was the case in iron.

The resistance of monel, nichrome and nickel was found

by Smith ('^9°)^ 1913, to decrease in a transverse field. In a

longitudinal field the resistance of these metals increased rapidly

at first, and in higher fields approachend saturation values.

Heising (^55)^ 19 14, could observe no initial increase in

resistance in electrolytic iron in a transverse field. The resis-

tance began at once to decrease in weak fields and to con-

tinue to decrease in higher fields.

In longitudinal fields the increase in resistance of the

electrolytic iron was slightly greater than that for ordinary iron.

A most careful and important study of the change of re-

sistance of nickel in transverse and longitudinal fields was made

by Jones and Malam (2^°), 19 14. The specimen of nickel was

first placed in a longitudinal

field, and the change in the

resistance with field strength

was measured. The specimen

was then turned so that it

made successively increasing

^ angles with the lines of force.

When the angle reached 90^,

the specimen was in a trans-

verse field. The variation of

the resistance at the succes-

sive angles was determined.

The curve I in Fig. 95

shows that the resistance in

a longitudinal field increases rapidly at first, and then reaches

a saturation value. While the curve II shows that in weak

transverse fields the decrease is not so rapid at first, but in

higher fields increases more rapidly, and then aproaches a

limiting value.
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The uppermost curve in Fig. 96 gives the variation of

the resistance in nickel in a longitudinal field. The lowest

curve is for a transverse field, while the intermediate curves

show the variation of the resistance for the successive orien-

tations of the metal. The longitudinal curve changes gra-

dually into the transverse.

In the above variation of the magneto - resistance of nickel

in the two types of field and in the intermediate fields, we

probaly have an explanation why Beattie ^^^\ Barlow ^43),

Blake (7°)^ Grunmach and Weidert ^^^°\ and others found an

initial increase in resistance of the ferromagnetic metals in a

transverse field.

If the metal plates, employed by these observers, made

an angle with the lines of force slightly less than 90^, or if

the field was not uniform and some of the lines were oblique
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to the plate, then in the so-called transverse field a longi-

tudinal component would be present; and since, according to

Fig. 95, in weak longitudinal fields the resistance increases

extremely rapidly, the positive longitudinal component may

predominate over the negative transverse component, which

increases very slowly at first in weak fields. In this way the

initial positive maximum in weak transverse fields may be

accounted for. Note the small positive maximum in the

next to the last curve in Fig. 96, when the metal made an

angle of 87^/2^ with the lines of force.

Zahn and Schmidt ^^^^\ 1907, thought they detected in

Heusler alloy a small increase in resistance in strong

fields, namely:

r
= 0*0007 (approx.)

However, Heaps ^^^^^ 191 1, observed a decrease in the

resistance in the Heusler alloy in both transverse and longi-

Ar
tudinal fields. The : H curve was convex for the trans-

r

verse and concave for the longitudinal field.

In transverse fields up to 30,000 gauss, Bonazzi ^^^\ I9i4f.

found that the resistance of the Heusler alloy decreased as

the field increased, and in higher fields approached a limiting

Ar
value. In a field of 30,000 gauss he found —y-= — 5*4 x io~"^.

Summary,

The ferromagnetic metals, in general, increase in re-

sistance in a longitudinal field, rapidly at first, followed by an

approach to a limiting value at magnetic saturation.

In a transverse field the resistance of ferromagnetic metals

decreases, slowly at first, then rapidly, followed by an approach

to a saturation value. The apparent intial positive maximum

in a transverse field seems due to lack of perfect orientation,

or of uniform field. See Figs. 95 and 96.
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The change in resistance in each field is proportional to

the square of the intensity of magnetization, and not to that

of the field strength.

4. Magneto -Resistance in Combined Fields.

Knott (290)^ 1 9 13
—

14, examined the change in resistance

of a nickel strip in simultaneous longitudinal and transverse

fields. While one field was kept unchanged in direction, the

other was reversed, and vice versa.

When a reversed longitudinal field, Hi^ was superposed
on a steady transverse field, Ht, the increase in resistance

diminished as Ht was increased, and beyond a critical value

changed sign.

A reversed Ht superposed on a steady Hi caused a greater

decrease in resistance, as H; was increased.

In separate fields, the change in resistance of a strip of

nickel 2*1 cm. wide was greater in a longitudinal field. In

strips 2, 4, and 8 cm. wide, the resistances in equal trans-

verse fields were to each other as 22*5 : 47 : 62. Knott thought

that if the strip were as wide as long, the change in resis-

tance in each type of field would be of the same magnitude,

but of opposite sign.

The changes in resistance in iron in combined fields

were similar to those in nickel.

5. Magnetostriction and Magneto -Resistance.

In the case o( ferromagnetic metals, at least, there seems to

exist some intimate relation between the change in resistance

in a magnetic field and magnetostriction. The change in

dimension of the metal probably does not account for the total

change in resistance, yet it must have a part in this change.

Joule (281)^ Barrett (45), Tomiinson (540)^ Bidwell ^^s), Taylor

Jones ^279)^ Barlow (43\ Nagaoka (384-85), Honda and Shimizu (^^5),

Shaw and Laws ^^^'\ and others have shown that in
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general yiickel and ^Vo?^ decrease .in length in a longitudinal

magnetic field.

W.E.Williams (sss-go)^ 1Q02— 5, investigated the relation

between the change in length and the change in resistance

in nickel in a longitudinal field. The curves, that represent

the increase in resistance and the decrease in length of the

piece of nickel wire, with the increase in field strength, were

strikingly alike, and similar to those of Heaps in Fig. 97 below.

Jenkins (^^7)^ 19 14, examined the change of resistance and

length in several specimens of yiiclcel in a longitudinal field,

and found that for fields below 100 gauss —^ was proportional

to i
Al

I

'

Starting with the usual theory of electronic conduction

in metals, Heaps ^*49)j 19 1 5, deduced the relation

Ar Al

10,12

where C is a constant depending on the metal. Heaps found

that both nickel and iron contracted in a longitudinal magnetic

field, while the resistance

of each increased. The

curves I and II in Fig. 97

indicate a close relation-

ship between —- and —r-^ r I

for nickel. The curves for

iron showed a like cor-

respondence.

In a transverse field iron was found to contract, while

Ar
nickel expanded. The and —r- curves for nickel resemble

r I

each other very closely, while the curves for iron are not

similar. This latter discrepancy would seem to demand further

investigation.
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It is possible that the Wiedemann (sSi) twist and the

Villari (556) reversal in iron may play a part in the discrepancy

m the variation of and —r-.

r I

6. Magneto -Resistance for Alternating Currents.

Lenard ^324)^ 1890, discovered that the resistance of bis-

muth in transverse fields from 6000 to 16,000 gauss increased

more rapidly for direct currents than for alternating.

In aniimony and telliiriuin in transverse fields, the re-

sistance was greater for direct currents. In no case could

a difference in resistance be detected for frequencies below

10,000 per sec.

Lenard failed to find any appreciable difference in the

magneto -resistance of ^>07^, copper and German silver for di-

rect and alternating currents.

Zahn (^°^), 1891, observed that the resistance of a bismuth

spiral in a transverse field of 5000 gauss was about o-6 ^o

greater for alternating currents.

Sadowsky (4661^ 1894, found that in strong fields, even

with a frequency of 3 to 4 per sec, there existed a difference

in the magneto -resistance of bismuth for direct and alter-

nating currents.

Griffiths ^^"\ 1895, working with a' frequency of 30 to

40 per sec, also found that the magneto -resistance of bismuth

was greater for the alternating current in a transverse fields

He attributed this increase in resistance to the fact that the

ultimate particles or crystals of bismuth became magnetized

in the field, that this magnetization increased with the field,,

and that the alternating current set up forced oscillations of

the magnetized particles, which hindered the current.

Wachsmuth and Bamberger (568)^ 1899, observed that,

while the resistance of bismuth outside the field increased as.

the frequency rose from 29 to no, in fields up to io,ooa
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gauss, the resistance was independent of the frequency. The

resistance of antimony in a field of 8,250 gauss was found to

t>G I '5 Vo greater for alternating currents.

Eichhorn ('^^), 1899, while measuring the resistance of a

bismuth spiral in a varying magnetic field, observed a lag, or

hysteresis, in the resistance, that depended on the rapidity

of the variation of the fi^eld. This fact may vitiate the re-

liability of the bismuth spiral as a means for measuring the

strength of changing magnetic fields.

In weak fields the resistance of bismuth was found by

Bamberger (4^), 1901, to be less for alternating currents. When
the field reached 4200 gauss, the resistance was the same for

the two types of current. In the case of antimony the resis-

tance for alternating currents was always smaller, both in and

out. of the field. For iron and nickel the resistances for the

two currents were the same.

Simpson (^83)^ 1901— 2, investigated the resistance of bis-

muth for alternating currents of different frequencies, in fields

of various strengths, at temperatures from — 185^ to -f ioo<^ C.

He considered the change in resistance to be due to an

E. M. F. set up in the bismuth by the magnetic field. The

E. M. F. was found to lag behind the current producing it by
an angle «, where tan a = 1-13 + lyz/n, in which 7i is the

frec^uency of the current.

The frequencies varied from 10 to 60 cycles per sec.

The E. M. F. set up at ordinary temperatures could be ex-

pressed by the equation:

^ =
(35 + 3-9^) (i?- 4500). 1 0-8,

in which E is the impressed E. M. F., and e is the secondary

E. M. F. set up by the field H. When i7=45oo, e = o. For

temperatures from — 180^ C. to + 100^ C, in a field of 700

gauss and for n = 30, the ratio e/E rose rapidly to a sharp

maximum at — 70^ C, and then decreased rapidly to a

small value at 100^ C.
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Carpini ^"^\ 1904, measured the change in resistance of

bismuth in direct and alternating fields. This change could

be represented by the equation

^„ Ar/Ar
24783 + 168028

)•

Ar
r

0.03

0.02

0.01

10 14 18 22Anip.

Fig. 98.

where 7 is the current through the electro -magnet.

Curve I, Fig. 98, shows

Ar
the variation of in a field

of 50 cycles per sec, while

Curve II gives the variation

in a direct field.

Geipel ^^"', 19 12, while

investigating the behavior of

bismuth, antimony and tel-

lurium carrying alternating

and direct currents in a mag-
netic field, discovered that, when the current was turned off

from the conductor, there existed a residual electromotive

force, both without and within the magnetic field. The cause

of the effect was supposed to be due to the existence of

layers of material between the pure metal in the wire, and

to some extent to the crystalline structure of the metal.

In the metals nickel^ coppei', zinc, tin and mercury no

residual electromotive force was detected either in or out

of the magnetic field.

To explain the difference in resistance of metals in a

magnetic field, when measured with direct and alternating

currents, Heurlinger (2^°), 19 16, developed the following equa-

tion connecting the coefficients of the Ettingshausen and Nernst

effects, P and Q, with the resistance for alternating and direct

currents in a magnetic field:

h

in which n is the frequency of the alternating current, and

the other letters have their usual significance.

13
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Heurlinger found that the above relation agreed with the

observations of Zahn (6°^), Seidler (475), Geipel (^"), Lenard (324)^

and Bamberger ^^i).

The change in resistance in tellurium in a transverse

magnetic field was measured by Beckmann ^ss)^ 191 7. In fields

of about 11,000 gauss and at 17^^ C, the constant A, in

Ar = AH'^, varied from 3*53 x 10-11 to 904x10-11.
^.

In a field of 10,200 gauss, the change, in resistance for

A. C. and D, C. currents was:

A r — A r
A-C D-C _—= 7x10 ^.

rn. c

A month later the ratio was equal to 3 x lo"^.

Wolff ^6o5,\ 1897; Sagnac (467), 1902; Von Carolsfeld ("^),

1904; Gans (2°^), 1906; Konig (^95)^ 1908; and Seidler ^475), 1910^

have also studied the magneto -resistance for A. C. currents.

7. Magneto - Resistance in Liquid Metals.

Drude and Nernst '^54)^ 1891, observed that the resistance

of mercury in a field of 8000 gauss increased about 0-2 %^
while that of molten bismuth at 290^ C. increased 0-4 %.

The same year Des Coudres ('32^ called attention to the fact

that this apparent increase might be attributed to heating of

the metal by the current.

The work of Berndt ^^°\ 1907, seemed to confirm the

contention of Des Coudres. He found that the smaller the

capillary tube used, the less the increase in resistance. In

fields from 1000 to 3000 gauss, the increase in resistance

was not more than 0-00005 % for mercury, and 0*004 ^'O for

molten bismuth.

Rossi (461)^ 191 1, measured the resistance of mercury, ^.nd

of mercury -bismuth amalgams in tubes of from 0-5 mm. to

07 mm. in diameter, in fields from 3350 to 4450 gauss.

In both mercury and the amalgams the resistance was found
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to increase with the field, the diameter of the tube and the

concentration of the amalgam.

The above subject would seem to deserve further in-

vestigation.

8. Magneto -Resistance in Electrolytes.

Neesen (386)^ 1884, observed that weak magnetic fields

caused a diminution in the resistance of a solution of ii'on

sulphate placed parallel to the lines of magnetic force. In a

transverse field no change was observed.

Lussana (34»), 1893, Hurmuzescu ('92j^ 1897, and Milani ^^^^),

1897, were unable to detect any influence of a magnetic field

on the resistance of salts of iron.

Bagard ^39)^ 1899, observed an apparent increase of i
^/o

in the resistance of a copper sulphate solution in a transverse

field of 5000 gauss.

Berndt (^°), 1907, examined a series of solutions of salts

of iron^ nickel, cobalt, bismuth and copper. No effect of the

magnetic field on the resistance of those substances was de-

tected in fields from 1000 to 3000 gauss.

Reed ^427)^ 1909, reported that after an accident to the

machinery, it was found that on a submerged magnetic sepa-

rator a peculiar corrosion had taken place on a part of the

copper tube that surrounded the magnet. The portion of the

tube corroded showed that the electrolytic current had flowed

along the lines of the most intense magnetic flux, and that

the electrolytic conductivity along these lines had been in-

creased by the magnetic field.

Stifler (509)^ 1909, examined the change in resistance of

cobaltous chloride, ferric chloride, and copper sulphate solutions

in a transverse magnetic field of 20,000 gauss. In the two

chloride solutions there was an apparent decrease in resistance

in the field, and this change was independent of the direction

of the field and of the current. In the case of the copper

solution the change in resistance w^as independent of the

13*
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direction of the field, but changed sign when the current

through the electrolyte was reversed. This latter behavior

Jed Stifler to attribute the apparent change in resistance in

all three solutions to some secondary cause other than the

magnetic field.

Svedberg (513)^ 1914, investigated the change in resistance

of axoxyanisol, azoxya7iisolphenetol^ and azoxyphenetol in a

magnetic field. The conductivity was found to increase as

the length of the molecule increased. As the "clearing point"

was approached, the effect diminished, and at that point

became zero. The effect required time to reach its maximum.

In a field of 200 gauss 160 sees, were required, while in a

field of 300 gauss 90 sees, were sufficient.

In general the conductivity was found to increase rapidly

up to a field of 500 gauss, then less rapidly, and to approach

a constant value in a field of 2000 gauss.

9. Magneto- Resistance in Gases.

Boltzmann ^*^\ 1 887, noticed that a magnetic field hindered

the discharge in a Geissle?' tube, and that the current was

reduced, as if the resistance had been increased ten fold.

Paalzow and Neesen ^4°^^, 1897, also observed that the

discharge in a vacuum tube was reduced by a transverse

field, and sometimes extinguished.

Warburg (570)^ 1897, found that a transverse field would

sometimes delay the discharge in a vacuum tube several

minutes.

According to Precht (^"^ 1898, a spark discharge in opoi

air between a point anode and a blunt cathode, under a

potential of 8000 volts, had its potential reduced 1000 volts

by a transverse field of 7000 gauss. If the cathode was

pointed and the anode blunt, the potential in the same field

was increased.

Birkeland (^^^ 1898, found that at a pressure below

O'oiz mm. a longitudinal field diminished greatly the potential
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difference necessary to cause a discharge in a tvhe. When
the magnetic field at the cathode reached a critical value,

the sparking potential fell to i/io its original value.

Willows (59i)j I go I— 5, called attention to the fact that,

for pressures above a critical value, a transverse field reduced

the current through the tube; while for pressures below the

critical, the magnetic field near the cathode reduced the

potential difference and increased the current.

Almy ("\ 1 90 1, discovered that a longitudinal as well as

a transverse field reduced the necessary sparking potential

in a discharge tube.

Stark ^503)^ 1903, noticed that both transverse and longi-

tudinal fields reduced the .resistance in the case of gloiv

discharges. Pellat (409—13)^ 1902— 4, found that both transverse

and longitudinal fields when applied either at the anode or

cathode region increased the resistance, the transverse field

producing the larger increase.

Peck (407)^ 1905, in his study of the influence of a magnetic

field on the discharge in a vacuum tube, employed a cathode

covered with calcium oxide. When the cathode fall in potential

was large, the resistance was decreased by the field; but when

the fall was small the resistance was increased near the

cathode, as at other portions of the tube,

Righi (450)^ igi I— 12, observed some rather unusual changes

in potential in a discharge tube with increase in the magnetic

field. In fields from 600 to iioo gauss, the potential difference

increased until the potential was 1900 volts, then the potential

suddenly dropped to 1700 volts. The potential then con-

tinued to increase again as the field rose to 2500.

In the interval between 1900 and 1700 volts, Righi's so-

called ^'magnetic rays^' were supposed to be formed by what

he termed magneto-ionization. The rays thus formed were

composed of atom -electron doublets accompanied by ions

and electrons.

More and Mauchly (369), 19 13, claimed that all the pheno-
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mena observed by Righi in connection with the "magnetic

rays" can be produced without a magnetic field, if the hot

Wehnelt cathode and a wire gauze about the tube are con-

nected to earth. They thought that the magnetic field did

not change the nature of the discharge, but simply displaced
it from the cathode.

Stassano (504\ 19 12, established the following facts relative

to the conductivity of gases in a magnetic field.

1. Very weak fields facilitate the electric discharge in

tubes of rarefied air at the critical pressure for maximum
electrical conductivity.

2. Weak fields increase the luminescence in the tube.

Stronger fields reduce the luminescence, and, when high

enough, extinguish it entirely.

3. When the vacuity is increased, the effect of feeble fields

on the discharge is rendered void. For vacua of the order

of 0001 mm., the discharge is aided by fields as high as

100 gauss; while for vacua of the order of q-qi mm., more

intense fields are required to affect the discharge.

Thus it is seen that a magnetic field aids the discharge

in rarefied gases, so long as a certain value of the field

strength is not exceeded, and that after this critical value is

passed, the magnetic field hinders the discharge. The above

facts may explain why some investigators have found that

the magnetic field assisted the discharge in vacuum tubes,

while others have found that the field hindered the discharge.

They probably worked under different conditions of pressure

and field.

Lehmann ^323)^ Bloch ^t-\ and Gouy (^^9) had previously

noted the opposite effect of weak and strong magnetic fields

on the discharge in vacuum iubes^ but Gouy was the only one

who had made reference to the influence of the degree of

the vacuum on the discharge in the magnetic field. The size

and shape of the tube also exert an influence on the

discharge.
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Kent and Frye ^^^^\ 19 13, while studying the changes that

take place in the spectrum from a capillary discharge tube

in a magnetic field, found that the resistance of the tube

was increased.

Earhart (^57-8)^ 19 14, studied the electric discharge, in a

longitudinal field, between parallel plates of a condenser, in

atmospheres of hydrogen, air, and carbon dioxide^ at pressures

above and below the critical pressure. He found that in

general, weak fields increased the current, while strong fields

reduced the current. It required a greater critical magnetic

field to secure a decrease in the current for lower gas

pressures. Near the critical pressure the magnetic field had

little effect on the current. For pressures above the critical,

the longitudinal field reduced the current.
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The magnetic field only served to interrupt the discharge

in the tube, and after each interruption, the tube contained

an initial positive charge and a residual negative charge.

The general effect of a transverse magnetic field on a

discharge tube Ives ^^74)^ 191 8, found to be, that when the field

acted on the cathode region only, the current through the

tube was increased; when the field acted on the anode region

only, the current was decreased; when the whole tube was

in the field, the current increased in value.

10. Magneto -Resistance in Flames.

Wilson ^595)^ 1909, investigated the influence of a magnetic

field on the conductivity of a Bunsen flame. The horizontal

electric current and the vertical flow of gases were perpen-

dicular to the magnetic lines of force. The ratio of the

potential difference between the exploring electrodes to the

current was taken as the resistance of the flame. The curve

in Fig. 100 gives the

percentage change in re-

sistance with the mag-
netic field. The lack of

symmetry is due to the

upward movement of

the flame. The following

equation was found to

give the relation between

the change in resistance

and the field strength:
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To avoid the complications Wilson enconntered, due to

the upward movement of the gases in the flame, Heaps ^^^o)^

1 9 16, caused the electric current to flow vertically upward in

the flame, instead of horizontally. The apparatus employed is

shown in Fig. loi. The

flame F was produced by

burning a mixture of gaso-

line vapor and air in a

Bunsen burner. The elec-

tric current was supplied

from a battery, B, capable

of giving about 1000 volts.

The cathode, K, and the

anode. A, were of pla-

tinum. The cathode was Fig. loi,

24

covered with metallic oxides from burnt sealing wax, to

prevent the large cathode fall in potential. The potential

gradient was measured by means of two platinum wires, P, P^

connected to an electrometer, E. The circle iZ^represents the

magnetic field. The

variation of the cur- o^ D
rent in the flame, when

the magnetic field was s

on and off, is shown ^ "§

by the curves in Fig. S
f^

102. The curves are 6^'

plotted in terms of ^

galvanometer deflec-

tions against the ap-

plied voltage.

The general effect of the magnetic field is to reduce

the current and increase the resistance. The current soon

reaches a constant value. The apparent saturation is due to

the fact that an anode fall of potential appears, and ionization

by collision occurs for the higher voltages.

1000 V.
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11. Theories of Change of Resistance in a Magnetic Field.

Several theories to account for the change in resistance

of conductors in a magnetic field have been proposed and

equations have been deduced to represent this change.

The leading theories are here briefly given.

Sir J. J.Thomson (520)^ 1909, in his theory for the change
in resistance of a conductor in a magnetic field, assumed that

the electrons behave as a perfect gas, that they have a mean

free path and velocity, and that they exert a pressure. Under

a transverse magnetic field the electrons move in cycloids,

hence their paths and consequently the resistance of the

conductor are increased. In a longitudinal field, the electrons

describe spirals, and again the paths and the resistance are

increased.

Thomson deduced the following expression for the change

in resistance in a magnetic field:

Ar

where 11 is the velocity of an electron' under a unit electric field.

Since u = V',
-

T,

12 \mj
A;- w^Y^,,,

in with T is the mean period of the electrons.

The change in resistance accordingly varies as the square

of the field and the square of the mean free period of the

electron, and is an increase.

Van Everdingen ^^^7)^ 1901, Hke Thomson, supposed the

current to be carried by electrons that behaved like a perfect

gas, but also assumed that the collisions between electrons

and molecules are similar to the collisions between hard

elastic bodies, and that the electrons between two collisions

are free from the action of all forces except the electric force

that drives the current through the conductor. His theory
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calls for a decrease in resistance in a transverse magnetic

field. For this decrease he obtained the following expression:

r 16

Thomson (522)^ 1902, pointed out that Van Everdingen's sup-

positions in regard to the behavior of electrons in a conductor

were probably at fault, that the collisions between electrons

and molecules are not similar to collisions between elastic

solids, and that the electrons, being within a distance of

io~'^ cm. of the molecules around them, are acted upon by

molecular forces far greater than that of the external electric

field. Hence the electron rushes into or past the molecule

with a velocity much greater than that with which it started

on its journey.

In accordance with the above statement, Thomson de-

duced the following expression for the effect of the magnetic

field on the current flowing in the conductor under an electriq

force X:

24 \m)

in which ^„ is the number of electrons. Since the current

is. decreased by the field, the resistance is increased.

Gans (2°^), 1906, deduced the following expression, based

on the electron theory, for the isothermal change in resistance

in a magnetic field:

r 64

in which v is the velocity of an electron under a unit force.

For the adiabatic change in resistance this equation was

obtained :

A/" 9 7r/'32
—

9 TT^

r 16 V 32 J

The change in resistance in each case is an increase.

Adams (4)^ 1907, starting with the assumption that the

magnetic field brought about a rearrangement of the molecules
,

/
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such that the mean free path and the period of the electron

were altered, modified Thomson's theory for the change in

resistance, and from Thomson's equations deduced this ex-

pression for the change of resistance in a magnetic field:

Ar AT - /-\2

4 \m}
7^2

r T
llereA'T='r— Th, in which T is the mean free path

period of an electron in zero field, and Th the period in the

field H. If —p=j- is positive and larger than the second term,

the change in resistance will be an increase, otherwise a de-

crease. The fact that A T must be positive, to bring about

an increase in resistance, means that the magnetic field sets

up such a new molecular arrangement that the time between

the collisions of electrons and molecules is reduced. In the

paramagnetic (except iron, nickel, and cobalt) and in the

diamagnetic substances, the susceptibility is constant and

independent of the field strength. Hence the change in

molecular arrangement would increase with the field, and

likewise the resistance would increase for all fields. This is

in accord with observation.

In the case of the ferromagnetic metals, however, the

metals undergo magnetic saturation. All the way up to

saturation, the molecular arrangement is being continually

AT
changed, and finally reaches a steady state, when the

-^p-

erm acquires its greatest value. Then as H is Airther in-

creased, the second term of the above equation increases until

it is equal to the first, and then becomes greater. Consequently

the change in resistance, which at first increases, becomes

Ar
zero, and then decreases. This change in sign of —— in a

transverse field, in the case of the ferromagnetic metals, has

been attributed by Jones and Malam ^(^^"^ p. i86, to the fact

that the metal was not exactly perpendicular to the magnetic

lines of force.

s
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Richardson ^^^i^, 19 14, employing the same assumption

as that used by Adams, deduced the following equation for

the change in resistance in a magnetic field:

r To\ 12 m- J

in which Tq is the free period of the electron outside the

magnetic field, and T the period in the field. Since To and

T are nearly equal, we may write

r T 12 m-

an expression similar to that of Adams, The above equation

may be written
^^ ^T . H
r T '

3 C'

AT
in which o is the electrical conductivity. If —=i- is neglected,

the second term affords a means of determining w, the number

of electrons in a unit volume.

Livens ^^29)^ 19 15, starting with the usual suppositions with

regard to free electrons, deduced for the change in resistance

in a transverse magnetic field the expression:

Ar__l 7c\eU-^q

r \ 4 J ?;^2c-'

in which / is the mean free path of the electron when

undisturbed, and q
=

,
where u~ is the mean square

2 u .

velocity of the electron. According to the above, the change

in resistance in a transverse field is an increase.

For the change in resistance in a longitudinal field.

Heaps "^^si)^ 191 7, obtained the equation:

dr__6l

in which Xq is the mean free path of the electron in zero field,

and 61 is the change in path in the field. If the longitudinal

field produces a decrease in the mean free path, an increase in

resistance will result. Practically all observations thus far made

have indicated an increase in resistance in a longitudinal field.
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For the change in resistance in a transverse field Heaps
deduced this equation:

r \m) ^2 ;to'

in which v is the velocity of agitation of the electrons.

According to the above equation, a transverse field will produce

an increase in resistance, so long as —
,

if positive, is not

/ ^\2 2 2

greater than HH-] -^ •^
\m) v^

"0

r \mj

The difference between the two effects produced by
the two fields is:

r r
~

\7nJ v^ K K
For crystalline substances, or those drawn through plates,

the two last terms are not equal, but for substances that are

magnetically isotropic, they may be considered equal, and in

that case,

r r \m) v'^

Ar
r

According to this equation, the transverse field produces

a greater increase in resistance than a longitudinal. All

experiments seem to confirm the above relation, except in the

case of the ferromagnetic metals and bismuth. It is con-

ceivable that some exception may be found in other highly

crystalline substances.

Patterson (^"s)^ Laws ^3"), Heaps ^^5^\ and others have made
Ar

use of the several equations, already referred to, in com-

puting the mean free path Xq, the mean free period 7] and

the velocity u of electrons, and n the number of electrons

in a unit volume. The results obtained are of the same order

of magnitude as those obtained by other means.

The following expression, based upon the electron theory.
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for the conductivity of a metal in a magnetic field, was

deduced by La Rosa ^^^^7)^ 1919:

,1 (eloHy
I +o =—^ to nn -

. . .

in which e, a, v, m, H, T, have the usual significance, and

lo is the mean free path of the electrons in zero field, and

7iH the number of electrons in H field. By means of this

equation La Rosa computed the mean free path of the

electrons in bismuth in zero field to be lo> 4 x TO~'^cm.

12. Magneto -Resistance and the Hall Effect.

The change in resistance in a conductor in a magnetic

field may be considered as a difference of potential set up

by the field, and hence is sometimes termed the "longitudinal

Hall eifect". Attention has already been called to the striking

analogy between the Hall effect and the change of resistance

in a magnetic field.

For pure bismuth, the following relation between the Hall

electromotive force and the change in resistance in a magnetic

field was found by Beattie ^^9), 1896, to hold good:

in which C is a constant.

For impure specimens of bismuth^ in which the Hall effect

reached a maximum, the following equation was found to hold :

±E==C^(l\rp-\-C,{Ar)S
in which C^ and C2 are constants.

This latter equation permits a change in sign of the

Hall effect.

From the equations of Drude ("49)^ it may be shown that

the change in resistance in a magnetic field and the Hall effect

are related by this equation:

r \r I
'

in which R is the Hall coefficient, and r the specific resistance

of the metal.

Gans (^°^), 1906, deduced equations similar to the above:
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For the isothermal Hall effect:

For the adiabatic Hall effect:

Ar iRaV

On the basis of the existence of two kinds of ions,

Corbino ('3o)^ 191 8, developed the following relation between

the Hall effect, i?, and the change in electrical conductivity,

-C, in a magnetic field:

AC
R'C=Ro- Co— e (v.2

—
Vi) -y-y

in which 74 and Co are the Hall coefficient and the electrical

•conductivity in zero field, and v^ and ig the mobilities of

the positive and negative ions.

Corbino also deduced this expression for the change in

conductivity in a magnetic field:

AC
C.

^ W ^2 («^i + ^'2)" H^ in which

W = N,v, NoV.
^

iVi Vj^ + N^ V.

By means of these equations Trabacchi ^^46)^ 19 18, de-

termined for bismuth the number of ions, N^ and iVg, per

I c.c, and their mobilities at 16^ and —^65^ C. The table

below contains the results.

Temperalure
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CHAPTER XI

1. Galvanomagnetic Longitudinal Temperature Difference.

Nernst (387)^ 1887, discovered that a bismuth plate, carrying

an electric current, when placed in a magnetic field of about

8000 gauss, exhibited a longitudinal temperature gradient

If an electric current, J, is flowing through a plate, P,

Fig. 103, and this plate is subjected to a magnetic field, //, a

temperature difference, AT, be-

tween the points A and B will be

set up. which may be written

tvt

in which I is the distance between

A and B, iv the width and t the Fig. 103.

thickness of the plate, and L a constant depending on the metal.

In bismuth plate No. I, examined by Nernst, the temper-

ature gradientwas opposed to the electric current J, while in plate

No. Ill the gradient was in the same direction as the current.

The longitudinal thermomagnetic E. M. F. in plate I was

found to be positive (p. 244), while that in plate III was

negative. So that the E. M. F. set up in each plate, in the

presence of the temperature gradient, by the magnetic field,

opposed the flow of the electric current, /.

Ettingshausen ('^9)^ 1888, also observed a longitudinal

temperature difference in bismuth in a field of 9000 gauss.

Zahn (^°9)j 1904, found that the longitudinal temperature

difference in bismuth was proportional to the primary electric

current, and that it increased with the field strength ;
but the

exact variation with the field was not determined. In an

impure piece of bismuth the temperature gradient was opposed

to the direction of the electric current, while in a pure

specimen the gradient was in the same direction as the

electric current. With a current of i ampere through the plate.

a field of 10,000 gauss set up a temperature gradient ofo'04^C,

Hall and Campbell (^'^7)^ 191 1, sought for a longitudinal

14
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temperature difference in soft iron. The effect, if present,

was too small to be measured with certainty.

So little work has been done on this longitudinal galvano-

magnetic temperature difference,
"

that no general conclusions

can be drawn as to its direction or variation with field strength.

According to the equation

Wt
the difference in temperature is more likely to be detected

when
I, /, and H are large, and tv and t are small.

2. Theory of the Galvanomagnetic Longitudinal Temperature Difference.

Drude ^'^9), 1900, pointed out that since the longitudinal

galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic effects are not reversed

in sign on the reversal of the magnetic field, those effects

should vary as the square of the field strength.

With the usual assumptions of the dual electron theory,

Drude deduced the following equations, which include the

dT
longitudinal change in temperature, -^ along the plate, in

O Ju

the direction of the electric current:

rfli
, /, Y 4«r d\ogN,

rf<"'r 3 dT
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CHAPTER XII

NERNST EFFECT: TRANSVERSE THERMOMAGNETIC
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE

1. Historical and General.

While studying the Hall effect in bismuth, Ettingshausen

and Nernst ('72)^ 1886, were led by certain irregularities in

the effect to examine the influence of the magnetic field on

a bismuth plate through which a heat current was flowing.

They used a rectangular plate of bismuth about 5 cm. long,

4 cm. wide, and 02 cm. thick. The plate was held by two

copper clamps, C, C, Fig. 104,

one of which was heated and

the other was kept cold. Cop-

per wire electrodes led from

the edges of the plate, at A
and B, to a galvanometer. The

bismuth plate was placed with

its plane perpendicular to the Fig. 104.

magnetic field, H. When the magnetic field was put on, an

electric difference of potential was set up between the points

B and J, and an electric current, ^, continued to flow from

B through the galvanometer to A as long as the field was

on. The direction of this current changed with the direction

of the field, and also with the direction of the heat current

in the plate. If the two ends of the plate were equally heated,

the effect disappeared.
211 14*
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The electromotive force set up by the magnetic field

was found to be proportional to the magnetic field strength,

to the distance between the side electrodes, to the temper-

ature gradient along the plate; and independent of the thick-

ness of the plate.

This transverse thermomagnetic electromotive force may
be expressed by the following relation:

in which Q is the Nernst constant depending on the metal

employed, H the magnetic field strength, h the width of the

plate, and -yr the temperature gradient along the plate.

The above equation may be written

P QA-H

where Q and H are as before, K is the thermal conductivity,

A =K
a--Tf,

a = bd, and d= the thickness of the plate.

Or we may write

in which / is the distance between two points along the plate

at temperatures t^ and t^

If W is the amount of heat that passes through a cross-

section of the plate per sec, then

I

Hence Q _ Ed

The Hall coefficient is

E-dR =

Here the analogy between — and R is complete. The

heat current W in the one corresponding to the electric

current I in the other.
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In the following table of Nernst and Hall effects, de-

termined by Ettingshausen and by Nernst (387)^ 1887, it will

be found that -=- and R agree with each other better than

Q and R. The Nernst effect was determined while the ends

of the plate were at about 100^ and 12^ C, or at a mean

temperature at the middle of the plate of about 56*^ C. The

Hall effect was probably determined at room temperature.
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edge of the plate, B, the passage is in the direction of the

electric current in the electromagnet H. In accordance with

this convention, the Nernst effect in ^>o/^ is positive.

In the case of bismuth, the

passage from the entrance of the

heat current, TF, Fig. 104, to the

point of entrance of the derived

electric current, /, at J., is in a

direction opposed to the current

in the electromagnet, and ac-

cordigly the Nernst effect in this

metal is called negative.

Fig. 105.

b. Later Convention.

The more recent convention for the sign of the Nernst

effect is the reverse of that originally adopted by Nernst,

and is analogous to the convention for the sign of the Hall

effect, p. 9. That is, if the passage from the point of entrance

of the heat current, TF, Fig. 106,

to the point of higher potential

at the edge of the plate, B, is in

the direction of the current in the

electromagnet, H, the effect is said

to be positive^ as in bismuth.

In accordance with this con-

vention, the passage from the point

of entrance of the heat current to the point of higher

potential, yl, in iron, Fig. 105, is opposed to the current in

the electromagnet, and the effect is called negative.

. This later convention has been adopted by Hall ^^^7),

Richardson ^^33), Smith (493)^ and others, by the Recueil des

Constantes Physiques, and by the Smithsonian Physical Tables,

6th Edition. In the tables of Nernst effects, p. 230, the signs

are given in accordance with the later convention, v/hile the

quoted values in the text have the signs as given by the authors.

Fig. 106.
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3. Variation of the Nernst Effect with the Magnetic Field

and with. Temperature.

Bismuth. Ettingshausen and Nernst '^'t^^ 1887, observed

that the Nernst effect in hismidh decreased slowly with increase

of the magnetic field. In bis^nuth - tin alloys the effect

decreased with increase of field more rapidly than in the

pure metal.

Everdingen ('^^^ 1898, determined the variation of the

Nernst effect with the magnetic field in elect?'olytic bismuth. The

curve in Fig. 107 represents the

change of the total Nernst E. M. F.

with the field H. The electro-

motive force reaches a negative

maximum, then decreases, changes

sign, and seems to increase in-

definitely. The temperature at the

middle of the plate was about

34^ C The E. M. F. was in ab-

solute units.

The change in the Nernst effect in electrolytic bismuth

with increase in the magnetic field was also investigated by

Yamaguchi ^^°'^\ 1900. The following tables gives the results.

The values of m are computed from the equation,

E== — b-r,m,
dl

where m. = QH. The E. M. F. was measured in microvolts.

E
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According to the curves in Fig. io8, it is evident that m
increases with the field more rapidly at the lower temper-

atures. At 62 ^'C. the effect changes

sign, as Everdingen found was the

3o.°6 caseat 34^C. and 50OC. Yamaguchi
also determind the change in re-

sistance in the magnetic field. The

values for and
r

Ar
r

are given in the table below.

Fig. io8.
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perpendicular to the crystal axis, and in general the effect

was greater at the lower temperatures. At 73^ C. the effect

underwent a negative maximum, followed by a change in sign,

as Van Everdingen (p. 215) had found was the case at 34 ^ C,

and Yamaguchi (p. 216) at 62^ C.

Antimony. The variation of the Nernst eifect in aniimonyj

with field strength and with temperature, given in the table

below, is due to Barlow (^4)^ 1903.

Nernst Effect in Antimony

H
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strength is shown in Fig. 109. For any given temperature

below the critical, the Nernst effect in nickel is seen to be

at first proportional to the magnetic field. After the maximum

magnetization of the metal has been reached, the effect

approaches a saturation value.

For any particular field, the effect increases until the

critical temperature is reached. For temperatures above the

critical, 400^0., for example, the Nernst effect in nickel is

proportional to the field.

In Fig. 1 10, we see that the Nernst and Hall effects in

nickel pass through similar variations with temperature. After

the critical temperature has been passed, the two effects fall

abruptly, and then go on decreasing as the temperature rises.

The origins for the two curves have been shifted to

avoid serious overlapping.
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The Nernst eifect in cobalt, between 56
^ and 550^ C,

was found by Smith to be proportional to the magnetic

field up to 1 2,000 gauss. Since

the critical temperature of

cobalt is about iioo^C, the

variation of the effect up to

and beyond that temperature

remains to be determined.

In general, for the tem-

peratures used, the Nernst

effect in cobalt increases with

temperature, and this increase

in the Nernst effect is similar

to that of the Hall effect as
>«« ^«'' '^ ™«*'^''^-

seen from the table below. ^^^- ^^o.

40

30

20

10
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Tellurium. According to Wold ^^°^\ 191 6, the Nernst

effect in tellurium increased rapidly to a maximum, at about

100^ C.
,
then decreased, and seemed to vanish as the melting

Q point was approached.

Fig. hi; Up to a field

Te • of about 12,000 gauss,

the Nernst effect in

tellurium was found to

-77^ be independent of the

field strength.

100 200 300

Fig. III.

400

4. Nernst Effect in Alloys

The Nernst effect in bismuth-tin alloys was determined

in 1887 by Ettingshausen and Nernst <^^73). The results are

given in the table below. The electromotive force E is in

absolute units.

Nernst Effect in Bismuth -Tin Alloys

Plate
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Here we have further evidence of the profound influence

of the presence of small amounts of foreign matter, or

impurity, upon the Nernst effect in metals.

The Nernst effect in the Heusler alloy and its constituents

was determined by Zahn and Schmidt <^^'^\ 1907. The alloy

consisted of about 25% Mn, 15% Al, and 60% Cu. The

results are given below for 55^ C.

Nernst Effect in Heusler Alloy

Metal
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to 205^C. ,
and decreased as the temperature rose to 308^.

The addition of 0-25% of silicon to steel reduced the Nernst

effect to about one half, while 3 8% silicon reversed the sign

of the effect and increased its magnitude by about 3Y2 times.

The following tables contain the Nernst effects determined

by Smith ('^96)^ 192 1, in the magnetic alloys of^ niclel-copper

and iro7i-nickel.

Nernst Effect in Nickel - Copper Alloys

Nio/o
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in which ii and v are the current components along the axis

X and y respectively, t the temperature at a point {x, y)y

p the potential difference, k the electrical conductivity, H the

magnetic field strength, and Q the Nernst coefficient. These

equations are similar to those developed by Lorentz, p. 76,

for the Hall effect.

Riecke (^^s)^ 1898, assumed that a heat current in a plate

carried with it the two kinds of electric particles, and that

the magnetic field acted upon those particles and set up a

transverse difference of potential, the coefficient of which is

~
VpWn + VnWp

'

in which the letters have the same significance as in the Hall

coefficient, p. 79. In the above expression Q depends upon

both the vibratory and the migratory velocities of the two

kinds 'of ions.

The expression deduced by Drude ^'49)^ 1900, for the

Nernst coefficient is

in which the letters have the same meaning as in the Hall

coefficient, p. 80. Here Q is dependent on the velocity of

the ions and upon the number of ions per unit volume, which

latter is a function of the temperature.

In 1906 Riecke ^^40) developed another expression for the

Nernst coefficient, viz:

I vJ^-\-t\,l^^~
lb. T

in which v^ and v^ are the velocities, and l^ and U the mean

free paths respectively of the positive and negative ions.

Starting with the supposition of only one kind of

free electron. Livens (329)
, 19 15, deduced the following

equation for the Nernst electromotive force set up by a

magnetic field:

y
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'X

^&+l)E = (^
i\ \2

'

S) Elmq'
^

^dQ
S 2 J {

I

2 ^ mc dy
'

i'-j)
in which 8 is the constant connected with the force exerted

by the molecules on the electrons, R is the usual absolute

constant in the equation
m

The above equation for E changes sign according as S

is < or > 4. Hence the sign of the Nernst effect may depend

on the magnitude of the force acting between the molecules

and the electrons.

6. Relation between the Nernst and Righl-Leduc Effects

The magnetic field not only produces a difference of

electric potential at the edges of a plate carrying a heat

current, but also sets up a difference of temperature at the

edges. The latter effect is known as the Righi-Leduc effect,

p. 233. If the wires leading from the edges are not of the

same material and property as the plate, a thermo-electric

E. M. F. will be superposed on the Nernst difference of po-

tential. The Nernst E. M. F., Eq, is found by correcting the

observed E. M. F., Eobs.i as follows:

EQ = Eobs.±/^T-Q,
where A T is the difference of temperature set up at the

edges of the plate, and is the thermo-electric height of the

lead wires against the metal of the plate.

Since the true Nernst E. M. F. is given by the equation,

EQ^QbH^^,
we have QbH^^= Eots.±AT-e, or

Q= Eo,s.^bH^j + ATQ^bH^'dl
~

dl

But the Righi-Leduc effect, p. 235, is

S=^AT-^bH^'dl

\
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Hence Q = Fobs.^ bH^^ ±8-0.

Many of the earlier determinations of the Nernst effect

were probably not corrected for the Righi-Leduc difference

of temperature.

Zahn ^^°^\ 1904, derived the following expression for the

ratio of Q to S:

Q ._.^2+^^l
^
=
-o-5p.c.xio-^^^_^^,

in which j9= 1-656 x iq-*, c = 3xio^^, and N^ and iVg the

number respectively of negative and positive ions per c.c.

If the above values are substituted and iVg is considered

negligible compared with iVj ,
then

-^
= 2*5 x 10*.

The ratios in the following table are due to Zahn
(1. c).

Ratio of Nernst and Righi-Leduc Effects

Metal
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In this case Etotai

Etotal

Er±Eq=o, or

d a I

o.

Hence
Q +

dt

R ^bd '

dl

Since the current density, i =

R~-^~dl

bd'

The table below gives the values of — as determined

by Barlo\\
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8. Relation between the Nernst, Hall, and Thomson Effects

Moreau (370-2)^ 1900, pointed out the fact that there should

exist a simple relation between the Nernst, Hall and Thomson

effects, and the specific resistance of a metal.

The Nernst effect equation is

n E
,
dt ^ . .

^ = T--^^ ^'^

The static Thomson effect potential gradient is

cle dt
, ,

dl^"!!
• <''

where o is the Thomson effect coefficient.

If equation (i) is divided by (2) we have

E de\ o

T^dlJH <^>

The usual Hall effect equation may by written

b bd

If e is the difference of potential at the ends of the plate,

de
then the potential gradient is —

,
and if q is the specific

_
, ^

. ^ de
'

bd
resistance of the metal, 1 =- -rr x

dl Q

The Hall equation becomes then,

'"{j^'M- '"

If the supposition is made that the equipotential lines

of the primary electric current of the Hall effect are rotated

by the magnetic field to the same extent as the static thermo-

electric equipotential lines of the heat current of the Nernst

effect, then the expression in the parenthesis in (3) is equal

to the similar expression in (4), and if (3) is divided by (4),

we have ^ oR

which is known as the Moreau equation.

The following table gives the values of R and Q as

determined by Nernst ^^^7), and the values of Q computed from

15*
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Moreau's formula. The signs of the observed values of Q
are according to the later convention, p. 214.

Metal
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Q's of Voigt's formula do not agree, either in magnitude or

sign, with the observed values, as well as the Moreau Q's do.

Metal
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where d is the thickness of the plate, ^S' the area of the surface

of the disc, r the radius of the inner circle at the constant

lower temperature, 7'o the radius of the outer circle at the

higher temperature, /.- the thermal conductivity, and U a

constant characteristic of the metal.

His experiments with anUmony and bismuth in fields

from 1500 to 2000 gauss supported the theory. Calling U
for bismuth i, he found the constant for antimony to be 0-054.

The ratio of the Nernst effects in bismuth and antimony as

determined by Nernst is about 0*05.

For the metal disc Tieri ^538)^ 19 15, substituted a hollow

cylinder. The cylinder was heated by focussing the image of

an electric arc lamp on the surface of the cyHnder. Cylinders

of bismuth, copper, silver and graphite were employed.

The rotation effect in bismuth in the magnetic field was

large, and about 939 times that in grapJdte. No appreciable

effect was discovered in copper or silver.

10. Nernst Effects

The signs of the Nernst effects in these tables are given

in accordance with the convention as stated on p. 214, and

not that of Nernst, p. 213.

Substance
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Substance
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CHAPTER XIII

THE RIGHI-LEDUC EFFECT: TRANSVERSE
THERMOMAGNETIC TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE

1. Historical and General

In their thermomagnetic investigations, Ettingshausen and

Nernst (^72)^ 1886, endeavored to find out whether the electro-

motive force, set up by the magnetic field at the edges of

a plate carrying a heat current, was a thermoelectric one.

They replaced the copper lead wires at the edges of the

plate with copper-German silver thermocouples, but failed to

detect any change in temperature.

In 1887, Righi (447)^ and Leduc (318), independently and

practically simultaneously, discovered that the magnetic field did

produce a change in temper-

ature at the edges of a plate

through which a heat current

was flowing.

Righi (447), 1887, measured

the change in temperature pro-

duced in a plate of bismuth by

the magnetic field at three points, a, h, c, in the plate P, Fig. 112.

The following table gives the results of his measurements.

Fig. 112.

No Magnetic Field
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Leduc used a plate of bismuth 20 cm. long, 4 era. wide^

and 0*3 cm. thick. One end was placed in a steam bath, S,

Fig. 113.

A thermo-couple, t, at the edge of the plate A, indicated

a change in temperature at that point, when the magnetic

Fig. 113.

field H was put on. The change in temperature had the

opposite sign when the field was reversed.

Ettingshausen (^71), 1888, confirmed the results of Righi

and of Leduc. In a field of 9000 gauss he noted a difference

in temperature at the edges of a plate of bismuth of ^/g^ C.

Van Everdingen ^^^^\ 1898, seems to have been the first

to show from experimental results, that the Righi -Leduc

temperature difference is pro-

portional to the field strength and

to the temperature gradient.

The table below gives the

results of his measurements, made

by means of three pairs of thermal

couples fastened to the edges of

the bismuth plate, opposite B, A,

and C, Fig. 114. The ends of the

bismuth plate were fastened to copper tubes S, T, through
one of which passed steam, while cold water ran through
the other.

The change in temperature at the edges of the plate,

when the magnetic field was put on, was found to take place

gradually, as in the case of the Ettingshausen effect.

Since the difference in temperature produced by the

^
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On the other hand, the effect is said to be negative, as

in hisnfuth, when the passage from the entrance F, Fig. ii6,

to the warmer edge of the plate, A, is opposed to the di-

rection of the magnetizing current, H.

The change in temperature at the edges of the plate is

usually determined by means of thermo-couples, t, t,
as in-

dicated in Figs. 115 and 116.

3. Angle of Rotation of the Isothermal Line

If the distance J. C; through which one end of the isothermal

line AB, Fig. 115, is moved by the magnetic field, is called x,

then the tangent of the angle of rotation d is given by the

relation:

in which /;

But

Hence

tan d
2X

T
is the width of the plate.

AT _dt
2X dl

dt
tsind^ AT-^b

dl
SH.

The tangent of the angle of rotation then depends di-

rectly on the difference of temperature at the edges, and

indirectly on the width and temperature gradient of the plate.

Under the Hall effect, p. 12, we saw that the angle of

rotation of the equipotential line is given by the equation,

tan = EoH.
The following table according to Zahn^^"), 1908, gives the

values of d and <Z> for several metals, when 11= 10,000 gauss.

Rotation of Equipotentials and Isothermals

Metal
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The above values for the ferromagnetic metals are those for

weak fields.

The angles (P and d agree fairly well in magnitude for

all the above metals, except for bismuth, which exhibits many
abnormalities in all the effects herein treated. In all cases

the corresponding angles have the same sign, and the Hall

and Righi-Leduc effects have the same sign, except in some

specimens of bismuth, in which the effect changes sign with

field and temperature.

4. Correction of the Righi-Leduo Effect for Thermal Conductivity

The Righi-Leduc equation,

o AT-k-d
may be written o = —

^
—
^^ ,

where h is the thermal conductivity of the metal, d the

thickness of the plate, and A is equal to kbd—
,

or the

quantity of heat flowing through the plate.

Evidently some of the heat will be lost at the edges of

the plate to the surrounding material, and, as Zahn (^°9) has

pointed out, a correction must be made for this loss. The

correction factor is similar to that used for the correction of

the Ettingshausen effect, p. 149:

Zahn applied this correction in the case of antimony,

with the following results:

Antimony
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rection is made for heat loss, the value of the Righi-Leduc

effect may be from 4% to 10% too small.

5. Relation between the Righi-Leduc and Hall Effects

If we suppose that the Righi-Leduc isothermal and the

Hall equipotential lines are rotated by the magnetic field

through the sarhe angle, we shall have

tan ^ = .S- i? = tan CD -= i^ff/Z.

Hence S --= oR, where o is the electrical conductivity of

the metal.

The table below shows that this relation holds only

approximately.

Metal
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Fig. 117. The effect is independent of the field up to about

1000 gauss.

The curves in Fig. 118 give the variation of the Righi-

Leduc effect in iro7i, nickel and cobalt, according to the

measurements of Smith and Smith (497), 19 15.

The effect in each metal was found proportional to the

magnetization, and approached a saturation value.

ATio;

16

12
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Righi-Leduc Effect in Tellurium

H
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becomes zero only after the percentage of antimony has

reached about 67.

In the antimony-zinc alloys the effect falls off very rap-

idly at first, then slowly falls to a minimum, and is followed

by a slight increase.

8. Theories of the Righi-Leduo Effect

The expression for the Righi-Leduc effect according to

the dualistic theory of Riecke ^^^^\ 1898, is:

VpWn-\-VnWp dl

According to this equation the effect depends on the

translatory and vibratory velocities of the positive and negative

particles.

According to Drude (^49)^ 1900, the effect is given by the

equation, A T = ^'^p'^^^^p" ^^^
jji^^~

c{VpNp-}-VnNn)' (ir

in which the effect depends on the translatory velocities of

the two kinds of particles, and upon the number of the

particles per unit volume.

In 1906 Riecke (440) deduced this expression for the Righi-

Leduc effect:

8 = e v^l^
—

V2 1

[^^Vr"^^^)
caT

in which the letters have the same significance as in the

Ettingshausen effect, p. 151.

From the expressions deduced by Riecke (440) in 1906,

the following relation is obtained for the Hall, Ettingshausen,

Nernst, and Righi-Leduc effects:

^ Q_ I , ,rr d'^ogn,n,y c'^a^

P' S~'~y'^''-^ dT I' 46^'

in which the factors have their usual significance.

The expression developed for the Righi-Leduc effect by
Livens (329)^ 191 5, based on the unitary free electron theory,

is as follows:

16
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dQ
dz

r,l + ±

hi)
mc dy

in which the terms have the same significance as in the ex-

pression for the Hall and other effects deduced by Livens.

In the above expression the sign of the effect cannot

change with the magnitude of S. Hence the sign of the

Righi-Leduc would seem not to depend on the magnitude
of the force acting between the electrons and atoms, since S^

is proportional to this force.

With the exception of the erratic metal bismuth, in which

the two effects may be either positive or negative, the Righi-

Leduc and the Hall effects have the same sign in all metals

thus far examined. This implies that the isothermal and

equipotential lines are rotated in the same direction by the

magnetic field, and points to the same fundamental influence

exerted by a magnetic field on the movement of electrons

and atoms, both when they are carriers of a heat and an

electric current.

Unwin (ssib)^ 1920, determined the Hall, Ettingshausen^

Nernst, and Righi-Leduc effects in the same specimens of

Ag, Al, Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Ni, and Zn, and found that the ratios

R
8' P' P
all of the eight metals.

Righi-Leduc Effects

7? O
Yit and -^ were of the same order of magnitude for

o

Substance
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Substance
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CHAPTER XIV

1. Thermomagnetic Longitudinal Potential-Ditference

Ettingshausen and Nernst ^''i^\ 1886, discovered that a

transverse magnetic field set up a longitudinal electromotive

force in a plate of bismuth, one end of which was hot and

the other cold. The effect seemed to vary with the square

of the magnetic field strength

and with the temperature, gra-

dient, but was independent of

the dimensions of the plate.

If, in Fig. 119, c? is the distance

between the points E and F,

the difference of whose poten-

tial A-E' is sought, then the

coefficient of the longitudinal potential difference is given by
the equation, ^ AE

Hot Cold

Fig. 119.

hLe +
m^d di'

dl

dt
where — is the temperature gradient.

The above equation may be written

A^
.L.=

H^(t,

where ^2 and
t^ are respectively the temperatures at the points

£' and F.

In the above equation the effect is said to be positive

if the longitudinal E. M. F. would send an electric current in

the same direction as the heat current.

Nernst (387), 1887, detected this longitudinal E. M. F. in

several specimens of bismuth. In No. I the effect was positive,

in No. Ill negative, while in No. II the effect was negative

when
(1^2
—

^1) ^^s 1 8*1^, and positive when {t^
—

^1) was

86-2 C.

The following table gives the values of the effect in

plate No. I.
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H
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E. M. F.'s. The effect was found proportional to the first

power of the field.
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a null compensation method. First the electromotive force,

^i, was found when no magnetic field was on, then E^ when

the field was on, E^ when the field was reversed, and finally

^4, when the field was taken off. Then the longitudinal

E. M. F. set up by the magnetic field is

^ (E, + E,)-(E,-\-E,)
2

The curves in Fig. 120 represent the variation of the

12
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Lownds ^544)^ 1 90 1, also measured the longitudinal thermo-

magnetic E. M. F. in a crystal of bismuth, so cut that the

principal axis was in the plane of the plate and parallel to

its length. The longitudinal

effect was measured both when

the flow of heat was parallel

and when perpendicular to the

principal axis. In the neigh-

borhood of 5^ C. the effect

was positive when the heat

flow was parallel to the prin-

cipal axis, and negative when

axis. At

about — 95^ C. the effect for

each type of flow of heat was

negative.

Moreau^374)^ 1901, measurd the longitudinal thermo-

magnetic E. M. F. in nickel, soft iron, and soft steel. The

pieces of metal were bent into a U- shape, and inverted as

indicated in Fig. 121. The ends of the plates, PP, dipped

-——===*-
fi

E E

cipal axis, and nega

b^Ir ^3-~-~ r 1^-^ perpendicular to the

B B
Pig. 121.

IE- Iron

Iir:_ Softsted

IO:_ Nickel

Fig. I 22.
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into mercury at BB. One branch of the plate was placed

between the poles E, E, of an electromagnet. Thermocouples

of copper and platinum were soldered to the plate at a and b.

The plate was heated through a copper block A. The

sign and magnitude of the effect depended on the temper-

ature gradient, the mean temperature and the magnetic field,

as shown by the curves in Fig. 122. In all cases the effect

reaches a maximum, changes sign, and increases in higher

fields. The ordinate n is the galvanometer deflection divided

by the difference in temperature at a and h, Fig. 121.

The sign for the effect employed by Moreau and Lownds

is the opposite of Nernst's convention, p. 244.

Lloyd <^332)j 1 90 1, observed a longitudinal thermomagnetic

E. M. F. in telliiriiim. The warmer n

end of the plate was found to be

at the higher potential.

Barlow ^^^^, 1903, studied the

longitudinal thermomagnetic effect

in antimony and bismuth. In an-

timony no appreciable effect could

be detected. In bismuth the effect

was observed both in a transverse

and in a longitudinal magnetic field.

Curve I, Fig. 123, gives the

variation of the effect in a trans-

verse field, while curve II gives

the change in a longitudinal field,

one -half the former.

Barlow's convention for sign is opposite that of Nernst.

Zahn <^^°9)j 1904, sought for the above effect in a number

of metals, but found it only in bismuth. In two plates, in

fields from 2000 to 16,000 gauss, the E. M. F. was opposed
to the direction of the heat current, while in a third plate it

was in the direction of the current. The effect was approxim-

ately proportional to the first power of the field strength.

160
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Hall and Campbell (^47), 1911^ measured the effect in soft

iron, and obtained these results.

H
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H
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Defregger ('^i)^ 1897, by the use of bismuth leads, seems

to have proved that the effect in bismuth is not wholly due

to changes in thermal conductivity and thermoelectric power.

It may be, however, that the magnetic field sets up different

changes in the bismuth-bismuth junctions at the two different

temperatures at the points of contact.

Lownds (343)j I go I, claimed to have demonstrated that

the longitudinal E. M. F., which he measured, was not due

to an alteration in the thermoelectric power of the metal.

Most investigators have assumed that this effect is due

to the change in thermoelectric power in the magnetic field,

and have computed their results from the relation

A rp

where n= -, as before, and Gh the thermoelectric height

in the field H^ and ©o the thermoelectric height in zero field.

If (as Lownds did) the E. M. F.'s are measured by a null

compensation method, any error due to the Peltier effect is

eliminated. And if the E. M. F. is measured before, when,

and after the field is put on, and there is an algebraic dif-

ference between the "ons" and "offs", ov (E.,^E^)— {E^-]-E^\

is not zero, then AJS' is not wholly due to a change in

thermoelectric power, unless the metal resumes its original

properties when the field is removed.

3. Thermomagnetic Longitudinal Potential-Difference and Resistance

Barlow (^'^^ 1903, developed a relation between the thermo-

magnetic longitudinal potential difference and the change in

resistance in a magnetic field in the following way.

The longitudinal difference of potential, set up by a

magnetic field between two points at a distance dl apart and

whose difference in temperature is dt, is:

E = — ndt-\- (r
—

?'o) idl,

or E = — n~ ' dl-\- (r
—

Vq) i dl.

If the heat and electric currents through the plate are
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so adjusted in magnitude and direction that the galvano-

magnetic and thermomagnetic E. M. F.'s are equal and opposite,

then E= 0, and we have

n . dt

r— Vq a I

in which n is the longitudinal thermomagnetic effect, and

r and r^ the specific electric resistances in and out of the

dt
magnetic field, i the current density in the plate, and —
the temperature gradient.

CHAPTER XV

THERMOMAGNETIC LONGITUDINAL TEMPERATURE
DJFFERENCE

1. Thermal Conductivity in a IVIagnetic Field

A substance conducting a heat current, placed in a mag-

netic field H^ Fig. 125, exhibits a change in temperature at

points D and E, along the flow of heat. This effect is in

reality a change in the thermal

conductivity of the substance.

The coefficient of the effect

may be represented by

AT dt
h^h H,
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conductivity of iron in a magnetic field, and claimed that

Maggi's results were due to experimental error.

Matteucci (361)^ 1864, confirmed Holmgren's observations;

and Naccari and Bellati (383), 1877, who used thermo-couples
as well as Senarmont's method, could detect no change in

the conductivity in a magnetic field.

Tomlinson (539)^ 1878, employed the method of Despretz,

and found a change in the conductivity in iron and sUel in

a magnetic field. Tomlinson's observations were not confirmed

by Trowbridge and Penrose (sso)^ 1883.

In 1886 Battelli <^4^^ carried out a careful investigation,

with the result that longitudinal magnetization increased the

thermal conductivity oi iron about 0*2%, and a transversal

magnetization reduced the conductivity about 0*04%, in a

field of 1400 gauss.

Righi ^447), 1887, and Leduc (318), 1887, determined the

change in thermal conductivity in bismuth by means of thermo-

couples, and both found a decrease in the conductivity in a

magnetic field.

Nernst^^387)j 1887, could discover no change in the con-

ductivity of bismuth in a magnetic field. In a copper bar

heated at one end, the other end of which was in a field of

5000 gauss, he noticed a fall in temperature in the field of

from 2 to 3
<^ C. This effect varied as the square of the

field strength. Nernst did not think the thermal conductivity

of the copper was altered by the field. In searching for a

compensation for the cooling of the bar between the poles

of the magnet, he found that on each side of the field the

copper bar had increased in temperature to as much as 5^ C
The same phenomenon occurred when the pole pieces were

covered with lampblack or paper, to prevent reflection of

the heat rays. Nernst also found that a thermometer held

between the poles of the magnet showed a fall in temperature

when the electromagnet was excited. Faraday ('94) had also

noted a similar effect of a magnetic field on air.
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Aschkinass ('9)^ 1903, observed a Change in temperature

in a copper plate placed in a njagnetic field. The temperature

sank at points of higher intensity and rose at points of lower

intensity. The change in temperature was considered to be

due in large measure to the change wrought in the temper-

ature of the adjacent air by the field.

Weiss and Piccard (577)^ 19 18, observed that, in the

neighborhood of the Curie point, a magnetic field produced

a rise in temperature in nickel, as shown in the table below

The Curie point for the nickel studied was 629*6
<^ Abs.

627-2
<• Abs.
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of the magnetization.
' He employed the Senarmont method,

which seems subject to large experimental errors.

Lloyd (332)^ 1 90 1, detected a decrease of lo^o in the

thermal conductivity of tellurium in a field of 4700 gauss.

Blyth ^Ti^^ 1903, by means of thermo-couples measured

the change in thermal conductivity in bismuth^ mild steely

and soft iron. For bismuth the decrease in conductivity was

less than Y2 Vo ^^ ^ transverse field of 3500 gauss. For mild

steel the decrease was 3-3 7o in a transverse field of 7500 gauss.

In a longitudinal field of 5 1 gauss the decrease was 4 %. For

iron in a transverse field of 7850 gauss the decrease was

about I Yo; while in a longitudinal field of 16,000 magnetic

induction the diminution was 10*5 ^o-

Lafay ^^°^\ 1903, detected what he termed an appreciable

diminution in the thermal conductivity in iroii both in a

transverse and longitudinal field. Lownds (345)^ 1903, measured

the change in thermal conductivity in a plate of bismuth,

I '6 cm. long, cut parallel to its principal axis. The ^late was

too small to use the thermo-couple method. A modification

of the Senarmont method was employed. The plate was

covered with elaidic acid, as suggested by Voigt ^559). The

plate was heated by a long, heavy, pointed copper wire. The

point was placed at the centre of the plate. The isothermal

curves formed on the plate by the melting of the wax were

ellipses, whose major axes were perpendicular to the crystallo-

graphic axis, both when the plate was in and out of the transverse

magnetic field, showing that the thermal conductivity was

greater perpendicular to the axis. The conductivity was

proportional to the squares, of the axes. The following table

H Ratio of Axes

of Ellipse

Ratio of Thermal

Conductivity

Ratio of Electrical

Conductivity

4980

y=ri9
1-34

±
I!

±
II

= I '42

= I 80

J_

J_

= 178

= 1-87
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gives the ratios of the thermal and electrical conductivities in

the two directions, without and within the magnetic field.

Schmaltz (472)^ .1905, employed Rontgen's (455) modification

of Senarmont's method, and found that in a transverse field

of about 1200 gauss the thermal conductivity o{ nickel suffered

a decrease of nearly 5 ^o ^^ ^^^ axial direction, as compared

with the equatorial. According to Bordoni ^'^^\ 19 10, the

magnetic field reduced the thermal conductivity of iron more

than that of steel.

Hall and CampbelH^^z), 191 1, found that a transverse

magnetic field apparently decreased the longitudinal temper-

ature-gradient in soft iron.

Wold (^°4\ 1 916, measured the thermal conductivity of

tellurium by the King method, both in and out of the magnetic

field. In a field of 6650 gauss the decrease in conductivity

was 19 7o- If we substitute this value in the equation

k

we shall have J = 43xio~^

Lloyd's (I.e.) observations gave

J. = 45 X iQ— ^, for tellurium.

2. Theory of the Change of Thermal Conductivity in a IVIagnetic Field.

Since the change in the thermal conductivity of a metal

in a magnetic field is not reversed on the reversal of the

•field, the effect should vary as the square of the field strength,

and in general the effect would be represented by the equation,

where A A; is the change in conductivity, k the conductivity

in zero field, H the field strength, and A a constant depending

on the metal.

Experimentally it has been found that this equation agrees

approximately with the observed results, in most cases.

Livens (329)^ 19 15, starting with the usual assumptions ofthe

17
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free electron theory, deduced the following expression for the

change of thermal conductivity in a transverse magnetic field:

A/c v'-l^^

''

qi-^ (^^.)-v
.) (M)(M)^(^

hi) hi) Vhi\
The quantities above have their usual significance, while

mc
J

According to the above expression, -j^
should always

have a positive value, no matter what value S may have;

that is, the thermal conductivity off all substances should

increase in the magnetic field.

As already seen in the foregoing pages, the change in

thermal conductivity in the few metals thus far examined has

been a decrease.

Livens thinks that this lack of agreement of sign may be

accounted for by remembering that the effective field inside

the metal is made up of the impressed field and a local field

set up by the molecules or molecular groups, and that in some

cases this local field may reverse the sign of the effective

field. The effect has been measured only in the ferromagnetic

metals, ^Vo?^ and nickel, and in the complex and extraordinary

metals bismuth and tellurium, in which the local field may
play a major part. It remains to be seen whether such metals

as gold, silve?' and copper will give the sign called for by
Livens' equation.

CHAPTER XVI

1. Influence of Magnetism on Thermoelectric Power of Metals.

Since the influence of magnetism on the thermoelectric

power of metals has a direct or indirect bearing on the several

effects already treated, it seems worth while to give an outline

of the work already done on this subject.
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In 1856 Sir Wm. Thomson ^533) observed that magnetism

changed the thermoelectric property of a metal. He found

that in a couple made of magnetized and unmagnetized iron,

a current of electricity flowed through the hot junction

from unmagnetized to magnetized iron, when magnetized

longitudinally.

When the iron was magnetized transversally the thermo-

electric current flowed in the opposite direction.

In the case of longitudinally magnetized nickel the thermo-

E. M. F. was in the opposite direction to that set up in

longitudinally magnetized iron. The behavior of nickel in a

transverse field seems not to have been determined by Thomson.

Strouhal and Barus ^512)^ 1881, measured the change in

thermo-electric power of magnetized and unmagnetized iron

against copper, with the following results:

Metal
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If Eo is the thermo-E. M. F. in zero field, and E that in

the magnetic field, then the ratio of change is

• . Eo— E

For i7)ipure bismuth then d was positive, while for the

pure metal d was negative.

Bachmetjew ^^^\ 1891, found that magnetization of iron

and nickel produced changes in their thermoelectric properties

similar to those brought about by elongation of the metal

wires. He attributed the change in property when magnetized

to the elongation due to magnetization, and not to magnet-
ization per se.

According to Chassagny ^"s)^ 1893, a longitudinal field

increased the thermo-E. M. F. of an iron-copper couple to a

maximum at 55 gauss; the E.M. F. then decreased in higher

fields, up to 200 gauss.

The thermoelectric power of iron and nickel in a magnetic

field was investigated by Battelli (^^7) in 1893.

In a transverse magnetic field the thermo-E. M. F. of

iron-copper couple was found to increase in fields up* to

15,000 gauss, and then approached saturation. The increase

was greater at higher temperatures. In a longitudinal field

the Ee-Cu couple in fields up to 18,000 gauss exhibited an

increase in thermo-E. M. F. similar to that found in the

transverse field.

The thermo-E. M. F. of a nickel-copper couple increased

in a transverse field up to 12,000 gauss, reached a maximum,

and then fell off slightly. In longitudinal fields up to

12,500 gauss the E. M. F. of a Ni-Cu couple increased and

approached saturation.

In both transverse and longitudinal fields a couple of

Ee (mag.)
VS. Ee (non-mag.) was thermoelcctrically positive, while

in the same fields a couple of Ni (mag.)
vs. Ni (non-mag.) was

thermoelcctrically negative.

Bidwell '^^^ found both nickel and iron couples ,
as above
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above defined, thermoelectrically positive. The presence of

iron in the nickel may account for this.

Houllevigue (2^^\ 1896, measured the change in thermo-

E. M. F. of iron-copper and steel-copper couples in a magnetic

field. In the case of the iron-copper couple, the E. M. F. first

increased rapidly, reached a maximum, and then decreased

and became zero at about 350 gauss, as indicated in Fig. 126,

in which AE is given in microvolts.

AE
12
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For a homogeneous crystal of bismuth, with heat-flow

parallel to the principal axis, this equation held:

—~- = 0-001050 -f 0-00001093 H— 0*000000000000449 H-.

When the heat-flow was perpendicular to the crystal

axis, the change in E. M. F. was about Yio to i/eo that when

the flow was parallel to the axis.

Lownds (344)^ 1 90 1, gave the following comparison between

his determination of the change of thermo-E. M. F. and that of

Defregger (1. c.) for a crystal of bismuth in a magnetic field.

Crystal Axis
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In a transverse field additions of lead increased the

thermo-E. M. F. without any change of sign.

The change in the thermoelectric power of iro7i, nicJcel,

and cobalt m a magnetic field, was determined by BidwelH^^),

1904. The thermo-E. M. F. in some specimens of iron in a

longitudinal field increased rapidly and reached a maximum

between 100 and 200 gauss, then fell off, but did not reverse

in fields from 1000 to 1500 gauss; while in other specimens

the thermo-E. M.F. changed sign in fields from 200 to 500

gauss. The curves for the variation of the thermo-E. M. F.

with field resembled in general those for the change of length

in the magnetic field.

The thermo-E. M. F. of 7iickel in the magnetic field

decreased rapidly and soon reached a constant value. The

curve for the contraction of nickel in the magnetic field closely

resembled that for the change of thermo-E. M. F.

The thermo-E. M. F. of cobalt increased in the magnetic

field and approached saturation values in fields from 1000 to

1500 gauss. The change in the thermo - E. M. F. of cobalt

seemed to bear no definite relation to the magnetostriction of

the metal.

Both magnetized iron and ?iickel were found to be

thermoelectrically positive with respect to the unmagnetized
metal.

PosejpaH42o)^ 1909, found that couples of Fe-Z?i and

Fe-Cu, placed with the warmer junction in fields of from

4,500 to 10,000 gauss, exhibited an E. M. F. of magnetization

which was opposed to the purely thermo-E. M.F. When the

cooler junction was in the field, the two E. M. F.'s were of

the same sign. A Cii-Zn couple gave an E. M. F. in the field

just the opposite to that of the other two couples.

Posejpal maintained that the E. M. F. of magnetization

was not simply a change in the thermo-E. M. F., but an

independent E. M. F. He, however, stated that his experiments

were not sufficient to show whether this E. M. F. of mag-
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netization existed when the couples were absolutely at the

same temperature throughout.

The influence of the magnetic field on the thermoelectric

property of iron and steel was observed by Cohen ("3)^ 1909^

with these results:

1. ¥ov soft iron \hc magnetic field produced an increase

in the thermo-E. M. F.

2. For hammered steel the magnetic field produced a

diminution in the thermo-E. M. F.; for tempered steely an in-

crease; while for annealed steel, an increase in weak fields,

and a decrease in fields above 1000 gauss.

3. In all cases the influence of the field disappeared at

the temperature of the magnetic transformation of the metal.

Grondahl and Karrer (2*7)^ 191 1, observed that the thermo-

E. M. F. of iron in a longitudinal field increased to a maximum
between 300 and 400 gauss, then decreased, but in fields up
to 3000 gauss there was no reversal.

The thermo-E. M. F. of nickel and cohalt diminished

rapidly and soon approached saturation values.

In couples of Al-Cu and Zn-Cu no change in thermo-

E. M. F. as great as lo"'' volts could be detected.

Bordoni^92), 191 1, examined the change of thermo-E. M. F.

of iron, steel, and niche in a magnetic field. Against the

ferromagnetic metals he used cvir^s oi copper, silver, manganese^

and %inc, and found that the change in thermo-E. M. F. was

independent of the nature of the metal joined to the magnetic

metals, as HouUevigue ^^^^^ had found before.

In a longitudinal field, up to 1500 gauss, the thermo-

E. M. F. of iron reached a maximum, then fell off, the curve

indicating that the effect would reverse sign at somewhat

higher fields. The maxima increased with the temperature.

In the case of some of the curves for steel, after the maximum,
there was a reversal of sign.

For nickel the thermo-E. M.F. diminished rapidly in a

longitudinal field, and approached saturation values. The
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decrease was greater for higher temperatures. Magnetized

iron and nichel were both thermoelectrically positive with

respect to the unmagnetized metal, while magnetized tempered

steel was negative with respect to non-magnetized steel.

Konigsberger and Gottstein
^^'^^\ 19 15, measured the change

in thermo-E. M. F. of silicon against iron in a magnetic field

of 5800 gauss, with the result that for one specimen

and for another,

AE

;= +3'5 xio-ii,

-\- 1'2 X IQ-E-m
An increase in each case. This change in thermo-E. M. F.

was found to be almost numerically equal to the increase in

resistance, or AE Ar
(nearly),

(nearly).

E r

The two ratios were

I'2 I-Q

Since the silicon was joined to iro?i, and since others

have claimed that the change in thermo-E. M. F. is due sc5lely

to the action of the magnetic field on the magnetic metal^

probably the above change in E. M. F. should be attributed

to the iron and not to siHcon.

The following expression for the change in thermoelectric

force in a magnetic field was developed by La Rosa ("^57)^ 19 19:

Qh2 a
+

66 \2mvj Qo
"'

in which Pjj and Po are thermoelectric power, qh and Qo the

specific resistance, respectively in and out of the magnetic

field, and 1^ the mean free path of an electron in zero field.

The other letters have their usual significance.

La Rosa ^^^^\ 19 19, measured the change in thermoelectric

power and resistance of bismuth in a magnetic field, with

the results given in the table below.
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the E. M. F., followed by a reversal in sign, and then a con-

tinued increase. In all cases, above weak fields, the change

in thermo-E. M. F. was more nearly linear than is the case

in the ferromagnetic metals.

Grondahl ^"^\ 19 14, endeavored to find a relation between

the change in thermo-E. M. F. in a longitudinal magnetic field

and magnetostriction in Heusle?' alloys. The -y- curves all

increased rapidly and approached saturation in moderately

high fields; w^hile some of the thermo-E. M. F. curves were

positive and almost linear, and others passed through a small

negative maximum, reversed sign, and then became linear.

The magnetostriction decreased with rise in temperature, and

disappeared at the transformation range; while the effect of

the magnetic field on the thermo-E. M. F. changed with rise

in temperature, but did not disappear at temperatures well

above the transformation range.

3. Change of the Peltier Effect in a Magnetic Field

The change of the Peltier effect in a magnetic field is

intimately connected with the change of thermoelectric power

in the field. The equation for the Peltier effect is

dE
where -—^ is the thermoelectric power of the metal outside

the field. Then in the magnetic field

dE'

where E and E' are respectively the thermo-E. M.F.'s of the

couple outside and within the magnetic field, and dT may be

taken as (/g
—

^1), where ^2
^^^ h ^^^ ^^e temperatures at

the junctions; and T is in absolute temperature.

Battelli (47), 1893, has shown that the Peltier effect in iron

6T '
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and in nickel is modified by the magnetic field. In a transverse

field the Peltier effect in an iro^i-copjje?' couple increased,

rapidly at first, then less rapidly, as the field increased,

followed by an approach to a saturated value.

The increase in a nickel-copper couple was less than in

the iron.

In a longitudinal field the Peltier effect was increased

both in iro7i and in 7iickel. The variation with the field was

similar to that in a transverse field, but the change was

greater, in the case of iron 2*5 times as great, in nickel

I '5 times as great.

Houllevigue <^2^^), 1896, measured the change in Peltier

effect in iroii and steel in a magnetic field. In the case of

iron the change in the effect increased to a maximum at

about 100 gauss, then decreased and changed sign at about

350 gauss, as shown in Fig. 127, where 100 ^z^ is plotted

against the field.

if

n

100-
TT

100

90

80
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He finds this equation gives values in close agreement

with those observed, as shown by curve C, Fig. 127.

The Peltier effect in soft steel, S, as shown in Fig. 127,

decreases more and more rapidly as the field increases.

The curves in P'ig. 128 show that the maximum increase

in the Peltier effect in iron in the magnetic field increased

with the temperature.

(if- 11)10^

100 200

Fig. 128.

Pochettino *^'7)j 1899, investigated the change in the

Peltier effect of an iron-copper couple in a longitudinal mag-
netic field. The effect increased to a maximum in a field of

about 98 gauss, decreased, and passed through its normal

value at about 345 gauss. These results are confirmatory of

HouUevigue's observations.

The change in the Peltier effect of bismuth against

copper in a magnetic field was measured by Borelius and

Lindh<^95)j 1917. The change produced by a field of 2300 gauss

varied from AIT = 004 2 x io~3 cal./coulomb,

to A /T= 0-0237 „

according to the direction of the current and of the field with

respect to the crystal axis of the bismuth.



ADDENDUM.

HALL'S LATEST THEORY OF THE HALL EFFECT

In his latest theory of the Hall effect, Hall (246a)^ 1^,23,

postulated the presence of two transverse streams of electrons

in a metal plate placed in a magnetic field. One of the

streams consists of the free electrons, which gives rise to a

negative Hall effect, Rf\ while the other stream consists of

associated electrons, and produces a positive effect, iiV One

or the other of these effects will generally predominate,

according to the kind of metal, its physical condition and

temperature, and the strength of the magnetic field.

The expression for the free electron effect is given as:

Rf = — {6-2S d' ' x)^ kT°-^,

in which d' - x is the mean free path of the electrons at

temperature T, x = k^n^^s^ X^ the mean free path at o^ C,

)f the number of atoms per c.c, and k the specific con-

ductivity, which is equal to the sum of the partial conduc-

tivities, /I'a and
kf.

The observed Hall effect, i?, is given by the equation:

R^R^.^ + Br^-
From this relation Ea may be computed.

Taking into account the parts played by the two kinds

of electrons. Hall deduced certain definite relations that should

exist between the Hall and Ettingshausen effects, between

the Hall and Nernst effects, and between the Nernst and

Righi-Leduc effects.
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APPENDIX

ELECTRONS AND ATOMS

While it is not the province of this treatise to discuss

the electronic structure of the atom, nor to take up the va-

rious electron theories of heat, electricity, and magnetism, yet

it seems worth while to point to some works on these subjects.

It is probable that satisfactory explanations of the phe-

nomena treated in this monograph cannot be had, until the

internal structure of the atom and the interaction of atom and

electron are better understood.

To this end the works of the following authors are re-

ferred to in the Bibliography:

1. On Electronic Structure of the Atom

Larmor (3C9)j 1900; Kelvin <^535)j 1902; Abraham
(^)^ 1903;

Thomson (Sir J. J.) (528-9), 1904— 1914; Lodge (^33), 1903, 1906;

Rutherford (464-5), 1905— 1920; Bohr(75-6)^ 191 1— i9i3;Barkla(42),

191 1
;
Broek (^°°-^), 19 13; Moseley (382)^ 19 13; Nicholson (388)^

1 9 14; Herzfeld (258)^ 191 5; Kossell (301)^ 19 16; Lewis (326)^ 191 6;

Langmuir (308)^ 19 19; Crehore (^34-5), 191 7
— 1920; Ruther-

ford (464-5), 191 1— 1920; Somm'erfeld (5°°), 1921.

2. On Electronic Conduction

Riecke (436-442)^ -1881— 19 15; Voigt (s^o-^), 1898— 1902;

Drude (^49-52), 1900— 1905; Lorentz (339-40), 1903, 1905; Gans(2°8)^

1906; Weiss (573-6), j^Qy— 191 1
; Jeans (^76), 1909; Thomson

(Sir J. J.)
(520. 1, 6,

7)^ 1900— 1915; Zahn(6^3), 1913, 1914; Richard-

son (432-4), 1 9 1 2— 1 9 1 5 ;
Hall (244.

6)^ 1 9 1 4 ,
1 9 1 7 ;

Borelius (''3),
1 9 1 9,

Extended references to works on electrons and electronic

theories may be found in Ions, Electroiis, Corpuscles, 2 vols.^

Paris, 1 905 ;
and in Jahrhiich de?' Radioaktivitdt und Elektroniky

Leipzig, 1904— 1923.
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